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Abstract

I have witnessed Indigenous students experience marginalization, being ignored, being
labelled, and earning developmental designations, all as a way to continue systemically

oppressing them. Indigenous students traditionally did not sit in rows, they did not compete for
the highest mark, an A+ or a B. Indigenous education and learning is a process, and no one fails.

Systemic oppression continues in public education where Indigenous students are alienated,

being pushed out, kicked out, or continuously transferred from school to school.
After fasting for 1,000 days, I received a vision of how to move Indigenous education

forward: I began making Indigenous drums; I taught singing to students, staff, and admin.

Reinstatement of Indigenous culture such as drumming and singing increases self-esteem, self
identity, confidence, and self-determination for the learner and is a tool for healing
intergenerational trauma. These cultural supports, therefore, become critical for the success of
Indigenous students and they are helping Indigenous education and people move forward without

fear.

There is a hegemonic imbalance of power and we need a reallocation of government
funds in public education. Indigenous students have the right to attend school and participate

without penalty, punishment, or humiliation. Swept under the school “welcome mat” are all

forms of racism in public education. Critical Indigenous theory considers unequal power
relations as they affect urban Indigenous students. The imbalance creates marginalization and
prejudices towards Indigenous students.

This dissertation uses retrospective study on the students' Artwork Stories, a free

expression that allows specific elements and past patterns to emerge and reveal that Indigenous
drumming and singing correlates to specific values and emotions. The spirit of Indigenous
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drumming and singing gives the student a visual voice in research through the Artwork Story
documents. The Gichi'ayaag (Elders) say the Medicine Wheel has many teachings, as many as
there are grains of sand in this world. The Complex Medicine Wheel Model shapeshifts into the

Medicine Wheel Colour Knowledge Chart analytical model, providing a research tool that

analyzes students' Artwork Stories experience.
The sound of the Indigenous drum will ripple around the world and continue its
transformation one beat at a time. Our unceded territories are calling back languages and the

spirits of the land to further Indigenous education. This drum's voice bridges those of the

Ancestors, the women, and our spirits. When you hear the sound of an Indigenous drum in your

school, you will know we bring change, a change that you cannot stop, nor would you want to.
The analysis of Indigenous drumming and singing aligns with evidence-based approaches and
the quantification of learning. There is an urgent need to Indigenize K-12 curriculum by

incorporating Indigenous drumming and singing into their classrooms. Those who promote

Indigenous pedagogy and culture have just begun to Indigenize the education of Indigenous
peoples into mainstream public education. Now is the time when Indigenous education and
culture are on the rise and can be recognized as paramount for Indigenous student success. This

research will benefit all learners in public education.
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Definition of Terms

There are two different Anishenaabe dialects in this list. One is from Chief Lorraine McRae, my

auntie from Mnjikaning First Nation 32 Indian Reserve in Ontario. The other comes from Grand
Chief Edward Benton-Benai from Three Fires Midewiwin Lodge, my mentor from Lac Courte

Oreilles reservation in Northern Wisconsin.
1. The Anishenaabe Language Translation

Aakanootawin (transformation)
Gichi'ayaag (Elders)

Giniw'Waabi (Eyes of a Golden Eagle)
Gitchi Manitou (Great Spirit)
Kanata (Huron-Iroquois language-the village, Canada)

Manitou (spirit)
Manitou Miikanaang (Milky Way)
Miigwech (thank you)
Mshkikiwan (medicines)

Nee gawn na kayg (gift of vision)
Nee kon'nis i win' (brotherhood)

Ni bi (water)

Ni boo win' (death)
Nii'kinaaganaa (One Heart, One Mind—All Is Related, All My Relations)

Niizhwaaswi Ishkoden (Seven Fires)
Osh ki bi ma di zeeg (New People)

Semaa (sacred tobacco)
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she she gwun (shaker)

Waa waa shke'shi (deer)
Wasichu (Dakota language-taking the best cut of the meat, settler society)
2. Directions

Waabanoong (East)
Zhaawanoong (South)
Pangishmong (West)

Giiwednong (North)
3. Colours

Mskwaa (red)
Mkadewaa (black)

Waabshkaa (white)
Ozaawaa (yellow)
4. Niizhwaaswi Nookmis Miinwaa Mishoomis Kinoomaagewinan (Seven Grandfather and
Grandmother Teachings)

Zaagiwewin (Love)

Migizi (Eagle)

Debwewin (Truth)

Mshiikenh (Turtle)

Zoongde'ewin (Bravery)

Mkwa (Bear)

Nbwaakaawin (Wisdom)
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Mshkode Bizhiki (Buffalo)

Gwekwaadziwin (Honesty)

Saabe (Bigfoot)

Dbasendmowin (Humility)

Ma'iingan (Wolf)

Minobmaadziwin (Good Life)
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Chapter 1 Fire Eagle: The Sound of 1001 Indigenous Drums
Introduction
Aanii, Boozhoo Anishenaabekwe <^T∆VJΔα∙ ndaaw. Aanikoobijigan niimiiniigoog

bawaajige aa ii tesh kawahbidung nibwaan gichinokomis. Mishoomis miinwaa nookmis Lambert
(Monty) ni Denise Marsden, maada ookiiwin ndizhnikaaz ‘Giniw'Waabi P^o'∙<l<IΛ'.

Nindizhinikaaz Davita Aphrodite-Lee Marsden. Nindoodem waawa shke'shi miinwaa Ajijaak

ndoodemag. Mississauga's Scugog Island First Nation Ontario Kanata ndoonijibaa. North
Vancouver, British Columbia Kanata ndindaa.

Hello, I am an Anishenaabe woman. The Ancestors also give me dreams and visions of
my Lakota great+ grandmother. My ancestral name gifted to me by my grandfather and

grandmother, Lambert (Monty) and Denise Marsden, is ‘To See Like A Golden Eagle.' My

English name is Davita Aphrodite-Lee Marsden. My clan is Deer and Crane Clan. My ancestral

territory is Mississauga's Scugog Island First Nation in Ontario, Canada. I currently live in North
Vancouver, British Columbia, Kanata (Canada).

I introduce myself in my Indigenous language as a form of expression of my worldview
and cultural identity. Practicing Indigenous language can be seen as a form of decolonization,
primarily because we take back our languages and what is inherently ours. Then, when we speak

with a good feeling, we are forms of prayer aiming to revitalize our endangered Indigenous

languages, culture, and connection to our ancestral land.

This dissertation will be written using visual cultural elements and content to support the
inspired epistemologies of Indigenous drumming and singing, as well as using students' artwork,
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Indigenous theories, and methodologies. The writings will contain some of my deeply rooted
Indigenous traditions, Anishenaabe language, and Anishenaabe values. I walk in many worlds
and my spirit is usually out amongst the stars, collecting the knowledge of creation. My aunt Dr.

D. Marsden and Dr. John from my graduate committee recommend speaking about some sacred
knowledge prescribed by the Indigenous way of sharing what we know and writing it down for

future generations (personal conversation, 2020). I have heard many times from my Indigenous
people that each time a Gichi'ayaag (Elder) dies, a whole library of Indigenous knowledge dies
with them. There will be many respected conversations with Indigenous Gichi'ayaag, family,
friends, and academics. This research aims to create space in public education for Indigenous
culture. Smith (2012) speaks to the revitalization of the Indigenous culture and reimplementation

of our traditional ancestral ways. We are at a crossroads in a time when all walks of life in this
world are facing paramount changes and peoples are deciding important choices for many

generations to come.
Presently, this generation is facing the COVID-19 virus. The pandemic brings

Aakanootawin (transformation) and the mask of death to the world. This mask of death is spoken

about in the Niizhwaaswi Ishkoden (Seven Fires) prophecies. In the Niizhwaaswi Ishkoden
(Seven Fires) prophecies of the Anishenaabek, the nee gawn na kayg (gift of vision) tells us of

many things to come. Benton-Banai (1988) shares a few main points of Niizhwaaswi Ishkoden
(Seven Fires):

In the Fourth Fire, you shall know that the face of the Light Skin race wear is one of nee

kon'nis i win' (brotherhood) or one of ni boo win' (death). You will know the mask of death if
the rivers run with poison and the fish become unfit to eat. Their hearts will be filled with greed

for the riches of the land. In the Fifth Fire, nee gawn na kayg (prophet) says if the people
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abandon the old teachings, then the struggle of the Fifth Fire will be for many generations. The

promise that comes will prove to be a false promise. All those who accept this promise will cause
the near destruction of the people. In the Seventh Fire, Osh ki bi ma di zeeg (New People) will

emerge and retrace their steps to find what was left by the trail, the final eternal fire of peace,
love, brotherhood and sisterhood. If the wrong path is chosen, much suffering and death to all
Earth's people. (p. 90)

I choose the path of retracing the steps to find and piece together what was left on the

trail. The path of the Ancient Ones, Indigenous culture, pedagogy, epistemology, and spirituality

coupled with the positive benefits and tools of intellectual technology.

Statement of the Problem

The statement of the problem is: Not enough has been done to implement Indigenous
education and culture such as drumming and singing in the public school system. This research

intends to explore the pedagogy of Indigenous drumming and singing in the classroom. The
student population is kindergarten, grades one, grade two, the Excellence in Social Emotional

Learning (ExSEL) program grades four to seven, and grade 12. Many ancestral songs and
drumming contain the Indigenous language, land, ceremonies, protocols, ancestral law, original

instruction, world history, family history, ancestry, instruction of a minobmaadziwin (good life),
and problem-solving skills. Acknowledgement and integration of both Indigenous language and

culture within the school system contribute to building strong identity and self-esteem, which are
critical precursors to success in learning for Indigenous students. In Toulouse's (2008) growing

body of research, it is explained that:
Aboriginal students' self-esteem is a key factor in their school success. An educational

environment that honours the culture, language and worldview of the Aboriginal student
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is critical. Schools need to meaningfully represent and include Aboriginal people's
contributions, innovations and inventions. Aboriginal students require a learning

environment that honours who they are and where they have come from. These strategies

nurture the self-esteem—the positive interconnection between the physical, emotionalmental, intellectual and spiritual realms—of Aboriginal students. (p. 1)

The practice of Indigenous drumming and singing connects the students to the worldly
realms, spiritual realms, and most importantly, to the human realm. When we practice drumming

in rhythm in a circle, side-by-side, we begin to drum in sync. When we synchronize, the human
connection is extremely healing and this increases the power of the entire drumming group.

There is an energy of harmony within the drum group, in sync with each other, creating strength
and bond between participants. The physical movement when beating the drum exercises the

power of using one's voice, coordination, mind, and memory. Drumming and singing empowers,

offer strength and offer confidence to the student. When rehearsing the songs and the beats, we
begin to relax; our hearts open up to the beat of the drum, and our emotions begin to flow and
follow the rhythm of the words of the song and each other. We connect to the spiritual realms

and with nature through the content of the songs. The action and process are all-encompassing
and become good mshkikiwan. The mshkikiwan of the Indigenous culture, language, and

worldview are critical for Indigenous student success. Little is known about the introduction of

Indigenous cultural programs such as drumming and singing in public education. Based on
research, the Vancouver School Board (VSB) (2016), has articulated why learning one's culture

is so important:
Schools are environments for learning. Although learning requires a sense of belonging,
including seeing one's culture respected and reflected in the environment, ultimately to
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be successful in school, students have to learn to read, write and understand a variety of
areas of knowledge. (p.10)

Students connect optimistically to Indigenous drumming and singing lessons; this creates

connection, motivates a sense of belonging, and adds joy to the lives of students. Goudreau,

Pillwax-Weber, Meek-Cote, Madill, & Wilson (2008) explain, “The more we know about our

sacred items, such as the drum, the more we will know about ourselves and how to obtain and
maintain balance amongst the four elements of our being” (p. 79).

The Western capitalistic world has devastated the spirits of our Indigenous Ancestors,

families, and children due to the process of assimilation and colonization. Indigenous drumming
and singing allow students to reinstate their personal Indigenous traditions and culture.
The Purpose: The Drumbeat Connects the People to their Power

I began working for the Vancouver School Board in 2003 as a teacher, as a counsellor,
and in 2014, an Indigenous educator focusing on Indigenous traditions and culture. I witnessed

Indigenous students experience marginalization, being ignored, being labelled, and earning
developmental designations as a way to continue systemically oppressing them. The Indigenous

students were being pushed-out, kicked-out, or transferred to other schools. Being transferred
came about because the school could not connect or access the needs of the Indigenous youth.
Displacing Indigenous students, usually more than once in a school year, was the public school

system's way of coping with the “Indian problem.” I understood that Indigenous students were

trapped in a systemic education mindset and needed a sense of self, Indigenous acceptance, and

cultural foundation. I began to create an Indigenous drumming program for the VSB.
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In the classroom, I witnessed that as soon as I began to teach Indigenous drumming and

singing, the pedagogy created a community and became a catalyst for transformation. The
student's first strike on the drum calls in their drummer's Ancestors. This sacred cultural element
creates a spiritual relationship within the individual and re-establishes a bond to their Ancestors.

The community then develops interrelationships with their spirit family, all of whom gather
while simultaneously bonding with each other. These bonds are critical for creating friendships;
they are warm, welcoming, familiar, and give students a feeling of safety and acceptance. The
social and cultural bonds created during the drumming and singing close the gap between

Indigenous students and their respective cultures. It has a ripple effect. These cultural supports
then become critical for the success of Indigenous students.

“Past research about Indigenous early learning and transition experiences have identified
gaps in support for maintaining and strengthening Indigenous cultural identities, which can have
detrimental impacts upon a child's motivation or ability to learn” (Marsden, 2018, p. 3). The

faces and eyes light with awareness and curiosity; the students light up to learn a skill, new ways
of thinking; excitement begins to exude in the classroom. Drumming and singing are healing,

promoting healthy relationships and natural Indigenous community engagement. The gaps in
public education show that Indigenous students systemically continue to face “bullying and
stereotyping due to racism, or discrimination within social, economic, education or health

systems” (Marsden, 2018, p. 2). The consistent implementation of Indigenous education and

culture demystify the negative stereotypes from the past assimilation of history and policies

ingrained in Western education. The inclusion of Indigenous education leads to academic
nourishment and change. Topkok and Green (2016) write:
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We turn inwards and outwards to show how healing begins as an introspective process
and moves from the individual to the family, to the community, and beyond. The
drumbeats' steady rhythm grounds us in the purpose of following the pathway of our

Ancestors and celebrating. (p. 1)

The BC Ministry of Education is creating this pathway by “looking to include Aboriginal
expertise at all levels, ensuring that Aboriginal content is a part of the learning journey for all
students, and ensuring that the best information guides the work” (Province of BC, Aboriginal

Education, 2015).

For my dissertation, I am researching Indigenous drumming and singing and the effects
of teaching these pedagogies in the classroom. The Indigenous languages we sing in contain

TEK (traditional ecological knowledge), intrinsic values, morals, history, and content of the

territories, the peoples, and the land. The songs and language have embedded instructions of
unwritten laws: how to take care of the earth, the weather, relationships to all sentient beings,
and all elements—water, air, fire, earth, and spirits. Each song produces a vibration, a rhythm,
and sound that acts as a stimulus used to heal trauma and to build lasting relationships and

interconnections. Indigenous peoples facilitate singing and drumming as a way for doctoring,

curing, and relieving intergenerational trauma. The drumbeat represents our mother's heartbeat
when we are in the womb, as well as the heartbeats of ourselves, the nations, Mother Earth, and
the cosmos. The drumbeat keeps us close to family ties and teaches us to respect ourselves and
our women.

Many Indigenous Nations across Turtle Island (North America) carry similar teachings,
for example, the Inupiaq and Yup'ik peoples of Alaska also believe the drumbeat represents the
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“heartbeat of Mother Earth” (John, 2008; Topkok & Green, 2016). Since the drum is so
connected to the heart and its beats, it connects us wholistically, implicitly to our spirituality. We

have come full circle. Before contact, we connected to the drumbeat, the heartbeat; after

colonization, we disconnected from the drumbeat, the heartbeat, reinstatement of Indigenous
culture, and connected again. These sacred teachings are our connection to our world's

emotional state so that we can take care of her as she cares for us. This relationship is reciprocal.

The beat of the drum is vibratory to such a level the stars move when we sing and call forward
new ideas and change that which is detrimental for the development of this world. We draw this
vital information which originates from the cosmos and our Ancestors. This Indigenous

knowledge led to the research question.
The Research Question

The Research Question: What impacts are the existing Indigenous drumming and singing
pedagogies having upon the understandings of critical Indigenous contexts, wholistic wellbeing,

and cultural education of students within the public school culture?

As a teacher, I begin by asking students questions to see what they understand about the

lesson I will be teaching, also to pique their curiosity and to see what they already know. So, I
begin each Indigenous drumming and singing with some of these preliminary questions:
1. Have you ever used an Indigenous drum before? What is the beat of a drum? Do you feel a
connection to the drum? What animals that are from Kanata do Indigenous peoples make the

drum from? What are the drum rings made from?
2. Have you ever sung an Indigenous social song before? Would you like to sing in an

Indigenous language?
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3. Have you seen a buffalo robe before? Where did all the buffalos go? What did we use a

buffalo for and how was it hunted? What part of the buffalo is the sinew from? How would

we traditionally preserve a buffalo hide?
4. Why is the drum round and what does it remind you of in nature? What is the importance of

our round sun and moon? Why do Indigenous people sit in a circle? Can you tell me what in

science and math are circles used for?
5. Why do we sing an Indigenous song four times? What represents the number four found in
nature?

Positioning Background, The Vision, The Initiating Project
The TRC and Canadian Residential Schools
In response to colonization, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Kanata (TRC)

was created by the Indian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement to aid in healing
intergenerational trauma and facilitate reconciliation with Indigenous peoples in Kanata. The
Truth and Reconciliation Commission formed in Kanata as a reaction to the destructive legacy of

forced assimilation and abuse left by the residential school system (TRC, 2015). The personal

testimonies of survivors were videotaped; the TRC facilitated public access to research
documents and school records of Indian residential schools. The research allowed people to
search for the “truth” of what happened, find lost loved ones who never made it home, and

confront government statistics.

One residential school survivor is my biological grandfather, Lamont (Monty) Marsden.
He attended St. Peter Claver (Garnier) Residential school for boys in Spanish, Ontario.
Figure 1

Garnier Residential School for Boys, Spanish, Ontario
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Note. Drawn by Stacy-Lee Clark, 2003.
In December 2015, the TRC released a final report entitled “Honouring the Truth,
Reconciling the Future” reports that; an estimated 150,000 children attended residential schools
during its 120-year history and an estimated 3,200 of those children died in the residential

schools. From the 70,000 former IRS students still alive, there were 31,970 sexual or serious
sexual assault cases resolved by the independent assessment process and 5,995 claims were still

in progress as of the reports. In June 2015 the TRC released a summary report of its findings and
‘94 Calls to Action' to ‘redress the legacy of residential schools and advance the process of
Canadian reconciliation' (TRC, 2015a). The TRC (2015a) concluded that the purpose of
residential schools was forced assimilation and an act of cultural genocide.

With the momentum the TRC is creating, Indigenous education is at the forefront of
importance in the public school system. The TRC held a four-day event on September 18-21,
2013, where schoolchildren from all over BC were invited to witness and listen to residential
school survivors' stories and participate in moving Indigenous people forward. The purposeful
inclusion of youth at the TRC event was meant to improve Indigenous student success rates. By
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knowing the truth of residential school survivors, the children might aid in healing

intergenerational trauma through appropriate Indigenous education programs such as drumming

and singing, as well as language, and culture revitalization initiatives.
'60s Scoop Babies
The last residential school in Saskatchewan, named Gordon Indian Residential School,
closed down in 1996. The Canadian government continued the legacy of Indigenous residential

school genocide by continuing to steal Indigenous children, then placing them in foster and
adopted homes with non-Indigenous caretakers called the '60s Scoop. Like thousands of
Indigenous children, I was stolen from my biological family and put into a non-Indigenous

European home; I am a '60s Scoop baby. In the Sixth Fire of the nee gawn na kayg (gift of
vision), it is said that those deceived by the Light Skinned race will have their children taken

away from the teachings of the Gichi'ayaag.

Figure 2

Early Newspaper Ads to Adopt Indian and Metis, 1967

Note. Stevenson, 2015.
There were over 20,000 Indigenous children taken from their homes, families,
reservations, and even hospitals. Kesler, Crey, and Hanson (2009) write:
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An alarmingly disproportionate number of Aboriginal children were apprehended from
the 1960s onward. By the 1970s, roughly one third of all children in care were

Aboriginal. Approximately 70 percent of the children apprehended were placed into non
Aboriginal homes, many of the homes in which their heritage was denied. (para. 5)

We, the Indigenous children, were displaced across Kanata, the United States, Europe,

and even as far as New Zealand. Many of these “'60s Scoop babies” never found their families
again. We, the Indigenous children, lost our families, identity, languages, and culture. Raven
Sinclair, in an interview with Longman (2018), said, “that the colonial past of Canada is one of

cultural genocide” (p. 16).
I struggled as a child and a teen being raised in a German home in Winnipeg, Manitoba
(named after Manitou-Spirit). I stayed quiet to protect myself while maintaining some sense of
connection with my adopted family and surroundings. I felt a lot of despair and confusion with

everything stripped from me; my culture, my identity, and my family. Theresa John (2008)

writes about the importance of her Indigenous identity:

My father said the creator provided us with our genuine ways of being, living, looking,
and behaving. You must always remember who you are as a Yup'ik person and never be

ashamed of how you look, how you speak, and what you eat. This was the critical

moment when I realized how important it was to be aware, to honour, and to respect our
Indigenous identity. (p. 37)

My Transformation
I moved west to rejoin my Indigenous biological family, reclaim my identity, my power,
my culture, and my ancestral line. I arrived in British Columbia in 1990 and made my first
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Indigenous hand drum in 1999 with Elder Ron Wallace from Mount Currie Indian Band. I began

to pray for one Indigenous song. In 2002, I joined a women's drum group run by Alannah

Young, an Anishenaabekwe woman. There, I felt connected to the group and learned how to
drum and Indigenous social songs. I began working at the VSB in 2003 and started teaching
Indigenous culture to students in kindergarten to grade 12. I consistently travelled around our 89

elementary schools and 18 secondary schools teaching Indigenous drumming and singing. I
observed how much the students enjoyed the lessons and my interactive workshop. Each student,

Indigenous and non-Indigenous, left with a gift of a sacred Indigenous song and learned to play

the drum within a one-hour lesson.

Origin of My Vision for Drumming
Figure 3

Still from “Carving for a Better Future”

Note. Darier-Baziere, 2019.
In 2004, my Gichi'ayaag recommended that I begin a 1,000-day fast and vision quest.
Fasting is part of the Anishenaabe and Lakota culture. We fast in hopes of receiving a vision to

guide us on our life path. There would be many prayers during the day and night, less sleep, one
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healthy meal a day, sexual abstinence, and purification of all my senses to keep them aware and

clean. On the verge of finishing my 1,000-day fast, I received a vision. This vision lasted about
half an hour and I saw many things. Archie Meyers, the descendant of Chief Sitting Bull and my

Dakota Gichi'ayaag, said to stay quiet and patient. He said, “When the timing is right, Creator

will open the space to bring forward this vision for the world” (personal conversation, June

2007). I stayed reticent. In March 2018, a portion of the vision came flooding back in detail
while I was driving. I will express part of my vision. It will not be grammatically correct because

vision does not translate well into words. I do not want to take away from its essence or spiritual
content:

One Great huge buffalo was running from the east towards me, I took a breath and called
in the Bear to give me courage, I did not move and stood my ground.

The buffalo stopped, looked down on me, and breathed her great warm breath,

which turned to a red fog all around me as a protective shawl. I smiled, hugged, and
loved the Great buffalo. The buffalo then fell to the ground and rolled to the east, and her
fur turned golden, the incredible buffalo rolled to the south and her fur turned brown, she
then rolled to the west, and her fur turned raven black, she then rolled to the north, and
her fur turned pure & white, and the buffalo was magnificent. The buffalo gave me her
hide and said: Tatonka Winukcha-Buffalo Woman wear this with Respect & Love.

Off in the distance, I saw an object spinning. As it came closer, I realized it was
the sacred drum. The drum was flying at top speed, and I could hear it whistling, spinning

very fast. The drum spun and spun and spun right towards me, and it landed straight into
my chest, and now I carry this drum in my spirit. It was a large drum-and

the Gichi'ayaag came to me and said-you make that drum, and we will bless it-and I did,
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and they did bless the drum.. .the drum then began to multiply, into 10's. and 100's...

then over a 1001's drums and my eyes opened wide, and I felt cool inside like

water Waashegamenaboonikwe-Clear Water Woman-rose up and out of me, and she was

over 100 feet tall.
At the edge of a cliff, I saw an enormous Elk. It began to bleat and called to
all seven directions...
East, South, West, North; above, below, and in between...Its voice

called in a grandmother/grandfather sweat rock burning and glowing bright red and
orange it was hovering in front of my eyes, the rock split with a great crack and the

ancient ones said your prayers had been answered.
I began to hear a voice, and it grew louder...
it sang a beautiful song, and all the

children of Turtle Island (North America) heard this song. They began to sing together in

harmony, a song of not 10, not 100, but of over 1001 pure and distinct voices, and
they began to drum the stars into place, and the stars began to shake along the Manitou

Miikanaang, giggling with the children's voices, and from the star path, the sound and
vibration of over 1001 drumming voices ...all the children began to sing and the

song called forward from the cosmos and the other worlds a huge Totem pole. It was
coming to this world at top speed along the Manitou Miikanaang and breaking

through eight different levels towards mother earth. Each level the totem pole broke
through had a vibratory colour and a musical note that made sound as loud
thunders. These colours and music were not from this world. Then I saw one great strike
of emerald green lightning and in flew three great ancient eagles. Each eagle brought

specific mshkikiwan to this world. The first eagle was made of fire, the second eagle was
made of gold, and the third eagle was made of thunder and lightning. Fire Eagle, Golden
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Eagle, ThunderBird, Gabe Binesi 'Waabi! Eyes of all Sacred Eagles.. .the clouds were

spinning, and the great totem struck the ground with such force, there was a ripple effect
that spanned across BC, then rippled out across Kanata, then all across Turtle Island,

and then it wrapped around mother Earth.
Figure 4

Stillfrom “Carving for a Better Future”

Note. Darier-Baziere, 2019.
Figure 5

Stillfrom “Carving for a Better Future”
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Note. Darier-Baziere, 2019.
So just then, I understood what to do; I was to bring people together from all across

Turtle Island (North America)—from the North, South, West, and East. The children, the
families, the communities, all peoples, because a change was coming to Indigenous education!
Smith (2012) asks that people create a future, rise above present-day situations that are generally
disheartening, dream a new dream, and set forth a new vision. I decided to assemble a team, pass
semaa (sacred tobacco), and gift my vision's spiritual content to C. Desjarlais, our Indigenous

Vice Principal at the VSB. When you pass the spiritual content to another person, that person
will receive the gift in a way they understand. Desjarlais then received a dream of my vision. I
then asked if she would collaborate on this project with me for the Vancouver school district

children. Desjarlais became very excited and agreed to work with me. The team soon included

Robert Clifton, Trudi Harris and Teddie Wosk. A few months after, we needed support from the
VSB, so we invited Jody Langlois, our Associate Superintendent, to join our team.
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Figure 6

Still from “Carvingfor a Better Future”

Note. Darier-Baziere, 2019.
The Legacy Carving Project Brings 1001 Hearts to Beat as One People
I planned to bring in carvers to recreate the Totem in the vision. The Totem would be 44

feet tall. Then Desjarlais and I decided to bring in two 25-foot West Coast Welcoming Figures.

One figure was to be female and one was to be male, to create balance. The team erected all
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three carvings on the grounds of the VSB during the Indigenous Day celebration on June 21st,

2019. There was a sense of urgency and importance to create Indigenous space in the educational
institution and Musqueam territory. This project's design breaks down old stereotypes, opens

healing for racism, and lifts the community and all people. In a personal conversation with my
biological father, D. Coleman (2014), he says it takes two to three generations of work to break

down racism. In other words, racism is coming from what we have experienced and what our

Ancestors' experience. It is contained in the blood as memory and awareness are the points where
healing can take place. This project will bring awareness and healing because nacaɁmat ct— "we
are one" (in the hƏŉqƏmiŉƏm Musqueam language, translated and gifted by Trudi Harris).
Figure 7

Still from “Carving for a Better Future”

Note. Darier-Baziere, 2019.
The team chose Squamish Master Carver Xwalacktun and his son James Harry to carve
the central pole. We set up a large tent on the VSB lawn for the carving work and asked the
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schools to bring in their classes to witness. The tent also enabled the VSB students and
community to witness and be a part of the project. Musqueam carvers, Chrystal and her brother
Chris Sparrow, designed and created the female Welcoming Figure. We housed them in the
carving pavilion at Britannia Secondary School so the youth and children could come and learn
and witness. Lastly, the male Welcoming Figure was carved by a Musqueam Gichi'ayaag,
William Dan, on his ancestral territory. My hope here was to revitalize the Musqueam culture

and involve the families and community. Lifting the Indigenous peoples was my goal. I am

grateful to be at the bottom of the Totem pole, lifting all those above me with guidance, strength,
and love from Creator and Ancestors. The totem project is a catalyst for transformation,

decolonization, and moving Indigenous education forward. The project has walked side-by-side
with Kanata's Truth and Reconciliation recommendations. My goal was to bring together the

drums I made with students across the district. To hear The Sound of 1001 Indigenous
Drums drumming, send the vibration of sound across Turtle Island and raise the central Totem
Pole and Welcoming Figures. I asked all the students, teachers, and administration to come with
their drums. Over 1,001 drummers came, and we all drummed. My vision, Desjarlais's dream,

and Langlois' efforts helped bring the Totem project into reality! We then called it the Legacy
Carving Project: Vision~Dream~Reality. Frank Darier-Baziere (2019) has created a short

documentary on the totem project: https://youtu.be/Xujr6eZ8xJo
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Figure 8

Still from “Carving for a Better Future”

Note. Darier-Baziere, 2019

Another aim of this project was to bring together the community, the families, the three
local Nations, and all of the Lower Mainland of British Columbia. These Nations are

xwmƏθkwƏyƏm (Musqueam), selílwitulh (Tsleil Waututh), and skwxwú7mesh (Squamish Coast
Salish) peoples. My aim was to dovetail the goals of this project with the goals of the TRC. It is
one way to contribute to our Indigenous community and the modern world. Desjarlais stated that,

“since the Legacy Carving Project the VSB, the Indigenous graduation rates have increased

almost 20%” (personal conversation, November 4, 2019).
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Figure 9

Still from “Carving for a Better Future”

Note. Darier-Baziere, 2019.
Research Significant to the Researcher

As a teacher and mshkikiwan woman, it is natural to feel love for the students I am
researching. I understand that this cannot be completely separate from my love for children

because I work in the field of humanities. To build protections against bias, the students I have
researched are not my students; I have not met them before nor have I met the teachers or been in

their classrooms before. Therefore, the anonymous pieces of art are objectively analyzed, as a
critical component of competent inquiry. Here, I can step back and allow the students to show

me what they have learned. The student has the autonomy to choose what they would like to

draw, it is a picture and not for marks, and the medium they use is up to them.
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Theoretical Framework

After deciding to further my education, I wanted to utilize the collected archived data
drawings from the 2017-2019 school years. I named the students' drawings “Artwork Stories.”

They are anonymous, participatory works of art with illustrations of facial expressions, physical
representations, and coloured responses to Indigenous drumming and singing pedagogy. Students

will have verbally answered the preliminary questions during the lesson while sitting in a circle. I
will listen to their responses to get context and see what they understand about Indigenous
drumming and singing. Then we will drum and sing a song, so the preliminary questions I asked

at the beginning of their lesson become their experience. At this time, I will be witnessing
student body language, facial expressions, and how they participate. I always answer questions
as we go along and leave them open for student comments. After I pack up all the drums and

leave, the students will reflect on the drumming and singing lesson. The student reflection takes
form through an artistic drawing response. The mediums students used are paper, crayons,
pencils, coloured pencils, and felt markers. The teacher then gathered the students' Artwork
Story responses, sent them to me, and I archived them.

The most relevant paradigm analysis on archived Artwork Stories is Retrospective Study.
The multiple methods used to accomplish the study are through Artwork Stories, Indigenous
Pictographs, the transformed Anishenaabe Complex Medicine Wheel Model (CMWM),

Medicine Wheel Colour Knowledge Chart (MWCKC), and Photo Journaling. The CMWM and

MWCKC transformation and explanation will be in Chapter 4, “Transforming the Medicine of
the Wheel.” Lastly, the application of interpretive analysis uses an eclectic set of theoretical

approaches. These include the (1) Critical Indigenous Theory, (2) the Wholistic Theory, and (3)
Grounded Theory. These will be further explained in Chapter 3, “Mixed Methodologies.”
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Significance of the Study
This study's results will redound to the benefit of society, considering that Indigenous
education plays an essential role in public education today. The greater demand for Indigenous
graduates and pedagogies justifies the need for more successful, life-changing teaching

approaches. Thus, public schools that apply the recommended approach derived from the
outcomes of this study will benefit Indigenous people, non-Indigenous people, and allies alike.

Administrators will be guided on what should be emphasized by teachers in the school
curriculum to improve students' academic performance. For the researcher, the study will help
reveal critical areas in the educational process that many researchers could not explore. Thus, a

new Indigenous theory on learning may be arrived at. The outcomes found in Chapter 6,

Discussion, Recommendations and Future Research section, can be applied to various
disciplines. Further Indigenous education research will be an enticing and exciting journey. The

multiple domains associated with this dissertation are Indigenous education, Indigenous
languages, Indigenous methodologies, Indigenous cosmology, education, counselling
psychology, art therapy, physics, social work, fine arts, and musicology.

Assembly of Ethics
In this section on ethics, I emphasize the importance of Indigenous ethics and protocols,

as well as both university and Tri-Council Policy ethics, around research with Indigenous people,

which is imperative for conducting cultural education research. Stringent ethical protocols

provide researchers with moral and procedural guidelines for working with Indigenous peoples
and for governing Indigenous matters. Although the research ethics are similar in the Kanata Tri

Council Panel on Research Ethics (TCPS) and the UAF Institutional Review Board (IRB), it is
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imperative to understand and implement both guidelines when researching Indigenous and non
Indigenous peoples. Parija, Mandal, and Acharya (2011) define it:
“Ethical conduct” literally means simply doing the right thing, but in reality, it means
more. It involves acting in the right spirit, out of an abiding respect and concern for one's

fellow creatures. Human research is research conducted with or about people, or their
data or tissues, with the sole intention to do good. (p. 1)

Firstly, people conducting research involving First Nations, Inuit, and Metis Peoples of
Kanata, are expected to follow the TCPS two, Module nine. This module identifies three core
principles: Respect for Persons, Concern for Welfare, and Justice. Consent is a priority of all

human participants. Deloria Jr., 2004 states how crucial it is when working for Indigenous

people that one works with Respect. This Respect is for individuals joining in the informed
research process. TCPS states that “In this Policy, the principle of ‘Concern for Welfare' is
broader, requiring consideration of participants and prospective participants in their physical,
social, economic and cultural environments, where applicable, as well as concern for the

community to which participants belong.” Also, if there is an imbalance of power between
researcher and individual, justice may be compromised in the research results (2010, par 20).
To connect to the TCPS ethical guidelines, I would like to include my ancestral

Indigenous value system of the Niizhwaaswi Nookmis Miinwaa Mishoomis Kinoomaagewinan
is instilled in me since I was in the womb of my mother. As an Anishenaabe/Lakota woman, it is
innate to act with the human values of Love, Respect, Wisdom, Courage, Humility, Honesty, and

Truth with every living and non-living being. This value system parallels the TCPS, the IRB, and
the Vancouver School Board Research Committee guidelines (VSBRC). Kirkness & Barnhardt's

(2001) theory of the 4 Rs of respect, reciprocity, responsibility, and relevance also plays an
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important role when working with and for Indigenous peoples in an institutional setting. These
guidelines apply to working with all human and non-human subjects.
In addition to the TCPS ethics, the Niizhwaaswi Nookmis Miinwaa Mishoomis

Kinoomaagewinan, and Kirkness & Barnhardt's (2001) 4 Rs, it is appropriate to follow the

community's Indigenous research protocols researched; in this case, the VSB and their schools.

Applying these protocols is part of the research process. In my experience, Indigenous protocols
include passing of tobacco (for respect, reciprocity, and agreement); taking care of participants

and Gichi'ayaag; providing refreshments, acknowledging, consulting, and involving local

Indigenous peoples and their territories; and witnessing ceremonies, if appropriate.
Secondly, the research being conducted on archived Artwork Story documents falls under

VSB intellectual property and ultimately the property of the students. The IRB (2019) states that:

...students doing research work effectively with indigenous [sic] people and respect tribal
cultural and intellectual property, and recognize the rights the involved Tribe (s) retains
overall shared information (e.g., cultural knowledge, practices, and traditions) comply
with tribal requirements regarding cultural and data ownership, and adhere to the

feedback of the involved Tribe (s) regarding collection or handling of materials,
information, data, and samples. (par. 8)

The TCPS (2010), in connection with the IRB, explains that “A commitment and active
engagement of continual self-evaluation regarding the interaction and impact of one's culture(s)
on a given situation or relationship to cultivate mutually beneficial partnerships that recognize

and remedy any power imbalances is expected” (par. 13).
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Also, in conjunction with the TCPS, the study respects and adheres to community
protocols. At all times, the “researcher must practice self-reflection and cultural humility to

acquire cultural competence when working with communities can lead to reliance on faulty
assumptions and stereotypes, and undermine the research” (2010).

Next, under the review of the project for IRB determination, the Compliance Officer
stated in the approval letter that this work involves the retrospective analysis of archived lesson

plans and student works. Our office finds the following determination:

The office of Research Integrity has determined that the proposed work does not meet the
definition of research (45 CFR 46.102(1)) involving human subjects (45 CFR 46.102 (e)

(1)). This is not a judgement on the quality or validity of the proposed research but is

rather a determination that the human subject protection regulations are not applicable in
this case. No human subject research will be conducted during this project. (B. Watson,

personal conversation, January 16, 2020)

Thirdly, following the VSB guidelines, there is no disclosure of student personal

information; they are not forced to personally participate, nor is their time required for this
research. The students' Artwork Stories are anonymous. Complying with the VSBRC (2001)
requires “anonymity of students and teachers who cooperate in research studies” (p. 2). Their

work remains anonymous with no identifiable marks. Also, there is no disruption of time in the
classroom. The VSB outlines that researchers affiliated with a university need a letter or

certificate before applying to VSBRC. The VSB and the IRB from the University of Alaska
Fairbanks approval letters are in Appendix A.
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Fourth and lastly, the VSB protects students' intellectual property rights at VSB. That is,
the VSB (2001) states: “any original work—for example, an essay, video, sound recording,

website, art piece—requires authorization for further use” (p.2). Authorization by the VSB to re

use in a publication, workshop, or web posting, or as an exemplar. Email is considered a legal
document for this purpose (VSB, 2001). A letter sent by the VSB Research Committee (personal

conversation, June 16, 2020) would be very interested in learning the outcomes and my

recommendations for students and when the research is completed. I will send an abstract of the

results to J. Langlois, Associate Superintendent.
Organization of the Study

The first chapter frames this research by focusing on Indigenous drumming and singing
in the classroom for Indigenous and non-Indigenous students. According to Goudreau et al.

(2008), balancing our being comes from knowing our sacred drum and knowing ourselves.
Public education must be open and receptive to working on an Indigenous education model for

continuous learning and student success. Indigenous drumming and singing enable students to
lift their spirits, connect to their whole beings, Ancestors, friends, family, and community.
In Chapter 2, the literature review confirms that Indigenous students and Indigenous

peoples benefit from Indigenous culture, and drumming touches their lives in unique ways.
Rebeiz (2018) states that Indigenous learners benefit from “Indigenous initiative programs in the

Okanagan BC, Canada, have succeeded in raising the high school graduation rate for Indigenous
students from 66% in 2012/13 to 77% in 2016/17” (p. 3). We can learn from other school

districts' successes. There are no reviews of Indigenous drumming and singing that I have found

or of the specific impacts drumming has on elementary or secondary school students. Hence, my

reason and justification for this study are to see the impacts of Indigenous drumming on students.
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In Chapter 3, “Mixed Methodologies,” the data analysis of the archived collection of 43

response drawings from students' experience after learning the pedagogy of Indigenous
drumming and singing. These responses from the students are anonymous. Students from the
VSB do these drawings about their experiences learning to drum and sing over the school years
(2017-2019). I asked the teachers to send the drawings to me after the lesson. I was first

interested in seeing what the students were learning, how they were engaging, and that they were
enjoying Indigenous drumming and singing. I witnessed that the lessons were deeply relational,
engaging effectively with the students while creating trust, fun, interest, curiosity, and
connection.

The Artwork Stories analysis on Indigenous drumming and singing helps students heal
intergenerational trauma by restoring their ancestral Indigenous culture. The curriculum then
becomes co-owned by the students. Once they receive a song, it becomes theirs and they can heal

by drumming and singing anywhere, anytime. Linda Smith (2012) states that:
Restoring is a project which is conceived as a holistic approach to problem solving. It is
holistic in terms of the emotional, spiritual and physical nexus, and also in terms of the
individual and the collective, the political and the cultural. (p. 155)

The methodology in Chapter 4 is the transformation of the Anishenaabe basic Medicine
Wheel into a Complex Medicine Wheel Model (CMWM). This CMWM is used to interpret the
students' use of colour in the student's Artwork Stories. The CMWM colour framework comes

from how we use colour in some of our Indigenous traditional epistemology. The use of coloured
cloths is a representation of meaning. We call the material “print” and each colour has

significance in our ceremonies. The prints have colours that have a different meaning in nature.
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For example, Gichi'ayaag Joe Fossella from the Sechelt Nation, says that when we use orange
print, it signifies children, protection, and vitality (personal conversation, 2010). This ancient

knowledge of colours comes from a few Indigenous nations on Turtle Island. There are

variations in each colour's interpretation depending on each distinct group's viewpoints, their
views of the medicine wheel, and their perspective of the cardinal directions. My aunt, Laura
Marsden (∙<IΓo ΓPP, Wajiw Migizi, Mountain Eagle), said that the medicine wheel is as large as

Turtle Island (personal conversation, 2010). The Medicine Wheel's variation, ceremonies, and
colours are not static but alive and interconnected by way of each diverse nation, land base, and
star constellation situated from Turtle Island. The methodology of students' coloured Artwork
Stories builds upon Archibald's (2008) concept of Indigenous Storywork:

I return “home” to talk with Elders in order to learn more about traditional aspects of

becoming a storyteller and about cultural contexts for storytelling, and together we
identify issues and educational possibilities for storywork. The Elders teach me about
engaging in story research as methodology. (p. 9)

The drawings contain specific themes and subthemes of students' interpretation and their
perspective of Indigenous drumming and singing. These scenes and themes Farokhi and

Hashemi (2011) say are “Social-Emotional, Physical, and Psychological. Children usually
explore the world around them through artistic expression using a pencil, brush, and paper. For
children, it is the best means of conveying their fondest hopes and most profound fears” (p. 1).

Children produce a colourful language of visual voices that articulates their understanding and
meaning-making, experience, and visual art expression.
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Chapter 5, “Research Findings,” consists of tables, pie charts, organization of themes,
subthemes, quantities, and qualities extracted from the Artwork Stories. I looked for physical
representations the students found significant such as; Are there humans in the drawings? How

many students? Are there drums? If so, are they large or small? How many drums are there? Are
there drum beaters? Are there words in the Artwork Stories? What are the facial expressions of

the children in the drawing? What kind of emotion are the expressions? What are the students
wearing in the picture? What kind of artistic lines do the students use? and so on. Next, recording

what colours the students are using, how many colours they are using, and connecting them to
Indigenous meaning found in the MWCKC (Medicine Wheel Colour Knowledge Chart).
Lastly, in Chapter 6, the outcomes of the Artwork Stories, recommendations and future

research suggestions will be discussed. The Ministry of Education mandates the integration of
Indigenous knowledge into all teachable subject areas. According to the Province of BC: “The

Province has long had the goal of improving school success for all Aboriginal students.

Accomplishing this would require the inclusion of the ‘voice' of Aboriginal people in all aspects
of the education system” (Government of British Columbia, 2015, p. 1). By singing and

drumming Indigenous music, we bring in an essential cultural component that builds a
connection to students, language, spirit, land, families, and communities. It is an offer of cultural

integrity to education for Indigenous students and non-Indigenous students. Reinstatement of
Indigenous culture increases self-esteem, confidence, and self-determination for the learner. This
study aims to see what kind of learning experience Indigenous drumming and singing represents

for all students. The results will inform Indigenous education in the public school system. The

goal is to increase Indigenous pedagogies in the classroom, close education gaps, eliminate
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students who are being pushed-out, kicked-out, displaced, and failing Indigenous students in the
public school system.

The public school system is quick to push-out, kick-out, or displace students who are not
fitting into the perfect education student box. Western psychology labels these 'difficult' students

who have been diagnosed with different so-called disorders. For Indigenous people, Western

medicine and diagnosis such as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) are the tribe's
fastest hunters (personal conversation, Sundance Chief R. Ward, 2007). Without this gift of

energy, our tribes would not survive. Like the Western ideology of schizophrenia and bipolar

disorder, they are our most vigorous medicine peoples who can see illness simultaneously in this
world and the spirit world. Public education needs a change and broadening of perspective

because the status quo is not looking for change. Graham H. Smith (2003) says, “It needs to be
transformative because the ‘status quo' for most indigenous contexts is not working well and

needs to be improved” (p. 5). Students need to assist in the process of change for Indigenous
Education. The fact that we have had many “traditional teachings that go on in the school had a

huge impact” (Jamison, 2018). All students need to be engaged, be lifelong learners, and need a
voice in what they are learning, whether through drawing, singing, writing, drama, or drumming.
Empowered students are at the forefront of educational change. They have fresh ideas, they are

learning the truth of our history, and they are helping Indigenous Education and people move
forward without fear.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
This literature review explores relevant, sourced materials relating to the topic of

Indigenous drumming and singing. There are many supporting documents and secondary
information I found for this review that I cannot include due to the limitation of this dissertation.

The articles inform how Indigenous culture and pedagogies are being used in educational

settings. Included in this report are historical books that are foundational works of Indigenous
drumming and the making of drums. The focus is on Indigenous pedagogy, culture, students,
healing, and community. There are a variety of interesting materials on Indigenous culture that

include elementary, secondary, and post-secondary school levels. The purpose of the literature

review is to shed light on the utilization of Indigenous drumming and singing as a cultural

component in pedagogy and public school curriculum rather than to give a definitive answer to
the effects of Indigenous drumming and singing in public education. Instead, it sheds light on the

utilization of Indigenous drumming and singing as a cultural component in pedagogy and public

school curriculum. Also, I explore Indigenous drumming and singing as a vessel through which
healing can occur and help restore the loss of Indigenous people's culture. The style of writing I

chose to use is a woven tapestry. It is natural for me to tell and weave a story rather than fit into a

Eurocentric model and force a mechanical feel to this paper.
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Indigenous Drumming and Singing Pedagogy and Their Effects in Critical Indigenous
Contexts
Figure 10

Making Drums

Note. D. A. Marsden, personal collection, 2016.

There are numerous writings on Indigenous education, academia, the importance of
Indigenous pedagogies, and the need to infuse epistemologies into the curriculum. There is a

gross spirit in academia. It is the spirit of colonization. The Lakota people called this spirit

wasichu or, in English, the white-faced devil. The word wasichu translates into taking the best
cut of the meat, competing for the highest mark, seeking the top position; it is a destructive

hierarchical Western worldview of greed. Manu Meyer (2001) says it is foreign to Indigenous
students and scholars to take the most or have the highest mark. Historically, Indigenous peoples

did not get an academic A+, A, or B for good grades. Indigenous people did not sit in classrooms

row by row in a building away from their families and communities. Indigenous peoples learned
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side by side, with their families, Gichi'ayaag, together in communities. We understood that
education could be a lifelong learning process.
There has been a loud call for public education to include an Indigenous voice, an

Indigenous student voice, and an Indigenous worldview in pedagogy. It is also essential for
Indigenous educators, knowledge keepers, secret keepers, and community members to deliver
cultural programs wherever possible in public education, such as drumming and singing to
support non-Indigenous educators. In this literature review, the specific viewed application of

Indigenous education and culture is an overview rather than a critical learning component. The
Canadian curriculum focuses on Western pedagogies, and Indigenous education lacks specific

lessons around Indigenous cultures, such as drumming and singing. There is a cause for public
education concern that Indigenous students are falling through the cracks. The public education

system fails them—there is a need to review implemented Indigenous education and culture in
the classroom.

The literature review is organized by the author's work and not placed in segregated
themes. The writings are wholistic and story-based, and the central pieces are woven together
within the text. There are four main themes: 1) medicine wheel, 2) Indigenous values, 3) healing,

and 4) drumming and singing. Some sub-themes included are healing, health, connection,

Indigenous language, and spirituality. The Medicine Wheel found in subsequent chapters is
defined by the Native Voices as the:

The Sacred Hoop has been used by generations of various Native American tribes for
health and healing. It embodies the Four Directions, as well as Father Sky, Mother Earth,
and Spirit Tree—all of which symbolize dimensions of health and the cycles of life.

(Department of Health and Human Services, 2018, para.1)
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Supporting documentation from additional authors is referenced throughout the review to

secure connections to their work and widen the search to find additional relevant information on
the importance of Indigenous drumming and singing. A broad review of articles will be used and
chosen across Turtle Island (North America). With minimal recorded data on Indigenous

drumming and singing pedagogies, the focus is on Indigenous education at the elementary,
secondary, and post-secondary levels.

For this literature review, the authors have used the terms Native, Indigenous, American
Indian, Aboriginal, and Maori. I have chosen the term Indigenous as a shift in terminology—a

shift in understanding. There is “no perfect answer” (Topkok, personal conversation, March 16,

2021) to whether the term “Aboriginal” should continue to be used. The ambiguity of the prefix

‘Ab' garners disagreement. Merriam-Webster (n.d.) defines the prefix ‘Ab' as away from. Ab
original can be seen as separation from the original. In contrast, Koskey (personal conversation,

March 12, 2021) says,

As I understand it, this word is derived from Latin ab origine meaning “from the
beginning,” and this is the way most would understand it—at least in academia. The
declination of origine in Latin renders ab effectively as “from the.”

As an Indigenous academic, I prefer the term Indigenous, meaning “inclusive of all”
(Wilson, 2008, p. 54). Wilson states:
.. .criticizing, judging is a way to say you know more of someone else's work than they
do. This does not fit well within my cultural framework and does not follow the

[I]ndigenous axiology of relational accountability. What follows then is properly termed

a literature review[er] rather than a critic. (p. 43)
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The demands and structure of Western academia's critique in educational settings can be

very daunting for the students and it also can squelch creativity. For this reason, the following
author's work will be summarized and reviewed with some analytical critique. Visual

photographs are added throughout the review and are of the Indigenous drum culture.
Figure 11

Drumming and Singing Lesson

Note. Vancouver School Board, Museum of Anthropology, 2019.

The article by Rebeiz (2018) argues how critically important the BC Ministry of
Education's Indigenous initiatives employed in Mount Boucherie Secondary Academy are. The

article prioritizes educational issues and strategies that correspond to the learning community
framework, cultural development, and support. This report's strength is that it covers a wide

berth of Indigenous issues about the school system and how it stresses the importance of the
Aboriginal Education Enhancement Agreements (AEEA) to enrich Indigenous pedagogies. To
commend this importance, Smith (2012) writes, “Revitalization initiatives in languages

encompass education, broadcasting, publishing, and community-based programs” (p. 147). This
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imperative statement supports Rebeiz's report because both discuss language and revitalization

of Indigenous culture. As a result of teaching Indigenous culture in the learning community, the

collective efforts have nurtured the emotional needs left from European colonization's legacy
(Brown, 2004; Rebeiz, 2018). The embedded course offerings of the traditional lessons on
drumming and singing play a vital role in the cultural transformation offerings of the academy.
The report also includes an emphasis on a 24-Hour Drum-a-Thon hosted by students to

raise Indigenous issues they hold close to their hearts (Rebeiz, 2018). The case study does not
talk about the drumming and singing results and its effects on the students as a single entity that

improves graduation rates. Instead, the article weaves crucial topics of language, cultural

elements, and learning community that contributes to the graduation rates and lower dropout
rates among the youth. This report supports the importance of drumming and singing research

and its relevance to increased graduation rates and lowered dropout rates among the youth. The

article recommends that teachers be adaptable to students with behavioural challenges (2018),
not rigid in their approach. Some challenges include “working with students who come from

challenging upbringings—including histories with substance abuse, neglect, and violence”
(Rebeiz, 2018, p. 5).

The learning community uses the Indigenous medicine wheel teachings as a model in

their enhancement agreement to meet their collective goals and to organize their program
supports (Rebeiz, 2018). In this report, the mshkikiwan of the wheel is apparent in the learning
community as it supports Indigenous education and culture, such as drumming and singing.

Favell (2015) also uses the medicine wheel model. Favell creates an argument for the

need for Indigenous drumming and singing as a positive outlet for students. The results are
empowering, transformative; the learning environment has a feeling of enjoyment instead of
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struggle. The “struggle became a turning point, and an instrument for conscientization,
resistance, and transformation stepping out of the archaic colonized education system” (Smith,
2002, p. 46). What is interesting about this paper is that Favell (2015) uses music as the
methodology and brings together contemporary (hip-hop) and traditional Indigenous music. This

paper's critical theme is to show the connection to Indigenous drumming and singing pedagogies
as well as meshing the two musical genres together to create an element of modernity as a
beneficial change in curriculum that encourages positive student engagement. The data was

“collected from participants in the study through a focus group, journals, and surveys” (Favell,

2015, p. 1). Indigenous-managed curriculum would lead to Indigenous people's independence by
celebrating culture, thus freeing Indigenous people from the colonial system under which
education currently operates (Kirkness, 1998). Also, “it would result in students learning the

truth about their history and culture” (Favell, 2015, p. 4). The paper adds, “including Aboriginal
music in the curriculum and allowing students to participate in developing their curriculum helps

students feel proud of who they are as Aboriginal people” (Favell, 2015, p. 9). To reinforce
Favell's argument, Jamison (2018) and Marsden (2018) conclude that the lack of Indigenous
culture in schools creates difficulties for Indigenous students regarding their achievement and

their Indigenous identities. Favell's 2015 study results, “show that adding Aboriginal cultural
activities to the curriculum improved students' experience” (p. 1). Not learning real Indigenous
history is also destructive to non-Indigenous students. It creates marginalization and prejudices

towards Indigenous students. It stops them from accessing a rich dimension of Canadian history,

Indigenous culture; in addition, it reinforces stereotypical and racist attitudes and behaviours
(Grant, 1996; Laramee, 2018; RCAP, 1996a). Favell's paper provides excellent support for

relating and pointing out a need for more research on the Research Question: What impacts are
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the existing Indigenous drumming and singing pedagogies having upon understanding critical

Indigenous contexts, wholistic wellbeing, and cultural education of students within the public
school culture?

The Spirit of Indigenous people has been oppressed and stripped away through the

experience of colonization in the residential school (Augustine et al., 2018). This Eurocentric
view of education has had lasting effects on our public school system, leading to student racism,

stereotypes, and segregation (Favell, 2015; Laramee, 2018). Ward and Bouvier (2001) recognize
that oppression based on race, class, and gender can seriously reduce life expectancy.

Laramee (2018) asserts that “social segregation of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
learners in schools has created a gap in knowledge for both sets of learners” (p. 59); both sets of

learners are influenced by a dominant set of educational structures and philosophies that rest on
Eurocentric values and worldviews. For three decades, this has created a challenging knowledge

gap (Bouvier & Ward, 2001). O'Neal (2008) and Rebeiz (2018) discuss segregation as a deficit
to learning for Indigenous students and the community. This discrepancy is a gap in public
education. Public education must include Indigenous pedagogies and create positive active roles

and ways to connect with the Indigenous community; public education needs to invite parents to
participate in student learning. The schools' attitude towards the inclusion of the community is a

critical element of this article. Historically, what is natural for Indigenous people is to include

and involve the whole community to raise its children. It is a form of protection and gives the

students and community a sense of safety. Laramee (2018) relates to the importance of family,
student, and community connection that drumming and singing create, “Like a parent made the

drum we currently use and we have the school drum that was given to us...all of those things, the
people [and] the children [having] active roles in this system is part of our value system” (p. 71).
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The inclusion of the Indigenous community is a wholistic cultural value system that will benefit
the Indigenous learner. As a natural Indigenous practice, we drum, attend ceremonies, and
educate our people side by side.

Brown (2004) offers in-depth explanations on the importance of values, the medicine

wheel model, and all its components needed for emotional competency in Indigenous pedagogy.
The Indigenous value system has a foundational importance in creating healthy relationships

(Brown, 2004; Laramee, 2018; Rebeiz, 2018). Every Indigenous nation has a set of values to

guide its people. Brown (2004) outlines in his case study that the “values his participants

reported were: learning to love self, family, and culture.. .hope, trust, honesty and caring” (p.

175). An important note in this study is “the Indigenous assertion that emotions and values are
essential to the decolonization process and therefore necessary for Aboriginal success in the

educational environment is defined” (Brown, 2004, p. ii). Brown argues that the spiritual,
mental, physical, and emotional are all interconnected in the medicine wheel model and each
plays a significant role in the functioning of mind and memory for students. Brown questions

why students are having difficulty in public education and identify emotional blocks not only
through intergenerational trauma of residential schools but also in the present-day classroom

(Laramee, 2018; Reibeiz, 2018; Smith, 2002; Smith, 2012).
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Figure 12

Competencies and the Medicine Wheel

Note. Brown, 2004.

These emotional blocks turn into learning blockages in the classroom, contributing to low

grades. Brown identifies emotional blocks in “the students interviewed, and they can be
organized into four major categories: negative school effects, negative identity, emotional hurt,

and conflict” (Brown, 2004, p. 178).
Topkok and Green (2016) write, "teachers perpetrated physical and emotional abuse

inflicted upon children; other children were orphaned or sent away to boarding schools...

resulting in a loss of cultural identity and well-being” (p. 173). The intergenerational trauma of
residential schools and loss of culture strips away healthy pride, self-identity, connection,

relationships, and history. The result of this emotional stunting is a distorted view of self that

includes a negative view of Aboriginal identity accented by a loss of cultural self (Brown, 2004;

Favell, 2015; Rebeiz, 2018). The loss of cultural touchstones diminishes the self, creating low
self-esteem and poor self-confidence which decreases the emotional realm's learning energy
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(Brown, 2004). Indigenous drumming and singing are a healing reconnection tool for Indigenous
culture. If the student does not know their own culture, drumming and singing will build a
foundation of knowledge to heal the emotional trauma that colonization has caused. Smith
(2012) writes, “to be connected is to be whole” (p. 148).

Goudreau et al. (2008) write that urban community-based models focus on healing

promoting experiences of Indigenous women. This article provides an abundance of information
on Indigenous drumming. It includes the history behind the drum and its making, as well as its

past destruction enforced by colonization on Indigenous people when they drummed and sang.
Goudreau et al. include using the medicine wheel as a framework and refers to it as the “circle of

life.” Further, Goudreau et al. state that the “mainstream society, with its emphasis on measuring
and quantifying, runs contrary to its [the medicine wheel's] holistic and esoteric principles” (p.
74).

Missionaries were able to convince people, even some Aboriginal people, that the drum

represented evil spirits and could lead to war (Topkok & Green; 2016; Vennum,1982).
Nevertheless, the Indigenous worldview understands that drumming and singing hold many
benefits for the people and the community. Goudreau et al.'s (2008) study further that:

.. .participants believed that the drum can be used as a tool to connect them to the
Creator, the Spirit World, Mother Earth, and to other members of their community. The

drum serves as a bridge between the spirit and earth worlds, by providing us with a tool
to send out our prayers. (p. 78)

The strengthening of the spiritual connection and prayers opens a channel to wholistic

wellbeing and healing.
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Goudreau et al. (2008) state in the article reviewed that embedded in Indigenous

drumming and singing are indispensable values. Before conducting research, the traditional

passing of semaa is the methodology used in the Goudreau et al. (2008) article. The traditional
passing of semaa is a protocol in Indigenous Anishenaabe culture. It represents the values of
reciprocity, respect, and agreement. Other Indigenous methods used in Goudreau et al. (2008)
are to represent values during sharing circles and journal writing expression. The sharing circles

and journal writing allow the participants to express and voice their truth. In the circle, the
drumming and singing can also “provide energy, relax our bodies, release tension, relax the

mind, regain clarity, create focus and regulate our heartbeat to the natural body rhythm”
(Goudreau et al., 2008, p. 76). Goudreau et al. suggest that respect can produce a safe
environment while enjoying oneself and having fun during drumming and singing. Indigenous
values are healing guidelines for a minobmaadziwin.

Putnam et al. (2011) compare and contrast different Indigenous groups of students across
the Canadian-US border. In Putnam et al. the Mi'kmaq value system, used as the guiding
framework and the Indigenous language, is an essential component of their curriculum (2011).

To support Putnam et al. (2011) and their argument for using the Mi'kmaq language, Barnhardt
(1990) describes St. Mary's as a prosperous school with its bilingual curriculum and robust
community care. The school's viewpoint and goals highlight the integration of the Inupiaq ways

and values and the community's educational account. There is no mention of the importance of

Indigenous language in previously written works.
Indigenous drumming and singing are a vehicle for language transmission and can spark
interest for students to continue learning their languages, providing an impetus for Indigenous
education movement. Smith (2002) writes that the “Maori became increasingly proactive in
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taking action against the educational and language crisis” (p. 48). Putnam et al. (2011) stress the
importance of the Indigenous Mi'kmaq language as included in the curriculum. Putnam et al. do
not provide depth about Indigenous drumming and singing and only touch on making drums in
professional development and student research of drum groups on the Internet. It would have

been interesting to learn more from a cross-border perspective on Indigenous drumming and
singing and their effects on students in their education program.
Numerous discussions include the lack of Indigenous cultural relevance in the

curriculum, marginalization of Indigenous people in society and curriculum, and failure to
involve Indigenous people in curriculum development, as well as education that still has an

assimilationist agenda (Agbo, 2002; Cajete, 1994; Favell, 2015; Godlewska, Moore & Bednasek,

2010; Goulet, 2001; Kirkness, 1998; Laramee, 2018; Marsden, 2018; O'Neal, 2008; Putnam et
al. 2011; Smith, 2002; Sykes, 2008; Riecken et al., 2006). Another vital thread throughout these

articles is the social issue of poverty and racism still present in the schools (Favell, 2015;
Laraemee, 2018; O'Neal, 2008; Putnam et al., 2011; Smith, 2002). Poverty restricts access to
proper education, such as transportation, books, hot meals, and school fees. Poverty and racism

go hand-in-hand in a Western hierarchical education system. They are vicious forms of
oppression and colonization. Language revitalization is a form of decolonization while
strengthening the Mi'kmaq language songs and creating a drumming and singing program. This
Mi'kmaq language program is a benefit for Indigenous cultural curriculum development.

Demmert et al. (2003) provide research surrounding culturally based education (CBE)

Native American students. The Native American professional community, high achievement in

academics, and motivation depend upon the spiritual wellbeing of Native students, early
attention to cognitive development, sense of identity, social and cultural maturity. This report
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does not discuss cultural components such as Indigenous drumming and singing, but its

relevance lies in the breadth of the report. Demmert et al. (2003) speak to the richness in CBE,
and the articles point to these elements:

The creation of lifelong learning environments and meaningful educational experiences
for both the youth and adults of a tribal community requires a language and cultural
context that supports the traditions, knowledge, and language(s) of the community as the

starting place for new ideas and knowledge. (p. 1)

CBE points out there is a need for research in education on the cultural impacts it has on

student achievement. Demmert et al. found three main theories essential to CBE: Cultural
Compatibility Theory, Cognitive Theory, and Cultural-Historical-Activity Theory (CHAT)

(2003) described as:
Cultural compatibility is the most frequently encountered framework for presenting
studies of CBE. It is, however, a simple descriptive framework, in contrast to cognitive
theory and CHAT, each of which contains sets of accepted principles with wide
connections to other phenomena, disciplines, and domains of inquiry. (p. 8)

This extensive report focuses on education practice involvement, values, and knowledge

of the students and their families, both individual and community-based (Demmert et al., 2003;

Rebeiz, 2018). These findings are a common strand throughout Indigenous educational research
and critiques. Other prevalent subthemes evidenced are the importance of language, traditional

culture, new ways of knowing and learning, spirituality, community participation, and
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knowledge and use of the community's social and political values (Demmert et al., 2003;

Goudreau et al., 2008).
I open the review of Antone (2002) with a powerful statement about his experience as a

youth in public education, “I was experiencing suppression as an Ukwehuwe in my Euro-western

formal educational journey” (p. 49). Antone touches very briefly on public education. Because of

Antone's public education experience, he chooses to deepen his traditional education experience,

Indigenous drumming and singing, and reconnection with culture to enable healing. Both Antone
(2002) and Brown (2004) explain that to become a fully developed human being, all parts of the

medicine wheel must be in balance.
Antone (2002) speaks about his personal experience teaching students and discovers how
language and culture can transform his community. As he translates his Oneida language into
English, Antone finds that “the language was having a transforming effect upon my way of

thinking” (p. 51). Not only does the reintroduction of Indigenous language transform thoughts,
but it also “heals our Native people who attended residential schools and or were removed from
their home reserves by the Children's Aid Society and subsequently adopted out to non-Native

families” (p. 51). The way we view our Indigenous languages as tools for healing is essential.

Embedded in Indigenous songs are Indigenous languages waiting to be sung and to bring

healing. In a workshop, Antone (2002), “Brought the Drum to call the people together; Sing our
songs of memory; Sing our songs of pain, and Sing our new songs of healing” (p. 53). Smith
(2012) writes, “Both healing and transformation become crucial strategies in any approach which

asks a community to remember what they may have decided unconsciously or consciously to
forget” (p. 146). Indigenous language in drumming and singing aids in dismantling Western

colonial thought heals our thinking and helps us remember where we come from and who we
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are. Antone (2002) writes: “Healing is found through the drumming, singing, and dancing, it lifts
up the spirits, and the songs are prayers with spiritual impact on the people” (p. 53). This article

sees Indigenous language sung during drumming as a tool to heal the past mistakes of settler
assimilation and colonization. It is one way to bring Indigenous culture back and stimulate

individual health while learning Indigenous traditions.
Figure 13

The Whole School Paints

Note. D. A. Marsden, personal collection, 2018.

Harrison (2011) focuses on meaningful Indigenous music and its connection to identity
and wellbeing as a healing remedy for the contemporary Indigenous contexts and
intergenerational trauma. Harrison uses the framework of Jo-Ann Archibald's notion of

Storywork and how to evoke Indigenous “stories and storytelling to be taken seriously”
(Archibald, 2008, p. 3). The hand-drums and pow wow drums are used in ceremonies across the
Canadian plains as well as up north in Potlatches, feasts, sweats, and Sundance alongside the
vibrant Indigenous culture to enable wellness (Harrison, 2011).
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Harrison (2011) uses seven principles of inspiration: respect, responsibility, reciprocity,

reverence, holism, interrelatedness, and synergy. However, Harrison neglects to mention the

Four R's (respect, responsibility, reciprocity, reverence) originate from the Kirkness and
Barnhardt (2001) article named: The Four R's—Respect, Relevance, Reciprocity, Responsibility.

This article is foundational for Indigenous healing values, Indigenous education, and research.
Harrison's (2011) article includes a participant, Frank, who tells a story, “I've been on my own
since I was three years old...
I am still searching for who I am, you know, for my roots.. .hand
drumming gave opportunities to come to grips with and let go of painful experiences” (p. 12).

The notion of self-identity and knowing where your grassroots are connected to drumming,
singing as a healing form. This Indigenous way to heal is a common thread woven throughout
the previously reviewed articles (Antone, 2002; Brown, 2004; Favell, 2015; Goudreau et al.,

2008; Laramee, 2018; Rebeiz, 2018).

The Harrison (2011) article offers a unique statement: “.leading hand drumming is seen
as a positive experience in that it enabled her to help those who had similar social and health

struggles and also to engage in self-reflection” (Harrison, 2011, p. 26). The idea of self-reflection
in leading hand drumming is new in the articles reviewed. Self-reflection is one step closer to
understanding oneself personally and this is an essential component to healing the self through
drumming and singing. There is a common theme in the articles that states it is imperative to
have the community and parents involved in the Indigenous development of education to better
the lives of the students (Harrison, 2011; Jamison, 2018; Laramee, 2018; O'Neal, 2008; Rebeiz,

2018; Topkok & Green, 2016). Harrison expresses a need for more research on drumming and
singing, affirming this review's proposed question and purpose. Harrison (2011) writes: “A
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prominent role of music in cultural healing programs has not yet received detailed study,

although initial research shows them to improve wellness levels related to socialization” (p. 1).
Figure 14

Before We Begin

Note. D. A. Marsden, personal collection, 2018.

The dissertation thesis of John (2010) is one of the most in-depth documents I have found
on drumming and singing. The strength of this dissertation thesis lies in the willingness and

openness of John to share in-depth cultural knowledge, forgotten spiritual lessons, and detailed

information about Indigenous drumming and singing. In comparison, the Anishenaabe groups in
Kanata suggest that we do not write about ancient Indigenous knowledge in fear of non

Indigenous peoples replicating our ceremonies, causing harm and cultural appropriation
(personal conversation with Gichi'ayaag, 2003). In Alaska, the Inupiaq people write down sacred
knowledge. The Inupiat feel it is imperative to write down our knowledge because our

Gichi'ayaag are passing into the spirit world and we are losing valuable information containing
our ceremonies, language, stories, and songs. John connects dancing, ceremony, hunting,
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celebrating, community, and spiritual beings to drumming and singing as an inherent right for
Yup'ik people.
John includes personal accounts, stories, and experiences within her work and her

dissertation, and it reads as if you are listening to the words of the Ancestors working through

her. John says: “to date, and I can still vividly remember the voices of my grandparents singing
in unison and drumming with laughter” (p. 12). Her work includes Yup'ik sacred cosmology and
connection to the shaman drum:

The shamans' drum design depicts the three interrelated realms. The upper world

represents the cosmology, birds, and the homeland of the supernatural spirits called
ircenrraat (the little people). The middle world is the balanced world where humans and
non-humans, including the ircenrraat, reside. The lower world is the homeland of sea

mammals, fish, and ircenrraat. The drum is respected and used in healing and ceremonial

practices. Elders say a drum is a place where the Ancestors reside who reunite with us
during community ceremonials. (John, 2010, p. 18)

John (2010) and Topkok & Green (2016) do not speak about the secret ways of how the

shaman heals but do speak of the interrelatedness of the drum to dancing, music, ceremonies,
meaning social interactions, and values of the Alaska Native peoples. John speaks of the drum as

a symbol of love, healing, community, and spiritual connection for all earth's inhabitants. A
drum is a sacred tool of all of creation and it is the heartbeat of Mother Earth (John, 2010;
Topkok & Green, 2016) and all its inhabitants. A drum connects the spiritual and the physical

worlds to be touched by the healing power of the drum and the song.
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Figure 15

Teachers and All Make Drums

Note. D. A. Marsden, personal collection, 2019.

Discussion on Gaps
With the loss of the voices of Indigenous peoples over the last few hundred years,
Indigenous education fights to bring back and empower our students. Not only did the

government of Kanata “target Aboriginal children in the residential school process; targeting of
Aboriginal children for educational purposes has also taken place at the provincial level in public

schools” (Battiste, 2000; Bouvier & Ward, 2001; Castellano, 2000; Royal; RCAP, 1996a).
Indigenous people survived cultural genocide. The government stripped Indigenous people of

their natural ways of knowing, being, and living. Indigenous culture, drumming, and singing
were banned (Battiste, 2000; Bouvier & Ward, 2001; Castellano, 2000; Royal Commission on
Aboriginal People [RCAP], (1996b). Goudreau et al. (2008) point to the banning of Indigenous

drumming and singing:
The Canadian government put assimilation policies in place that made it a punishable

“Indian offence” to use Aboriginal musical instruments. In 1885, they outlawed many
ceremonies that involved drumming (RCAP, 1996b). Colonization was “designed to
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destroy every last remnant of alternative ways of knowing and living, to obliterate

collective identities and memories and to impose a new order.” (Smith, 2002, p. 69)

There are gaps in the reviewed literature and the first outlining limitation gap found in the

literature reviewed pertained to the issues that are associated with Indigenous student inclusion.
Giving the Indigenous students a voice in decision-making and cultural components they would

like to experience would build young Indigenous leaders. Student-led programs and decision

making empowers students and topples the white tower, the instructional hierarchy of power and
race. Jamison (2018) writes:
The fact that we have had a lot of traditional teachings that go on in the school has a huge
impact. Like a parent actually made the drum we currently use and we have our own

school drum that was given to us...all of those things, the people [and] the children
[having] active roles in this system. (p. 59)

The second outlining gap centers around the need for more inclusive programs and more
Indigenous workers; workers who care for Indigenous students who come from challenging

upbringings such as broken families, foster care, adoption, or homes with substance addiction,
domestic violence, and negligence. Our students need love and appropriate support in their lives

when facing emotional fragility to scaffold health and wholistic wellbeing in the education

learning environment. The implementation of Indigenous drumming and singing creates vital
social bonds needed for emotional competency. This limitation connects to Brown's (2004) plea
for emotional competency in classrooms. The literature showed that public education still lacks
Indigenous pedagogies designing nutritional values in the classroom. This lack leads to learning
gaps and the need for more Indigenous support programming. Indigenous drumming and singing
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pedagogies embedded in school practice will build interconnections and essential relationships

for displaced, troubled students. Harrison (2011) says that: “individuals begin moving away from
communities of hurt, and towards communities of Aboriginal music in order to maintain healthy

life directions” (p. 17).

The third outlining gap is revealed in the lack of Indigenous spirituality in public

education, the fear and ignorance that settler society has instilled through Christianity.
Indigenous spirituality is not a form of religion, it is a belief system. The Christian religion

permeates public education. This imposed religion is not natural to the traditional Indigenous
territories the very school resides on. We need our Indigenous spirituality put back in the

medicine wheel of wholistic educational programs such as vision quests, fasting camps, feasting,

sweats, access to Longhouse, Smokehouse, Midewiwin, Sundance, and other sacred Indigenous
ceremonies. There is an Indigenous drum at every ceremony; it is a natural outlet for spirituality,
social connection, and prayer. Indigenous students have the right to attend and participate

without penalty, punishment, or humiliation at school. We are using sacred Indigenous objects in
public education, such as drumming and singing, to bridge spirituality and stay connected to the

Gitchi Manitou's guidance (Great Spirit).
The fourth limitation in the literature reviewed is a gap in funding. Many of our

Indigenous families can barely pay their rent in large cities. The forced marginalization of
Indigenous minority groups living in gross, unsuitable living standards and eliminating hot lunch
and breakfast programs have furthered this form of oppression. This is leading to poor health and

a lack of nutrition inside and outside of the schools. Students come to school dozy with foggy
thinking from a lack of proper nutrition, yet the government continues to cut crucial food
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programs. Indigenous parents are struggling to clothe and feed their children. We need healthy

food programs back in our schools and clothing exchange programs.

Due to the hierarchy of public education, there is not enough funding for Indigenous
education. However, many administrators are making a high salary while the Indigenous students

in poverty are malnourished eating puffed wheat because there is no funding for them. Who is
still taking the “best cut of the meat”? There is a hegemonic imbalance of power, and we need a

reallocation of government funds in public education. According to Kurucz (2018):
The former...superintendent made well over $200,000, according to the previous two
SOFI reports. For the fiscal year running July 1, 2016, to June 30, 2017, the

superintendent earned $261,630. The 2015-2016 fiscal year saw the...superintendent

reported earnings listed at $243,763. (par. 5)

To close the funding gap, the government-funded Indigenous initiative programs should

include and promote Indigenous culture, community engagement such as drumming and singing,

and outreach programs. What we need is an “Indigenous-led pilot research project founded in

Indigenous rights to self-determination in developing cultural institutions” (Marsden, 2018). Our
children and youth are unique with multiple intelligences, complex personalities, and individual
and personal needs. Students are enabled to beat their drum to their own rhythm and encouraged
to be at ease with who they are.

The fifth limitation is a topic that people feel uncomfortable discussing—racism. Swept

under the school “welcome mat” is all forms of racism in public education. O'Neal (2008),
Rebeiz (2018), and Smith (2002) posit that there is racism still found in public education. Public
education has oppressed Indigenous students for their skin colour, their mixed breeds, even light
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skinned Indigenous students. The Indigenous students are singled out in the classrooms as

Indigenous experts or the token “Indian,” furthering systemic racism yet another generation.
Racism towards Indigenous students is experienced as stereotyping and segregation—I call this

“polite oppression.” When you feel the knife, and hear the true content of words in the breath as
they speak, yet the killer has a smile on their face-this is the deadliest kind of racism. The

students stare up from desks at the white settler patriarchal administration. There may as well be

a sign saying “No Indigenous Drums Allowed.” We need Indigenous teachers to break through
the administration marginalization ceiling and become leaders and role models in public

education.

The sixth and final limitation is cross-border perspectives on Indigenous culture such as
drumming and singing in public education or even in private Indigenous education. There was

almost nothing in academia to review on this subject, a massive gap in the literature. This means
there is much for us to research and learn.
The positive and enthusiastic thread throughout this report found in Putnam et al. (2011)

who state: “Educators and researchers increasingly acknowledge the importance of indigenous
knowledge, language and culture in education and its role in academic achievement, cultural

survival, and wellbeing” (p. 2). In this report, Indigenous drumming and singing increase self
esteem, self-confidence, and promotes student connection to each other and staff. As mentioned
throughout this literature review, cultural programming such as Indigenous drumming and

singing implemented in public education would decrease Indigenous student dropout rates,

increase attendance, community engagement, and empower the students. Indigenous pedagogies
will enable strong, healthy individuals with the ability to speak from the heart about issues in our
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Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities. It is a way to nurture the self and to bring the

community together.

When we drum together in a group, we have fun, learn, laugh, and connect. We connect

to our languages that is so much a crucial component of Indigenous culture. We relearn how to
speak in our original voices and sing out loud, connecting with our Ancestors. The songs passed
down to each generation contain old knowledge, histories, lineages, and memories that course

through our blood since time immemorial. This ancestral knowledge and memory are in our
blood and bone. They are recognized in the way we feel, know, dream, and remember. By

singing and drumming Indigenous music, we bring in an important cultural component that
builds a connection to self, students, language, Spirit, families, and communities. It promises a
better education for Indigenous students and non-Indigenous students and creates a real sense of

authenticity.

Following the outcomes of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Kanata (2015),
there is the recommendation of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal People's (1996) to adopt

curriculums that reflect Aboriginal cultures and realities of Kanata's recommendations to
improve education attainment levels and success rates (Truth and Reconciliation Commission of
Canada, 2015, p. 2). Indigenous drumming and singing as pedagogy are crucial to open the doors

for Indigenous success and healing in public education, and it drives my literature review and

research. This research will benefit all learners in public education.
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Figure 16

For the Community

Note. D. A. Marsden, personal collection, 2019.
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Chapter 3 Mixed Methodologies
Background & Research Interests

The research proposed for my doctoral program has risen out of my background of love
for children and youth while observing them grow, prosper, and benefit in an educational

environment. My life career has involved multiple strategies and processes of engaging in both
formal and informal education aspects, as an Indigenous educator, as a traditional Indigenous
ceremonialist, as a counselling psychologist, and as a facilitator of Indigenous education
workshops all over British Columbia and more broadly across Kanata. This diverse background

of experience has provided insights and understandings into the central importance of education

and, in particular, the critical role of culturally aligned teaching and learning strategies in
elevating Indigenous education and schooling success. The need to focus on and to transform

current levels of Indigenous underdevelopment “in” and “through” education is a fundamental
prerequisite condition in respect of transforming the often high and disproportionate levels of

social, cultural, and economic marginalization that afflicts many of our Indigenous communities.
This is the context in which my study is situated and shaped, and therefore my research approach

is necessarily eclectic (G.H. Smith, personal conversation, 2019).

My focus in education is Indigenous culture, drumming, and singing in public education
and the benefits of these pedagogies. Little is understood about Indigenous culture, language, and

worldview that is critical for Indigenous student success and the introduction of Indigenous

cultural programs such as drumming and singing. I will reiterate the decided research
question: What impacts are the existing Indigenous drumming and singing lesson plans to have

upon understanding critical Indigenous contexts, wholistic wellbeing, and cultural education of

students within the public school district?
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In the following sections, to conduct my research, I have proposed an outline of
qualitative and quantitative analysis through the use of triangulation of mixed methodologies,

methods, and compatible theories. Also included in this paper are ethical considerations of the
Kanata Tri-Council Panel on Research Ethics (TCPS), the United States Institutional Review

Board (IRB), and the Vancouver School Board Research Committee (VSBRC). To increase the

rigour and validity of this mixed methods research project, I use critical Indigenous theory,

Indigenous wholistic theory, grounded theory, and retrospective analysis. For organization and

clarity of multiple approaches, I have created a visual chart to show how they all link together, as
shown in Figure 17 below:
Figure 17

Multiple Approach and Methods Diagram
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Note. Flowchart demonstrating organization of methodologies.
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Assembly of Research Methodologies

The most appropriate methodologies used to identify specific techniques and analysis for
the research proposed in this paper are Indigenous methodologies, including Artwork Stories,

Indigenous Pictographs, Medicine Wheel, Medicine Wheel Colour Knowledge Chart
(MWCKC), and photojournalism.

Artwork Story: Data Collection Method

This research is participatory, using mixed methods and interpretation through an
Indigenous lens. The Artwork Story data collection method and procedures are braided
throughout the writings and weaved in like a story. Kovach (2007) explains how important it is
to have data collection methods congruent with Indigenous epistemologies.

After a one-hour drumming and singing lesson, I asked teachers to have their students

draw a picture of what they experienced while drumming and singing. There are schools in this
research study that I will keep anonymous and five groups I have gathered data from. I have ten
drawings from group 1, a kindergarten to grade 1 class. Next, group 2, grade 2 students sent me

19 drawings. Then, the ExSEL program which is group 3, grades 4-7 sent four drawings. Also,
group 4, which is grade 12 students who sent five drawings. Lastly, group 5 is grade 12 students

who sent in five drawings. I gathered 43 drawings in total. These VSB students' responses are
anonymous drawings about their experiences learning to drum and sing over the school year

(2018-2019). The illustrated images created by the students stirred up curiosity in me and I

began asking: What do Indigenous students know about drumming and singing, and how does it
affect them?
Recognition of oral tradition as a legitimate way and purpose of record-keeping and is
essential for Artwork Story research. Each Artwork Story is a teaching; they are transmissions of
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visual language, culture, and history. Our Indigenous oral traditions are a way to record and

legitimize our histories, lineages, hunting and gathering boundaries, songs, etc.; in other words, it

keeps our complete culture alive. Artwork Story links to the Indigenous creative epistemologies
as a powerful tool for Indigenous people. Artwork Stories connect to Jo-Ann Archibald's

Storywork concept. In Lougheed (2018), Jo-Ann Archibald says that when the students begin to
tell their stories, they feel a sense of pride, identity, and accomplishments. “People are interested

in the stories, which we're documenting in writing, photos, and videos. I share this project as an
example of how story work can be powerful in a research setting to build family and community

spirit” (p. 3). The spirit of Indigenous drumming and singing gives the student a visual voice in

research through the Artwork Story documents. Decolonizing and revitalizing the Indigenous
voices after being stolen away when children were sent to residential school and removed from

families in the '60s Scoop experience. Indigenous people had no voice in saying no, or yes, I
wanted to be taken away from my family, my community and stripped of culture. They restore
the Indigenous voices through drumming and singing to promote the healing connection to

family and community. The use of different tools of decolonizing methodologies to undo past
mistakes made by settler ignorance. For example, Linda Smith (2008) writes:

The whole process of colonization can be viewed as a stripping away of mana (our

standing in our own eyes) and an undermining of rangatiratanga (our ability and right to
determine our destinies). Research is an important part of the colonization process

because it is concerned with defining legitimate knowledge. (p.183)

Smith's (2008) methodologies of Restoring, Revitalizing, and Sharing Culture are
particularly relevant to evaluating Indigenous cultural pedagogies such as student Artwork
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Stories. Smith (2008) explains that Restoring is a way to problem solve wholistically on a

specific project. It can be seen as complete in the sense of the “emotional, spiritual and physical
nexus, and also in terms of the individual and the collective, the political and the cultural.

Restorative programs are based on a model of healing rather than of punishing” (p. 155). This

meshes with the next evaluation tool, Revitalizing. Smith (2008) states that:
Revitalizing Indigenous languages, their arts and their cultural practices are in various

states of crisis. Many indigenous languages are officially ‘dead' with fewer than a

hundred speakers. Others are in the last stages before what is described by linguists as
‘language death'. Revitalization initiatives in languages encompass education,

broadcasting, publishing and community-based programs. (p. 147)

The diverse Indigenous languages found in Turtle Island (North America) contained in
drummed songs are critical for endangered language revitalization. The language revitalization
leads to Smith's (2008) concept of Sharing Culture. The Sharing of Culture is about sharing

Indigenous epistemologies around the world where different Indigenous peoples reside. Linda

Smith (2008) writes that: “sharing contains views about knowledge being a collective benefit and
knowledge being a form of resistance. Like networking, sharing is a process which is responsive

to the marginalized contexts in which indigenous communities exist” (p. 160)—the collective
benefit of drumming and singing bonds people together, bridging similar experiences and human

connection. Bit by bit, we take back our Indigenous culture; bit by bit, we take back our
Indigenous languages; bit by bit, we take back our voices and become stronger.
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1. Indigenous Pictographs
In analyzing the drawings, Densmore's (1910) Indigenous pictograph drawings of the

Chippewa birch bark scrolls connected to the students' Artwork Stories and their visual language

pictorial expression. These associations are reviewed in Chapter 6, “Discussion,

Recommendations and Future Research.” Densmore (1910) has detailed iconography and

symbols depicting visual representations of singing, drumming, and ceremony found on
Chippewa (Anishenaabe) birch bark scrolls. Her work explains her analysis of the Indigenous
drawings of the Midewiwin Chippewa (Anishenaabe) peoples. The Midewiwin is an Indigenous

mshkikiwan society and the ceremonies are preserved on birch bark. These are sacred scrolls that
have been passed down from generation to generation. Only the mshkikiwan keepers and

Gichi'ayaag understand the power of the Midewiwin. Densmore says that “all songs, ancient

teachings, and beliefs are recorded on mnemonics on birch bark” (1910). My interest is the
Chippewa pictographs connected to the Artwork Stories found in the students' drawings. The

pictographs are ancestral mnemonic symbols drawn on birch bark scrolls—these symbolic
ancestral drawings contained in the collective unconscious of humanity.
After spending time with Native Americans, Jung (2014) learned that the collective mind

embodies shared archival experiences. He argued for the concept that we share everyday

unconscious experiences and emotions as a species, this collective unconscious is genetic from

previous generations we bring into this world. This idea is not new; the Gichi'ayaag have passed
on this knowledge since time immemorial; we call this “ancestral memory or blood memory.” I

recall an experience I had was with my Dakota Elder and Chief Sitting Bull descendant, Archie
Meyers. We sat talking in Archie's home when I began to feel my blood heat up. My eyes
sharpened, and I felt my pupils begin to dilate. I looked at Archie, and I began to get angry. I had
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a feeling I would fight him. He looked at me and said, “We make good enemies, huh Davita.

What you are experiencing is in your blood. You have Lakota blood, and our two tribes have
fought against each other in a war somewhere in our ancestry” (personal conversation, April 21,
2012). I instantly recognized this as blood memory. The blood contains symbols and notions that

we all share. For Indigenous peoples, this blood memory has intergenerational experiences,
emotional recalls, symbols, dreams, visions, and concepts. Indigenous peoples named some of
these epitome symbols such as the Mother Earth, Grandmother Moon, Grandfather Sun, Sky

Woman, and the wise Gichi'ayaag. The students drew some of these physical representations in

their Artwork Stories. In other words, we carry within ourselves our Ancestors and all that they

have experienced from past generations.
The theory I remember hearing from my Gichi'ayaag is the seven generations theory. As

science advances, they will soon know what Indigenous Knowledge Keepers and Gichi'ayaag

have known all along, that our ancestral blood memory spans at least seven generations back,
perhaps many more generations than that. I have had intense experiential, ancestral blood

memories, visions, and dreams that go back many generations and prior colonization. The

Indigenous Chippewa pictographs will intersect with the retrospective study section later in this

chapter. As new Western technologies emerge, future generations will surely see profound links

in genetic coding and memory. Many Indigenous peoples are waiting for Western science to
catch up to the ancestral knowledge stored in our Gichi'ayaag and Knowledge Keepers' blood

and oral stories.
I remember my first traumatic experience and one of love. I was just two hours old. I
remember my biological mother holding me in her arms, I can feel her warmth, and I can smell

her. I can see her long black, shiny hair, brown eyes, and she wore orange. When I met my
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biological mother in 1989, she confirmed everything, which I recalled. She told me that she

whispered in my ear, “come back to me,” then they took me from her. That trauma began my

journey to find my biological family and it took me over 20 years to find my home.
In the Urban Society for Aboriginal Youth, YMCA Calgary and the University of Calgary &

Family and Community Support Services (2012) final report, they state:
...intergenerational trauma can seem complicated and academics have developed
sophisticated modes to explain how it works. However, there has been less of an effort to
develop models of healing intergenerational trauma...
One way is to strengthen cultural

identity as a healing tool. (p. 6)

The analysis of the Artwork Stories on Indigenous drumming and singing represents the

effort to help heal intergenerational trauma by bringing back and restoring Indigenous culture.
Smith (2008) states that:
Restoring is a project which is conceived as a holistic approach to problem solving. It is
holistic in terms of the emotional, spiritual and physical nexus, and also in terms of the
individual and the collective, the political and the cultural. (p. 155)

In Chapter 4, I explained how I created a new methodology using a colour spectrum
interpretation of the students' Artwork Stories through an Indigenous lens using the basic

Anishenaabe Medicine Wheel and transforming it into a Complex Medicine Wheel Model
(CMWM).
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2. Medicine Wheel and MWCKC
The colour framework comes from many of our Indigenous traditional ceremonies. The

colours are material that we call “print” and each colour has a meaning in our sacred ceremonies
that correlates to nature and emotion. There are slight variations in the interpretation of colour,
depending on how the Indigenous group views the Medicine Wheel and its directions. In a

personal conversation with John (2010), she confirms with me that Indigenous colours are

universally reaffirming and my late aunt, Laura Marsden (∙<IΓo ΓPP, Wajiw Migizi, Mountain

Eagle), said that the Medicine Wheel is all of Turtle Island (North America) (personal
conversation, 2010). The Medicine Wheel's variation and ceremonial colours are not static but
alive and connected to each specific land base on Turtle Island. They all have unique healing

properties, spirits, and mshkikiwan associated with land placement.
Artwork Stories as a research methodology builds upon Archibald's (2007) concept of

Indigenous storywork. She writes:
I return “home” to talk with Elders in order to learn more about traditional aspects of

becoming a storyteller and about cultural contexts for storytelling, and together we
identify issues and educational possibilities for storywork. The Elders teach me about
engaging in story research as methodology. (p. 9)

They are visual drawings that express the experiences the children had after drumming
and singing. As such, these drawings provide the qualitative and quantitative analysis portion of

the research. Hartel (2014) uses a fine-arts-informed “visual analysis using qualitative

methodologies and thematic analysis as a flexible method for identifying, analyzing, and

reporting patterns, called themes, within data. The methodology uses four visual analysis
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techniques: compositional interpretation, thematic analysis, pictorial metaphor analysis, and

content analysis” (p. 2). My interest in this methodology is informed by my professional

background in Counseling Psychology, Art Therapy, and teaching Fine Arts.
The students' Artwork Stories reveal scenes and themes of interaction with Indigenous

drumming and singing. Farokhi & Hashemi (2011) describe these scenes and themes as: “SocialEmotional, Physical, and Psychological. Children usually explore the world around them through

artistic expression by using pencil, brush, and paper. For children, it is the best means of
conveying their fondest hopes and most profound fears” (p. 1). I produced tables showing the
students' interests from what they drew in the Artwork Stories. The students originated these
themes, quantities, and qualities. Following their drawn representation, I organized the tables as
such:

Are the students drawing drums? If so, are they large or small drums?
Are there humans in the drawings? If so, are they female, male, or non-gendered?
Are the students drawing their relationships (four-legged, wing, fin) with animals?
Are the students drawing their relationships with plants?
Are the students writing words to express their Artwork Stories?
Are the students drawing symbols or icons?
Are there emotional expressions drawn such as smiles, frowns, or others?

Is there a connection to Grandmother Moon?
Is there a connection to Grandfather Sun?
Is there a connection to the Ancient Ones Life Pathway (Manitou Miikanaang)?

Do the students draw hair showing the importance and connection?
Do the students draw the buffalo robe signifying the history and relevance?
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Are there any miscellaneous or random representations drawn in the Artwork Stories?

Next, recording what colours the students are using, how many colours they are using, I
connected them to the meaning of their meaning found in the MWCKC and organized them into

themes and secondary themes. Lastly, the balance, composition, symbols, and arrangement of
colours; the items, and the placement of students in the picture showed the students' interest in
the drumming and singing project's specifics.

3. Photo-journaling
The use of photographs is a visual method to record keeping. Students of all ages enjoy
images as a stimulus and multiple intelligences benefit from this visual pedagogy tool. Masoner

(2017) narrates that:

Photojournalism evokes a feeling, whether it's astonishment, empathy, sadness, or joy.
That is the mark of photojournalism as an excellent method, to capture that single

moment in time and give viewers the sense that they're part of it. “Bearing witness” is a
phrase that comes to mind in regards to photojournalism. The image should be a window

into the event. At most, lighten the shadows a touch to see faces or sharpen the image a

bit for clarity but do not change the essence of what you capture in the photo. (par. 3)

Photography produces a visual canvas and a way to document Indigenous drumming and
singing, the Totem Project, and Artwork Stories in my dissertation.

Assembly of Theoretic Frameworks
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The most appropriate theories for evaluating existing cultural pedagogies are critical
Indigenous theory, Indigenous wholistic theory, grounded theory, and retrospective study. For

the last 20 years, I have been developing cultural drumming and singing pedagogy, and I would
like to evaluate them. At this time, I am interested in evaluating these lessons to see the benefits

for Indigenous and non-Indigenous students. I plan to analyze archived drawn and written
student Artwork Stories to develop research conclusions and recommendations based on student

results.

Critical Indigenous Theory
Critical Indigenous theory allows the context of learning to be accessed through an
Indigenous lens challenging the colonial perspective that has become commonplace. Critical

Indigenous theory is “important for colonized communities and considers unequal power

relations; it looks under the surface to reveal hidden and deeper meaning” (G.H. Smith, personal
conversation, 2019). This theory argues for a cultural foundation to build student self-esteem,
connect to Ancestors, and preserve and teach self-determination, as well as grapple with

emotional competency.

Critical Indigenous theory also sets the stage for Indigenous students to achieve success
in the public school system and to liberate human beings from the circumstances of colonization.

Smith (2005) says it is critical to use an Indigenous theory that includes decolonizing
perspectives such as the application of theory and practice in Indigenous education, culture, and
connection to Ancestors. Densmore's [1910] ancestral pictographs serve as ancestral blood
memory and they assist these ancient drawings in the analysis of Artwork Stories. The students
are determining what to draw and express their perspectives of meaning and translation.

Moreton-Robinson (2009) writes that, as academics, we are politically and intellectually
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involved in validating how critical Indigenous studies as a method of analysis can offer

explanations of the contemporary world of Indigenous peoples that focus our ways of knowing

and conceiving. In Moreton-Robinson (2009), applying critical Indigenous theory to the research

of Indigenous drumming and singing pedagogy is:
...challenging and innovative, engaging theory to philosophize and apply to questions that

concern us and our communities. These new conceptual models have grown productively
out of the object of our study: the post colonizing world we inhabit. Our respective
geographical locations are framed by nation states such as the USA, Canada, Australia

and New Zealand where colonization has not ceased to exist; it has only changed in form

from that which our Ancestors encountered. (p. 11)

In Smith (2008), critical Indigenous theory supports the way we feel a “need to
decolonize our minds to recover ourselves, to claim space in which to develop a sense of

authentic humanity” (p. 35). To claim a space in public education through the Indigenous
tradition of culture, the vessel is drumming and singing, which decolonize the mind and

reconnect to traditional practices.

Indigenous Wholistic Theory
The indigenous wholistic theory provides a framework for research that includes diverse

domains of being from Indigenous perspectives. The indigenous wholistic theory provides a

wholistic basis for evaluating Indigenous cultural pedagogy. For example, Indigenous wholistic
theory provides room to examine how students understand their emotions, ways of thinking,

spirituality, and physical bodies as interconnected. The documents of Artwork Stories contain
students' expression of their unique, distinct worldviews and means of relating to Indigenous
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drumming and singing. Stemming from this worldview is “all my relations'' and the

understanding that “we are all related” and interconnected. In all domains of the world, Absolon
(2010) states that:

Indigenous theory is rooted intimately within Indigenous epistemologies, worldviews,
cultures and traditions. Indigenous wholistic theory is wholistic and multi-layered, which
encompasses the spiritual, emotional, mental and physical elements of being. We also
acknowledge our past, present and future. By that very nature, we must look at the past

and into our future and Indigenous theory factors in seven generations past and the seven

generations into the future. (p. 74)

The indigenous wholistic theory includes looking at mental, physical, emotional, and
spiritual impacts of colonialism such as residential schools, '60s Scoop, and the Ministry of

Child Services. The indigenous wholistic theory is congruent with the way that Indigenous

people view the world.

1. The mental: the shade of white refers to the mind while remembering and singing Indigenous
language;
2. The physical: the shade of black refers to the physical movements in drumming;

3. The emotional: the colour red refers to the emotional responses to drumming and singing;
4. The spiritual: the colour yellow refers to the drum's first strike.

All four call in the Ancestors and create spiritual connections—all mshkikiwan
components found in the Wheel. The application of the MWCKC as an analysis tool for Artwork
Stories is discussed in Chapter 4, Medicine Wheel Transformed.
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Grounded Theory
Grounded theory is relevant to this study as it provides wholistic ways of being and

develops critical contexts within the delivery of existing cultural lesson plans. Triad 3 (2016)
says that Glaser and Strauss (1999) explain grounded theory's design as a systematic, qualitative,

or quantitative procedure used to generate a theory that explains a broad conceptual level, a
process of action, or an interaction about a substantive topic (par. 2). For example, data may arise

from Vancouver School Board documents, archived research, surveys, interviews, teaching
journals, photojournalism, and student contributions. Grounded analysis of archived written and

drawn Artwork Stories may tie them back to essential aspects of teaching Indigenous drumming
and singing.

Stage 1

Found in the Artwork Stories is the generation of outcome statements through grounded
analysis. Deadly (2011) states:

Grounded Theory provides a framework that supports multiple data sources and allows
the data to lead the researcher forward. It was important that all members approach the

phenomena with an open mind and willingness to allow the data and process to drive the
direction of the study (p. 51).

Grounded theory is a valuable and crucial tool for researching complex focuses. It allows
researchers to use several data sources, coding, and categorization. Grounded theory pulls out

different themes and ideas that are “identified in all regions including intergenerational trauma,
racism, culture, spirituality, physical, emotional, resilience, celebration, trust and many more”
(Deadly, 2011, p. 3). Rather than letting specific theories lead the question, theory and questions
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arise from multiple data sources (Kovach, 2011). These ideas allow for innovative thinking and
new directions for curriculum development and Indigenous education. An example in this study

is how the students guided what physical representations they found in the Artwork Story. These
physical representations informed the data tables shown in Chapter 5, named Summary
Describing the Physical Representations Artwork Stories Groups 1-5.
Retrospective Study
At times, I walk backward through life, in a traditional ceremony, and with satire. It is,

for some, a natural Indigenous ontology. It is called the sacred contrary, Anishenaabe
wendigocon, good mshkikiwan, and the heyoka in Lakota. Walking backward causes discomfort

for all those who maintain the status quo. It is a desire and a bias to keep things the same, and in

a sense, it is a strong dislike of change. Wilson (2008) says that “research is all about
unanswered questions, but it also reveals our unquestioned answers” (p. 7). Wilson likes to view

things forward and backward, enabling him to see what is hidden: His viewpoint applies to a
retrospective study, which guides my research. A retrospective study on the students' Artwork
Stories allows past patterns to emerge as correlational results. In studying the patterns and

themes in archived Artwork Stories, I anticipated the following:
a)

impacts of Indigenous drumming and singing upon students. Finding patterns through

data analysis of the colours, physical representations, written language, and experience

(the results);
b) portrayed in the students' drawings and writings of their Artwork Stories. For example, I

might find that using specific colours suggests an emotional response produced by (X), a
certain number of students while learning Indigenous drumming and singing.
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The retrospective study results reveal that teaching Indigenous drumming and singing is

strongly or weakly correlated to specific emotions. In the end, I make statements about the who,
what, where, when, why, and how drumming and singing impacted student wellbeing (D.
Marsden, personal conversation, 2019). The process of student wellbeing shows an increase or

decrease in self-esteem, self-identity, and the ability to connect socially.

This retrospective study cannot make definite causal statements (A caused B); however, it

can be used to make correlational statements (when A happened, B also happened). Salkind
(2010) states that a “retrospective study design allows the investigator to formulate hypotheses

about possible associations between an outcome and an exposure and to further investigate the
potential relationships.. .a causal statement on this association usually should not be made from

retrospective study” (p.1). A review of archived VSB responses from students shows “relevant

literature is an essential feature of any academic project. An effective review creates a firm
foundation for advancing knowledge. It facilitates theory development, closes areas where a
plethora of research exists, and uncovers areas where research is needed” (Webster & Watson,

2002, p. xiii).
Stage 2

After analyzing the Artwork Stories' data using MWCKC, the statistical analysis of the
research questions helps describe how strong or weak these correlations are. For example, I
might say that X% of the students made value or principle statements that indicated self-identity.
I then can say that teaching drumming and singing was significant or not (depending on

statistical outcomes) with expressions of self-identity in X% number of the students (D.
Marsden, personal conversation, 2019).
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The most relevant Indigenous concept to retrospective analysis is the Coast Salish
people's concept. In a personal conversation with Jo-ann Archibald (2020), she shared with me
the late Tsimilano Vincent Stogan of Musqueam teachings "hands back, hands forward” from
her book Indigenous Storywork. Tsimilano says:

When we gather to share our knowledge and to discuss important ‘work', we stand in a
circle to give thanks and to show our support for one another by holding hands. We hold
our left palm upward to symbolize reaching back to receive help from our Ancestors and
those who have walked before us. We learn to use these teachings and our responsibility

is to help those who come after us. We then extend our right palm downwards as a
symbol giving help. This is the teaching of hands back and hands forward. (p. 50)

Tsimilano's “hands back, hands forward” or “looking back, looking forward” shows the
way that acknowledges how the past can apply to the future. Tsimilano's explanation parallels

the Anishenaabe Seven Generations theory and that everything we do affects seven generations

before us and seven generations after us. Anishenaabe people call this blood memory, ancestral

memory, collective memory, archival memory, or genetic memory. However, one describes

ancestral memory; it explains that we are not merely an “I” but a vastly complex network of
intersecting ancestral knowledge and wholistic understanding.
Last Thoughts
In educational research, the evaluation of Artwork Stories is a response to Indigenous

drumming and singing pedagogies currently being delivered in the VSB. An evaluative approach
with Indigenous theories, methodologies, and methods provides a vital accountability tool and

can be used to justify continued funding for future Indigenous cultural programs in public
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education. Kovach (2011) speaks to creating congruence between Indigenous epistemology,

theory, methods, and interpretation. This is also the approach I take to my research and it is from
an Indigenous epistemological viewpoint. Kovach (2009) speaks to the difficulty found in

Indigenous research and that the epistemologies are not often explicitly acknowledged. In this
research, the Indigenous epistemology is acknowledged and will contribute to a deeper
understanding of Indigenous culture that benefits students from all cultural backgrounds. In

Subroto and Cassidy (2005), when students absorb cultural knowledge and responsibilities in a
school environment, they are encouraged to think about their standing in society and how they

might contribute to their communities. The research approach here is “interactive, collaborative,
and cross-cultural, where ideas are exchanged in an environment of mutual respect between

teacher, students and the community” (p. 6).

The methods being used honour and respect Indigenous knowledge and ways of
understanding our children and Indigenous music and its impact. Creating the possibility of

intergenerational healing from trauma is a form of decolonization. Toulouse (2008) states:
Attention to Aboriginal self-esteem—the connection between the physical, emotional-

mental, intellectual and spiritual realms—is paramount. Aboriginal learners and their

success are dependent upon educators and schools respecting this view. It requires
changes in how we teach our Aboriginal learners. It means that the pedagogy in
classrooms must be inclusive of Aboriginal culture, language and world-view. Our
Aboriginal students are counting on us today. (p. 4)

Artwork Stories are expressions of emotional responses, a release of experience, and an
exploration of children's psyche and thoughts. They allow an opening into the unconscious and
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consciousness of an individual; the artistic expression clears the way to understanding the

importance of cultural exchange for all children. The Medicine Wheel is just that—it is

mshkikiwan, a catalytic tool, a pathway that connects within the spiritual, mental, emotional, and
physical realms. All nine colours, inclusively are doorways being opened in the Medicine Wheel

allowing for real healing and real change. They are a glimpse into the practice of the ancient way
Indigenous peoples take care of themselves and one another.
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Chapter 4 Golden Eagle: Transforming the Medicine of the Wheel
Introduction

Dr. Graham H. Smith asked me to expand the Indigenous Medicine Wheel and its

teachings while studying at the University of Alaska in the Indigenous Studies Program
(personal conversation, August 2018). I have been developing this framework using
Anishenaabe Indigenous culture, visions, dreams, life knowledge, nature, teachings, and

Indigenous ceremonies. In this chapter, there is knowledge of working Indigenous
epistemologies and sacred prayers found in our songs and drumming. I will begin with the

Medicine Wheel's basic model and then transform it into an elaborate Indigenous methodology.

Then I will apply the model to analyze the artwork stories in the subsequent Chapter 5. First,
showing the basic Medicine Wheel model and its four quadrants. This Medicine Wheel model is

the one commonly used by many Indigenous Nations across Turtle Island (North America).

Incorporated in this chapter are visual diagrams to show the Medicine Wheel is not static but a
living, changing model. The Medicine Wheel's colours and meanings are diverse from nation to

nation. The transformation of the mshkikiwan in the Medicine Wheel uses Indigenous cultural
pedagogy and Indigenous worldviews. Each Indigenous nation has its distinct understanding and
mshkikiwan found in all the wheel's layered components and quadrants. In the next section, the
Anishenaabe Medicine Wheel (Basic Model) will be explained with some of the quadrant's

interpreted meanings. Absolon (2010) uses the Medicine Wheel framework as “wholistic and
multi-layered, which encompasses the spiritual, emotional mental and physical element of being”

(p. 74). This model is an accumulation of Indigenous knowledge, teachings from the

Mississaugas of Scugog Island First Nations Cultural Center, visions, dreams, and personal
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conversations (2002) with my aunt and Chief Lorraine McRae from Rama First Nations in

Ontario, Kanata.
Figure 18

Anishenaabe Medicine Wheel (Basic Model)

Note. The Basic Model of the Medicine Wheel is comprised of four colours. Figure numbers in
image from original.

In the development of my Indigenous methodology, I have unraveled the circular
Medicine Wheel and put it into a horizontal linear representation with modest Anishenaabe
explanations. The Medicine Wheel is in the Manitou Miikanaang (Milky Way) galaxy involving

billions of star systems that make up our universe; we can see this when we look up during a
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clear night and see the plus sign up our sky. This is where our Medicine Wheel comes from.

Barnhart (2003) explains the points in the star system:

During the twilight periods of the solstices, the Milky Way forms a cross in the sky. This
cross touch the four points on the horizon in which the sunrises and sets during the
equinoxes. Further, it divides the stars into four separate directional quarters. (p. 3)

Many Indigenous nations hold crucial ceremonies at the time of the solstices and
equinoxes when the stars align for power. These directional quarters are an example of the
quadrants used in the Medicine Wheel. Since the Medicine Wheel's quadrant, colours, and
shades are different across Turtle Island, it is crucial to stay open to diverse interpretation
because its meaning can change from Nation to Nation.

Indigenous Conversations on Colour
Not all Indigenous nations use the Medicine Wheel but many have related colour usage
teachings of balance and knowledge. During an informal conversation with various Indigenous
respected friends, I learned that some teachings are alike. Dr. Theresa John, a Yup'ik medicine

woman, says that “red is bloodshed from war, black is social depression and white is peace and
harmony” (personal conversation, April 9, 2019). Barry Cardinal, a Woodland Cree from
Northern Alberta explained that “the Cree use white, blue, yellow, and green. The colour blue

represents the ‘Western Doorway Medicine Wheel'” (personal conversation, February 4, 2020).

Also, Gail Storm, a West Coast Tseshaht woman says, “colours are royal blue like the ocean
because we were famous whalers; Nuuchahnulth don't have a Medicine Wheel but the balance of

the wheel has similar teachings” (personal conversation, December 1, 2020). Next, Rick Harry of
the Squamish nation says, “all our teachings are very similar which is taught by being in the
water and Bighouse, Longhouse ceremonies. The colour paint that is used is red, ochre, and
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black. That is for protection to the dancers” (personal conversation, December 1, 2020). Dr.

Shannon Leddy, who is a Metis-Cree woman, says,
I have heard some things about the thread colours in our L'Assomption sash/Ceinture

Fleche, but I have also heard that different families made different patterns historically,
kind of like tartans, and where green meant fertility, and yellow meant prosperity. I

know from my uncle Dan Kane, that for our national flags, blue is for uniting the spirits
of our two peoples, and red is on our hunting flag as the colour of blood and sacrifice. It's
also easier to see on the horizon. My Uncle added that the blue also symbolizes the depth

of ur spirit, and red also symbolizes the blood of the Metis that has been shed through the

years as we fight for our rights, and that white symbolizes our connection to the land.

(personal conversation, February 16, 2021)

Also, Shelly Saje-Ricci, a Cree, Metis, and Mohawk woman, explains that she uses

“yellow as the sunrise from the east, red as the sunset in the west, white is the snow of the north,

green is the earth from the south. All colours together make unity” (personal conversation,
December 1, 2020). Francine Burning, a Kanien'keha (Mohawk) woman from Six Nations of the

Grandriver, Ontario, says that “every colour of a bruise signifies that you are healing. The
teaching is a signifier; something happened and you are healing. You must tend your bruise
before you begin to get better. You can use those colours to heal each other” (personal
conversation, June 23, 2020). Anishenaabekwe Nedra McKay says, “red is the only colour that is
seen by spirits.. .i.e., from their world into ours” (personal conversation, December 1, 2020).
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Ancient Mshkikiwan
These unique conversations are an example that each Indigenous nation will have

received their individualized guidance, instructions, use, and placements of colours. The
information they get depends on where the nation's territory resides on the land, also which star

system is directly above them. It is also dependent on how the Spirits have gifted the
mshkikiwan of colour coming up from Mother Earth and the realms below the earth's crust. The

ancient medicinal knowledge found and organized in the wheel came to the Indigenous peoples
when the earth's crust was thin. It has been passed down since time immemorial. In John (2010),
the Yup'ik people refer to this as:

The earliest memory of time in Yugtun is referred to as ella mamkitellrani. The word
mamkitellrani (when it was thin) refers to a period of time when human and non-human

inhabitants were able to communicate and interact with one another. The created human
and non-human inhabitants were believed to have co-exi stence with Ellam Yua. Ella
mamkitellrani which refers to the time when all the world's inhabitants had the ability to

perform higher psychological processes that enabled them to interact, transform, and
reciprocate to one another their thoughts, food, language, music, dance, and gifts. (p. 23)

So, the mshkikiwan is ancient and not static; it follows the star systems' pathways above

Mother Earth and along the great Tree of Life called the Manitou Miikanaang. Following the
branches along the Tree through the gateways and star paths to other worlds, spiritual realms, are
the star systems from where Indigenous peoples originate. In some Indigenous groups, the

women follow the teaching of Grandmother Moon, and the men follow the teachings, movement
and patterns of the Startime. For example, they use Startime during nautical navigation.
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Explanations of the colour and shade's mshkikiwan, gifts, and teachings also may vary
slightly from nation to nation. For this exercise, I will use the Anishenaabe Medicine Wheel's

traditional pedagogies from the area of Mississaugas Island, my ancestral territory. Our
Mshkikiwan People, Knowledge Keepers, and Secret Keepers open the Medicine Wheel

Doorways for healing, ceremonies, and purpose of Spirit. These practices are sacred and done at

specific times during the year and specific times when the different spirits walk through the
world, such as sunrise and sunset. In critical Indigenous theory, Moreton-Robinson (2009) states,

“It is the development of conscious awareness of the cultural immediacy of the Indigenous body”
(p. 11). The ceremonies use drumbeats of ancient songs, rituals, language, prayers, icons,
symbols, and much more as spiritual tools for transformation. Each element contributes to

shifting and opening the spiritual realms to the different worlds. The Anishenaabe peoples use
the ancient knowledge not only as a drum but also as a rattle. The rattle produces a vibration and

sound that imitates the Creator and creation of the universe and life. Benton-Benai (1988) writes,
“first there was a void in the Universe. There was nothing to fill this emptiness but a sound. This

sound was like that of a she-she-gwun (shaker)” (p. 15). Passed from generation to generation is
our creation story told by Indigenous storytellers. The storytellers are our keepers of knowledge

about the creation of the worlds, planets, and stars. This knowledge is found in the mshkikiwan
of the wheel.
The Complex Medicine Wheel

I will relate to nine realms and unravel the Anishenaabe Medicine Wheel in a linear

model starting at the top and working downwards to make its understanding accessible. Quoted

below is some of the Medicine Wheel information. In a personal conversation with Chief Kelly
LaRocca (2020), I agreed to quote Medicine Wheel information in this format (
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,

n.d.) to include the artist's name in syllabics. Part of the explanation below is work done by, (
, n.d.) gathered from the cultural department where I lived on my reserve at

Mississaugas of Scugog Island First Nations, Ontario, in 2007. This information is also

accumulated personal knowledge as an active participant in and witness to many ceremonies
such as Sundance and Mide, across Turtle Island. It also comes from my visions and dreams over

many years.
1. The shade waabshkaa (White) represents the Giiwednong, the (Northern) doorway. The
content and mshkikiwan of the shade white's positive (+) aspect is “healing, (acceptance),

, n.d.). The negative (-) aspects are

strength, movement, intellect” (

oppression and stagnation.
2. Above is the direction where Purple resides. The colour purple's content and mshkikiwan in

the positive (+) aspect is unity and connection to the cosmos. The negative (-) aspect is alone
and isolated.

3. Between Top is the direction where Indigo resides. The colour indigo's content and

mshkikiwan in the positive (+) aspect are connected to the Source (Creator). The negative (-)
aspect is disconnection.

4. The colour blue is in the Pangishmong (Western) doorway, is represented by the shade Blue
and sometimes Mkadewaa (Black). The best fit colour is blue for this model because the
content of mshkikiwan for the colour blue is father sky, safety, awareness, and trust. The

negative (-) aspects are mistrust, loss of instinct, and sadness.
5. The Inner circle is the center where volition occurs, the colour Green, as stated in Brown

(2004). The colour green's positive (+) aspect balance, self, nature, and purity. The negative
(-) aspects are envy, jealousy, and a lack of self-determination.
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6. The colour ozaawaa (yellow) represents the Waabanong, the (Eastern) doorway. The content
and mshkikiwan for the colour ozaawaa (yellow) are: (+) illumination, joy, kindness,

renewal, and spirit. The negative (-) aspect is fear” (

I, n.d.), illness, and

anxiousness.

7. Between Bottom is the direction where orange resides. The colour orange's content and
mshkikiwan in the positive (+) aspect are children, protection, creativity, and vitality. The
negative (-) aspect is listless, vulnerable, tedious and dreary.
8. The colour mskwaa (red) represents the zhaawanong, the (Southern) doorway. The content
and mshkikiwan for the colour red are: the positive (+) aspect is honesty, vigor, strength from

family, Ancestors, mother, life, and emotions. The negative (-) aspect is denial (

, n.d.), anger, frustration, and shame.

vλ<<4^∖2u∖a∙~^.

9. Below is in the direction within Mother Earth and is represented by the shade mkadewaa
(black). The content of the shade black is positive (+) aspect of sharing, introspection,

awakening, collaboration, protection, physical (

, n.d.). It can also be known

as the Great Void. The negative (-) aspect is being closed, shut down (unable to express
oneself), disturbed, abandoned, manipulated, and unresolved issues.
Figure 19

Medicine Wheel Colour Knowledge Chart (MWCKC): Complex Medicine Wheel Model

(CMWM)
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Note. Figure numbers in image from original.
Utilizing Critical Indigenous Theory while looking through an Indigenous lens, the innate

knowledge found in nature extends the model, capturing the colours from the rainbow, the

sunrise, and the sunset. I have now added a total of seven colours and two shades to the
Anishenaabe wholistic Medicine Wheel, making them nine in total. I have taken the seven

colours and two shades of the Medicine Wheel's basic model and transformed it into a Complex
Medicine Wheel Model (CMWM). In this chapter, the CMWM is transformed into the Medicine
Wheel Colour Knowledge Chart (MWCKC). The primary model quadrants contain all colours of

the four cardinal directions: East (yellow), South (red), West (Blue), North (white), and the

Center (Green). Each direction is not separated but connects and intersects to each realm's

colours around Mother Earth. It is a living, breathing spiritual entity with its own mshkikiwan,
authority, and natural law.

The Medicine Wheel uses primary colours. Blue, red, and yellow allow for a full
spectrum of colours to blend, dance, and create secondary colour. The secondary colours are

orange, purple, and green. In between blue and purple, you will find the colour indigo. There are
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now seven realms represented by seven colours. Located below Mother Earth's crust is the shade
black; in the North is the white of the basic Medicine Wheel. All nine colours and shades vibrate

at a specific frequency, producing a sound, language, and content. Human beings are not devoid;

in awe, we watch, dream, and feel the movement of colours. We are attracted naturally to some

and repelled by others. They show the emotional, spiritual response. Black, red, orange, yellow,
green, blue, indigo, purple, and white are the colours we see with natural eyesight in this world.

Figure 20

MWCKC: Ancient Ones Life Pathway
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Note. Figure numbers in image from original.
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Spirit Travel Along Ancient Ones Life Pathway
Figure 20 takes the extended CMWM, placing it horizontally on its side, then transferring

the colours into circles to show a clear pathway. Ceremonies can be done with precision and
sincerity by our Mshkikiwan People and our Knowledge Keepers such that a genuine participant

can bust through the veil of spiritual understanding and reach an ancient depth of tradition. The
opened ceiling enables the portal to open up to allow the participant's spirit to travel upwards,

along the ceremonial tree of life, to the Ancient Ones Pathway (Manitou Miikanaang) Star
system. The Ancient Ones Pathway, which is another name for the Manitou Miikanaang is “an

ancestral concept to Indigenous people'' (Absolon, 2010, p. 74). The participants begin on

Mother Earth, represented by the shade black, and move upward through the levels of colours.
The keys are found in the vibration and sound of Indigenous drumming and singing sacred music
that unlocks the spiritual combination ascending to the higher realms. The spirit travels up the

ceremony tree, through the portal created by the sacred music, and along the Ancient Ones Life
Pathway Star system. The Ancient Ones Life Pathway Star system is the sacred tree reflected up

in the sky as the cosmos, it is the mirror of the sacred tree in our ceremony. The branches are the
universal gateways that the spirit travels through to return to one's origin in the universe. A

person may experience a deep sense of sorrow living in this world and a longing to return home

and not know why.
Many of our Indigenous youth would benefit from Indigenous drumming and singing
ceremonies as a form of suicide prevention. It is a reconnection of spirit to one's universal origin.

It is an “ancient culture specific philosophical foundations and practices, which continue to

provide them with guidance and healing in everyday life” (Poonwassie & Charter, 2005, p. 63).
When the youth has a hard time in this world, they feel disconnected and want desperately to go
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back to their spiritual home. Indigenous drumming and singing re-joins them back to what we all
need, connection. Above each Indigenous land base and distinct group is their star system and
pathway home. We are showing why Indigenous links to the land are critical. If you are not
connected to your Indigenous ancestral land, it will be impossible for you to understand the vital

relationship. The proof is in many Indigenous oral stories that describe how we are lowered from
the sky world to begin life in this world or else spring up from the earth. Burning explains how:

The first celestial being, Sky Woman who fell from a hole in the sky. The animals helped
her to be on turtles back and she made the land grow out of dirt from the bottom of the

ocean. She had a daughter who died while giving birth to twins. Her relatives from the

sky world felt compassion for her and gave her gifts. These gifts were seeds from the

Tree of Knowledge. Sky Woman planted the seeds in her daughter's body and buried her
in a mound. And out of the mound grew corn, beans and squash. They are called the
Three Sisters, we are directly related to them. (personal conversation, May 23, 2020)

The seeds from the sky relatives and the Tree of Knowledge translate into inner starseeds;

these seeds are the light in our spirits from a little piece of the star system that calls us home.
When we die, our physical bodies go back to the earth and starseeds (our spirits) are transported

up the sacred tree in our ceremonies and up to along the Ancient Ones Life Pathway. The spirit
ascends to the Ancient Ones Life Pathway, finds its branch, the correct portal that leads to other
universes. Here, we find our way to our origin planets. We are star people. I wonder at what

speed the Indigenous spirit travels? If we contain starseeds (light from stars), then our spirits
must “travel at the speed of light, 299,792 Kilometers per second (299 792 458 m/s or 670,
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616,629 million mph)” (Redd, 2018, par. 1). Like our spiritual starseeds, colours too contain

light.
Figure 21

MWCKC: Physics
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Note. Figure numbers in image from original.
The Spiritual Side of Colour

I have learned over the years that the colour we see in visions and dreams has a spiritual

content. We know this to be true when we dream in colour. We cannot replicate the beauty of the
spiritual content of the colour we dream by drawing or painting them. These colours do not exist

and are not part of this earthly realm. All colours have a spiritual side. Gunther (2011) explains
that “human vision can differentiate about ten million colours” (p. ix). There is an infinite

number of colours; only a portion of them the human vision can distinguish. Every colour

contains its perspective frequency, wavelength, and photon energy. It would be impossible for
me to match these components to each colour because I am not a physicist. Instead, I will use

possibly disproportionate to specimen frequency, wavelength, and photon energy. The use of
these probable colours is displayed in Figure 21. MWCKC: Physics.

Physics assigns a colour to wavelengths, frequency, and photon energies that contribute
to sound. These are scientific ways of describing the attributes of Indigenous drumming, singing,

healing, and understanding spiritual travel. As explained by Nave (2016):
The speed of sound is the distance travelled per unit of time by a sound wave as it

propagates through an elastic medium. At 20 °C (68 °F), the speed of sound in air is

about 343 meters per second (1,235 km/h; 1,125 ft/s; 767 mph; 667 km), or a kilometer in
2.9 s or a mile in 4.7 s. It depends strongly on temperature as well as the medium through

which a sound wave is propagating. (p. 5)

How do Indigenous drumming and singing help to heal? The transmission of Indigenous
language and musical notes carry the vibration, sound, intonation, and sacred words that touch

the human body. The musical notes translate into a colour language and vibrations that touch and
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massage the human spirit, intellect, physical, and emotions—all colours, elements, and
components of the CMWM. The colour language vibrates at different frequencies. Indigenous
music is a combination of musical notes that creates the spiritual key, unlocking, shaking, and

releasing emotional blocks in the human body. Brown (2004) says when a person expresses

themselves, it helps to remove emotional blocks. Indigenous drumming and singing are forms of
language expression. An example found in Indigenous languages where the words and prayer

words restore the Indigenous voice creating vibration, sound; opening the heart to generate

healing. The language is an arrangement of phonemes, and the letters which are combinations of

symbols creating words or sound combinations. For example, my spirit name is spelled with
English letters Giniw'Waabi (Eyes of a Golden Eagle) and (in syllabics; P^o'∙<l<IΛ). The letters
are arranged to make their own sound power; when spoken, the combination of the sounds turn

into words. The words spell. The correct sequence of the letters activates the series into

mshkikiwan used to produce healing. Words are mshkikiwan. Sacred Indigenous songs are forms
of prayer words arranged constructively; the words' sequence creates a specific vibration that
hits the human body, having a beneficial result.

Sissons (2020) says the human body is approximately 60% water. In Emoto's (2012)
water experiment, he speaks into water. In one dish, Emoto (2012) says kind words, prayers, and
loving words. When he checks the water under the microscope, the water is clean, bright, and in

perfect crystalline geometrical shapes. When Emoto (2012) takes a different dish of water and
yells at it, cusses in it, and curses it, under the microscope, it is deformed, brown, and murky,
sludgy. He explains that “water has a memory, water can memorize information, water can cure

your body disease, water is a mirror for the mind, water shows us who we are, water shows us

what we are, and water contains cosmic energy” (2019, 2:17).
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Since the human body is made up primarily of water, Indigenous drumming and singing

produce a vibration, sound, and healing energy that the body feels. The water in the human body
receives the vibration of sound, causing a reaction. The vibration of sound comes from the
mouth, reverberates in sound waves, like a ripple effect, towards the emotional blocks locked in

the singer's physical, intellectual, emotional, and spiritual bodies. Emotional blocks are dense;
that is why they are called blocks. During singing and the expression of using one's voice, this
creates sound and has a specific configuration of words and musical notes that carrying the

knowledge of the Niizhwaaswi Nookmis Miinwaa Mishoomis Kinoomaagewinan (explained in

detail in section 5 MWCKC: Niizhwaaswi Nookmis Miinwaa Mishoomis Kinoomaagewinan).
Brown (2004) states that “the ability to communicate an internal emotional state is essential to

effective competency.. .the ability to express herself and thereby remove emotional blockages''
(p. 224). The configuration of sacred words (explained in detail in section 5, MWCKC:
Niizhwaaswi Nookmis Miinwaa Mishoomis Kinoomaagewinan) and the expression of

Indigenous drumming and singing will remove emotional blockages and aid in alleviating
intergenerational trauma. Dr. Emoto says:
Hado is the intrinsic vibrational pattern at the atomic level in all matter. It is the smallest

unit of energy. Water is deeply connected to our individual and collective consciousness

and is a blueprint for our reality, which can change with a single positive thought.
(Emoto, 2019, p. 35)
Figure 22

Water Experiment
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Note. (Emoto, 2019, 7:28)

After the singing of a single positive sacred song, the people hear it like a prayer. The
vibration touches the human body; this creates a movement of sound. The Indigenous song,

spirit, and prayers travel up the sacred tree. The semaa is burned so that the smoke containing the
prayer rises and travels up the sacred tree. The Anishenaabe use semaa as a vehicle for sending

prayer. This method of offering semaa, print, and prayer, “means to live and practice good life”

(Absolon, 2020, p. 76).
The Sacred Tree

Many belief systems contain a motif tree. The sacred tree is in the Anishenaabe
Midewiwin, the Dakota Sundance Tree, the Shaman's World Tree, Cosmic Tree, Manitou

Miikanaang, the Salish Cedar Tree of Life, the Christian Tree of Knowledge, Yggdrasil the

Norse Tree of the Nine Worlds, the Buddhist sacred Bodhi Tree, and Judaic Kabbalah Tree of

Life. In the Encyclopedia Britannica, the “tree is the center of the world in relation to the divine
and sacred realms as a connection to the spirit realms'' (2015). In some Indigenous ceremonies, it

is the life and spiritual pathway. Barnhart (2003) says many Indigenous cultures discussed in his
article “regard the Milky Way as a Path to the otherworld, travelled by spirits, deities, and
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shamans in trance” (p. 1). An individual during an Indigenous ceremony, after following specific
rituals, can obtain particular spiritual states. In one of these states, a ceremonial participant's
spirit may travel up the sacred tree positioned in their lodge and then up to the universe. The

Manitou Miikanaang is the sacred tree itself. The tree here on Mother Earth reflects the Manitou
Miikanaang up in the sky as we look up and into the universe. The Manitou Miikanaang is our
pathway home; along the branches, the spirit travels, and through the portals in the universe until

we reach our home origin in the universe. Although beliefs differ, each land base around the
world has its way and portal home. The teachings from Gichi'ayaag say that diverse cultures in

this world come from different star systems. Each star system is one of our modes of spirit travel

when we do our ceremonies. Many variables are affecting the participant to open this mode of
the spiritual journey. It is the Creator's will, the participant's sincerity, the exactness of ritual

elements performed in a ceremony, the spiritual strength of the ones who are running the

ceremony, the knowledge of the Gichi'ayaag, the timing, the position of the lodge, songs,
drumming, and many other aspects.
MWCKC: Niizhwaaswi Nookmis Miinwaa Mishoomis Kinoomaagewinan

We learn about our Niizhwaaswi Nookmis Miinwaa Mishoomis Kinoomaagewinan in the
ceremony teachings and the teachings of the Gichi'ayaag. I like to add the Grandmothers

because Creation's female side is equally powerful, transformational, holds sacred teachings, and

brings female/male balance.
Figure 23

MWCKC: Grandfather/Grandmother Teachings, Notation, Drumming, Ancient Ones Life
Pathway
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Note. Figure numbers and Title in image from original.
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The Niizhwaaswi Nookmis Miinwaa Mishoomis Kinoomaagewinan are the Ancient
Anishenaabe teachings. They are as old as the rock people in this world. Absolon (2010) says by

“picking up our bundles means to relearn, reclaim, pick up and own the teaching and practices
that emanate from wholistic theory and knowledge” (p. 76). The Niizhwaaswi Nookmis Miinwaa
Mishoomis Kinoomaagewinan are also the Anishenaabe peoples' value system. In this system,

each Niizhwaaswi Nookmis Miinwaa Mishoomis Kinoomaagewinan has a musical notation
assigned to each learning and each value. I was surprised to find a children's book with similar

knowledge as I had. Bouchard et al. (2009) show the Niizhwaaswi Nookmis Miinwaa
Mishoomis Kinoomaagewinan as the Anishenaabe Niizhwaaswi Nookmis Miinwaa Mishoomis

Kinoomaagewinan with the Ojibwe language, values, and musical assigned notes. The spelling

of the Ojibwe language is a little different, but the value system is pretty much the same. I have
applied Bouchard et al. (2009) musical notes: C, D, E, F, G, A, B to the Grandfather and

Grandmother's teachings in Figure 23. The sacred teachings support the CMWM as it transforms
into MWCKC (Medicine Wheel Colour Knowledge Chart). The stories are engaging, the
drawings are colourful, and the teachings in-depth. The Anishenaabe Niizhwaaswi Nookmis

Miinwaa Mishoomis Kinoomaagewinan are now common knowledge and used as an educational

tool across Indigenous Kanata.

As we drum and sing, the assigned musical notes to the Niizhwaaswi Nookmis Miinwaa
Mishoomis Kinoomaagewinan teachings vibrate, producing a sound that hits the drummer's

body. The vibration has its frequency, wavelength, and photon energy, creating a response within
the human body. The type of song is significant to create a positive, healing response. Many of
our prayer songs produce this aspect of healing. In a combination of prayer words sung, their
spiritual content, the spelling, arrangement of letters or symbols of our Indigenous language, the
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sacred and secrets of our languages, the different beats of our drum, and its connection to Mother
Earth, our Ancestors, and the universe. We are drumming our song with four verses and the four

directions found in the Medicine Wheel (Basic Model) Figure 18. The Gichi'ayaag say: The

Medicine Wheel has many teachings, as many as there are grains of sand in this world. The
explanations of this paper are only a few humble teachings. It takes many lifetimes to learn and

master the Mshkikiwan in the Wheel. Each of the Niizhwaaswi Nookmis Miinwaa Mishoomis

Kinoomaagewinan has a purpose, teaching, and a doorway. More than one spirit animal is found

in each of the Grandfather and Grandmother teachings when we sing. To simplify, I have yet
expanded the full range of musical notes to match the mshkikiwan animals. Instead, it is best to

keep it simple because it would take another dissertation to explain this depth. For example,
there are many types of bears globally, so when we sing the Bear Song, we call in different
breeds of bears and, at minimum, four spirit bears for each quadrant, colour, and direction of the

basic Medicine Wheel. We have Grizzly bears, Black bears, Panda bears, Kodiak bears, and
Polar bears, to name a few. Each bear carries its own mshkikiwan. Their spirits are called into

ceremony through the specific arrangement of musical notes, drumbeats, and sacred prayers

found in Indigenous drumming and songs. These are our medicinal doorways to all of Creation.

For example:

1. If the student needs to feel the Dbasendmowin (humble) connection to Creator and other
people when the Nookmis Miinwaa Mishoomis (Grandfather and Grandmother) musical note
‘C' is played, Dbasendmowin vibration and its spirit guide are the Ma'iingan (wolf).

2. If the student needs to learn to be gwekwaadziwin (honest) when they play the Nookmis
Miinwaa Mishoomis musical note ‘D,' the vibration mshkikiwan creates a feeling of

gwekwaadziwin and its spirit guide is the saabe (bigfoot).
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3. If the student needs to learn mnaadendmowin (respect) when the Nookmis Miinwaa

Mishoomis musical note ‘E' is played, the vibration mshkikiwan is mnaadendmowin, and its
spirit guide is the mshkode bizhiki (buffalo).

4. If the student needs to be nbwaakaawin (wise), when they play the Nookmis Miinwaa

Mishoomis musical note ‘F,' the vibration mshkikiwan is nbwaakaawin, and its spirit guide
is the amik (beaver).
5. If the student needs zoongde'ewin (courage) when the Nookmis Miinwaa Mishoomis musical

note ‘G' is played, the vibration mshkikiwan is zoongde'ewin, and its spirit guide is the
mkwa (bear).
6. If the student needs to learn about the debwewin (truth) when they play Nookmis Miinwaa

Mishoomis musical note ‘A,' the vibration mshkikiwan is debwewin, and its spirit guide is
the mshiikenh (turtle).

7. If the student needs to be zaagiwewin (loved), when they play the Nookmis Miinwaa

Mishoomis musical note ‘B,' the vibration mshkikiwan is zaagiwewin, and its spirit guide is
the migizi (eagle).

The student will receive a range of energy from the vibration in the Indigenous music.
Each spirit of the Niizhwaaswi Nookmis Miinwaa Mishoomis Kinoomaagewinan spirit brings a

gift. The participant in the ceremony receives sacred values and a spiritual gift. Absolon (2010)
references the Indigenous wholistic theory as a “framework to ‘indigenize' our thoughts and

actions into active healing processes that simultaneously decolonize and indigenize” (p. 74). The

sacred songs bring knowledge and a rebalancing of the emotions, the spiritual, the intellectual,
and physical bodies; all quadrants of the Medicine Wheel.
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Figure 24

MWCKC: Sacred Tree, Coloured Print, Prayers & Tobacco
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Note. Figure numbers in image from original.

In some Indigenous ceremonies, we take semaa and choose a coloured print depending on

what we need in accordance with each quadrant's medicine. For example, if we need something
that lies in the Eastern direction, we choose the colour yellow and the Grandfather and

Grandmother from the East will take care of that semaa. After we wrap semaa in coloured print,

we hang it on our sacred tree. We also offer the prayer ties at the end of the ceremony to a sacred
fire that carries the prayers in smoke to the Creator.

In a personal conversation (2020) with Topkok explained that Dr. Oscar Kawagley
related some of his work to Eastern ideologies, which reminded me of my Dene Gichi'ayaag,

Robert Maryboy, from the Four Corners Navajo region. In our conversation (2009), Robert
explained that the prayers, language, prophecies, and songs would travel by vibration through

Mother Earth and come out approximately on the other side of the world. He said that in Tibet,
the Indigenous Nepalese (Adivasi Janajati) people have very similar-sounding language, prayers,

prophecies, and songs. When I went to Nepal, they put prayers on coloured cloth and hung them

in sacred trees. I was amazed to witness a marvel of how we are all connected and the truth in his
words.

In our classrooms here in Kanata, we ask the students to connect to any other information

they may have learned. This practice allows teachings to come together and the creative
association opens the mind and probability to new relationships and ideas. It reinforces
interconnectivity in the Indigenous phrase “All My Relations.” These words are used by many
Indigenous peoples of Kanata to close their prayers.

In the words of Dr. Theresa John, “I feel all the power of prayer, concentration,
connections of mind, body, soul, and spirit. It clarifies how our Ancestors have some similarities

in the way they believe in how they transformed, transmitted, and travelled in-between spaces.
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The space of earth, the space of birds, the stars, the cosmos, and it all makes sense” (personal
conversation, 2020). With the explanation of the CMWM, MWCKC, the effect of the
Niizhwaaswi Nookmis Miinwaa Mishoomis Kinoomaagewinan arranging the appropriate

healing components through Indigenous drumming and singing, I will apply the Indigenous
knowledge and techniques of this chapter to the student's Artwork Stories in Chapter 5, “The

Findings.”
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Chapter 5 The Findings

Chapter 5 describes the findings of the study. It begins with a short explanation of the
origin of the Anishinaabe drum that I would explain to the students before their drum lesson.

Next, the design found on some of the drums that the students drew followed by a brief
description of the classroom setup and the social song chosen for the drumming and singing

lesson. Presented are student Artwork Stories, with descriptions and colour observations using

Chapter 4, MWCKC to analyze them. Next, a table summary describes the physical
representations taken from the analysis of the Group 1 Kindergarten to Grade 1 Artwork Stories.
The table summary is then inputted into pie charts showing the quantitative numbers to ensure
accuracy and slices showing dominant themes. The main themes are drawn out and put into pie
charts. The discussion is on the primary and secondary themes.

The next paragraphs apply the Anishenaabe MWCKC analytical model to the Artwork
Stories Group 1 and its explanation of colour preferences for their meaning and their validity.

Whether the Artwork Story positively or negatively correlates to the drumming and singing

lesson's student experience is shown in the colour choices the students made. The number of

times the students use colour is compiled into a pie chart to show percentages and themes.
Throughout the data analysis, connections are made as to how they are relevant to the research
question and literature review. At the end of each group's Artwork Story analysis is the group's
discussion.

Introduction to the Drum and the Song
Some details are needed to understand elements critical to the research process and
Artwork Art elements, for example, the origin of the Anishenaabe drum. Many thousands of

years ago, the Anishenaabekwe (Anishenaabe women) were cleaning hides from a hunt. One
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hide dried on a rock in the sun. The Anishenaabekwe lifted the dried hide from the rock and beat

it with a stick. It made a glorious sound, and this was our first drum. The Anishenaabekwe gifted
the drum to the people.

The element of design on the drums that many students drew in their Artwork Art. The
design is from Susan Point, called “Man and Salmon,” a design that she gifted to the VSB. After

making drums for district use, I put Susan's design on each drum. Susan Point is from the
Musqueam Nation, BC, Kanata.
Figure 25

Man and Salmon

Note. Susan Point, 2013.

She explains the design shows how the salmon, once so abundant off the West Coast, is

believed to be the giver of life. The piece honours the central role of the salmon in West Coast

existence and celebrates the connection between all living beings. The reflection of four also
runs through most of Susan Point's work. It carries many important meanings to all aboriginal

peoples; there are four seasons, four winds, four directions and four elements each of which must
be respected for their gift of life (2013).
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Figure 26

Students with Drums and Susan Point's Design

Note. D. A. Marsden, personal collection, 2017.

To keep the consistency within all drumming and singing in K-12 groups, I taught the

same song to all students. In the Anishenaabe culture, we cannot sing songs without permission

from the originator; they are sacred and belong to specific groups. For example, we cannot sing

ceremony, family, house, or songs that require special permission. The songs that we are allowed
to sing are social. Social songs have been gifted to the people by the one who has created them.

The song we sang is a social song called the Cherokee Morning Song, created by Indigenous
singer and songwriter Welela (1997). This song was passed to me by my mentor Dr. Alannah
Young-Leon 2001. Simultaneously, I sang in an Indigenous Women's drum group, learning the
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big drum and protocols. Alannah gave me full permission to share this song with the students

and the public. It became one of my favourite songs that I have taught to over 1,000 students. We
are honoured by the beauty of Welela's gift.

Cherokee Morning Song (Walela, 1997).

We n' de ya ho,
We n'de ya ho
(I am of the Great Spirit, Ho! I am of the Great Spirit, Ho!)

We n' de ya ho,
We n' de ya
(I am of the Great Spirit, Ho! I am of the Great Spirit!)

Ho, ho ho ho

He ya ho he ya,
Ya ya ya
(Ho! It is so, it is so. Great Spirit, Great Spirit, Great Spirit)

The Physical Classroom Setting

The physical setting prior to beginning the lesson sets the Indigenous stage for drumming

and singing. It also shows why the students' Artwork Stories have specific elements drawn in
them. Depending on the size of the group, I place the sacred buffalo robe on the ground for the

students to feel and roll on if they choose. All students have their shoes off before respectfully
sitting on the robe. I ask the students what kind of hide they think it might be and ask how they
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think the plains Indigenous people used the buffalo and its hide before colonization. The students

and I discuss the history of the buffalo and the plains Indigenous people. I also explain the

process of the Anishenaabe way to traditionally animal-brain tan hides and compare it with
modern chemical tanning. I point out the difference between organic, biological tanning to
modern chemical tanning and their impacts on the environment.
Figure 27

Students with Large Elk Drum

Note. D. A. Marsden, personal collection, 2017.

I place the large buffalo hide drum and drum beaters in the middle of the buffalo robe.

The students each have a turn to try the hand drum and the large drum. I am with each class for
usually an hour; the songs are printed on a piece of paper, facing all four cardinal directions for
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those who need to see the words. The social songs are sung four times in each cardinal direction

to complete the song. I explain the Anishenaabe drum protocols throughout the lesson to teach
Indigenous protocols around taking care of a sacred object.
Figure 28

Buffalo Robe, Song Sheet, Hand Drums, Large Drums, and Beaters

Note. D. A. Marsden, personal collection, 2017.

Group 1: Kindergarten to Grade 1 (n=10)
Group 1: Application of MWCKC Model: Artwork Stories

The first group of students are kindergarten to grade 1 class. By the time I entered the
class, they were all sitting patiently, waiting in a circle. The students helped me set up the class

and were rubbing the buffalo. The students would guess what animal they thought it may be. One
student guessed bear, another ma'iingan (wolf), and then a student yelled out mshkode bizhiki

(buffalo)!
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Figure 29

Example of Kindergarten to Grade 1 Artwork Story

Description: The general scene in this Artwork Story is a student looking at the drums
and holding her drum. The details are one large drum in the middle depicting the drum's

importance and a community of three small hand drums around the large drum. Five lights are

hanging down from the ceiling. The student is female and is walking towards the drums,
depicting her interest. There is a heart symbol drawn on the back of the Artwork Story page,
showing her connection to the traditional Indigenous teachings that the drum is the heartbeat of

Mother Earth and the student cares.
Colour Observation: The student uses bright colours to portray a positive experience.
The female's face, legs, and hands are coloured yellow. The lights and each of the drums is
coloured yellow. The colour (+) yellow in the Indigenous MWCKC means spirit, illumination,

joy, kindness, and renewal. Two drums have a black circle on top, and one drum has a blue and
red circle on top. Using the knowledge of the Gichi'ayaag, MWCKC, and ceremony, the colour

(+) blue is father sky (who watches over us), safety, awareness, and trust. The colour (+) red
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means honesty, vigor, strength, Ancestors, mother, and life. The female in the picture has long
black hair. The (+) colour black's meanings are sharing, introspection, awakening, collaboration,
protection, and the physical. The student's dress is blue and purple. Using the MWCKC (+) blue

is the father sky (watches over us), safety, awareness, and trust. The colour purple is considered a
sign of unity and the cosmos.
Figure 30

Example of Kindergarten to Grade 1 Artwork Story

Description: In this Artwork Story, the general scene is the happy female student with a
smile sitting in front of the large drum, patiently waiting to play with another (two drum beaters).

The details are one female student sitting on the ground in front of the large drum with a smile.
The large drum has a smile in the middle of it, depicting happiness, a positive experience, and
the drum's importance. The female student has long brown hair. Brown is a mix of red and
black.

Colour Observation: The drum is coloured yellow. The colour (+) yellow in the
Indigenous MWCKC means spirit, illumination, joy, kindness, and renewal. The happy face in
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the middle of the drum and her pants is coloured red depicting a positive experience. The colour

(+) red means honesty, vigor, strength, Ancestors, mother, emotion, and life. Hair in the

Indigenous culture is sacred and is considered to be a life force, ancestral connection, blood
memory, and strength.
Figure 31

Example of Kindergarten to Grade 1 Artwork Story

Description: In this Artwork Story, the general scene is a large drum with small hand
drums all around the large drum in a circle. The details are one sizable central drum with 14
small hand drums around the main drum. The large drum is on a stand, and being in the middle

of the circle signifies its importance. It is a community of many drums.

Colour Observation: The 14 small hand drums are coloured. Eight are coloured brown,
plus the large drum is brown. The colour brown is a mix of red and black. Using the Indigenous

MWCKC and the one orange colour used means children, protection, creativity, and vitality.
There is one (+) green drum meanings are balance, self, nature, purity. There is one (+) yellow

drum meaning spirit, illumination, joy, kindness, and renewal. The jar's object is (+) coloured
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black's meaning sharing, introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection, and the physical.

There is one (+) blue drum meaning father sky (who watches over us), safety, awareness, and
trust. Lastly, the two red drums are meaning honesty, vigor, strength, Ancestors, mother,
emotion, and life.
Figure 32

Example of Kindergarten to Grade 1 Artwork Story

Description: The general scene in this Artwork Story is friendship and love, with three
female students around the large drum showing friendship, happily playing the drums together.
They all have drumsticks in their hands just above the large drum. They are all kneeling on a

buffalo robe/hide. There are symbols on the drum and one is a symbol of a buffalo. Using our
Indigenous teachings, the buffalo represents Respect. One female has a heart in a thought bubble
above her head. She was connected to Indigenous teaching of the heart and the drumbeat of

Mother Earth. She is also expressing her feelings that she cares about the activity and has love in
her thoughts.
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Colour Observation: All the girls are smiling, depicting a positive emotional
experience. There is a long bright (+) yellow light above their heads, and one female is wearing a

yellow dress and using the Indigenous MWCKC the colour (+) yellow representing spirit,
illumination, joy, kindness, and renewal. The other two female students are wearing a (+) purple

dress meaning unity and connection to the cosmos. The (+) green in the dress means balance,

self, nature, and purity. All the girls have long hair. Hair in the Indigenous culture is sacred and

is considered the life force, ancestral connection (DNA), and strength.
Figure 33

Example of Kindergarten to Grade 1 Artwork Story

Description: In this Artwork Story, the general scene is the school community excited
(undisturbed) about playing all together on Indigenous drums. Details of this drawing are

situated inside the school community. The student wrote the word “School” on the roof of her

building. The details show the enjoyment of the drum and singing lessons at school. The student

points to one female “you” (drum teacher) and points to one female labelled “me” (meaning the
student herself); The students all have smiles and their mouths are all open. The student
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expresses an emotion that she is excited and writes “it is cool” to play the drums. There are four

drums in the picture: the large buffalo drum in the center depicting its importance, plus three
small drums.

Colour Observation: All the students are happy in this picture, showing a positive
experience. The drums are all coloured blue. They are using the MWCKC: (+) blue meaning

father sky (who watches over us), safety, awareness, and trust. All three students have red cloths
on. The colour (+) red means honesty, vigor, strength, Ancestors, mother, emotion, and life. All

the students have dark brown hair. The two females with dresses have long brown hair and the

one male has short brown hair. The school roof is also dark brown; brown is a mix of red and
black. The colour (+) black means sharing, introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection,

and the physical. Indigenous culture's hair is sacred and is considered the life force with
ancestral connection, blood memory, and strength.
Figure 34

Example of Kindergarten to Grade 1 Artwork Story
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Description: The general scene in this Artwork Story is a large drum with two triangles
on it. The details show one large drum in the middle depicting the drum's importance. There are

two triangle shapes on the drum, both with a graph pattern on their peak. Each triangle has a
circle on it that is split down the middle with two smaller circles inside each semicircle. This

Artwork Story looks like Mother Earth.

Colour Observation: The Artwork story drawing is positive. The drum looks like the
water and Mother Earth. The drum has the colour (+) yellow on it, and ‘yellow' in the
Indigenous MWCKC means spiritual, the rising sun, the beginning, and joy. The drum is blue.

Using the MWCKC (+) blue is the father sky (watches over us), safety, awareness, and trust. The
two circles on the triangle are coloured red. The colour (+) red means honesty, vigor, strength,

Ancestors, mother, and life.
Figure 35

Example of Kindergarten to Grade 1 Artwork Story

Description: In this Artwork Story, the general scene is two students kneeling at the
large drum, under the lights, holding up their drum beaters and smiling. There is one large drum
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in the middle, depicting the drum's importance. Two students are kneeling while holding up their
drum beaters in the air. Both students have smiles, medium black hair, and both are wearing
dresses and pants. The drawing of two smiling students looks like friends, suggesting
socialization and wellbeing. The drum and students are on the buffalo robe. On the drum, there

are various icons drawn. There is ample light above the students.

Colour Observation: The smiles of the students indicate a positive experience. The large
drum has the colours red, yellow, black, and brown. The student's dresses are red and purple,
and their pants are indigo. The buffalo robe is black. The light above is yellow, and so are the
student's faces and hands. They are using the Indigenous MWCKC, the colour (+) red in the
means honesty, vigor, strength, Ancestors, mother, and life. The (+) yellow in the Indigenous

MWCKC means spiritual, the rising sun, the beginning, and joy. The (+) purple in the dress
means unity and connection to the cosmos. The (+) colour black's meanings are sharing,

introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection, and the physical. The colour (+) indigo
means connection to the Source.
Figure 36

Example of Kindergarten to Grade 1 Artwork Story
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Description: The general scene in this Artwork Story is four students with their beaters
on the large drum. In more detail, there is a sun smiling down on them, and they all look happy.

There is a community of friends with four students around the large drum. They have their
beaters on top of the drum beating: three females and one male. One student is female and she is
the main character. There are three others adjacent to her. On the large drum, the student drew

icons. There is a large sun in the top right-hand corner overseeing the drumming experience and
encased in a square. The sun's drawing as a living being makes the connection to the Cherokee

Morning Song and honouring the sun for it gives life to all in the Indigenous teachings.
Colour Observation: The large drum is brown and there is a red and black design on
top. The sun is coloured pink (light red). The colour (+) red means honesty, vigor, strength,
Ancestors, mother, and life. The (+) yellow in the Indigenous MWCKC means spiritual, the
rising sun, the beginning, and joy. One female has a red dress with long black hair and her drum
beater has a blue tip. The three other students have long hair. Two have black hair and one has

yellow hair. The yellow-haired student has a brown dress with a heart drawn on the skirt. There

is a blue coloured backdrop. The (+) colour black's meanings are sharing, introspection,
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awakening, collaboration, protection, and the physical. The colour (+) blue is the father sky

(watches over us), safety, awareness, and trust.
Figure 37

Example of Kindergarten to Grade 1 Artwork Story

Description: The general scene in this Artwork Story is positive; a boy is smiling with
drums all around him. In more detail, there is a young boy in the middle of the picture with wideopen eyes, long fingers (five fingers), and he is smiling with a community of eight drums around
him.

Colour Observation: The young boy has only his fingers coloured yellow-brown. Two
of the drums are also the same colour. The (+) yellow in the Indigenous MWCKC means
spiritual, illumination, joy, kindness, and renewal. Blue is the colour of two drums. The colour

(+) blue is the father sky (watches over us), safety, awareness, and trust. Three of the drums have
orange on them. The colour (+) orange represents children, protection, creativity, and vitality. He

has short black hair. Hair in the Indigenous culture is sacred and is considered the life force,
ancestral connection (blood memory), and strength (Indigenous Traditional Ceremony and Elder
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Teachings). The (+) colour black's meanings are sharing, introspection, awakening,

collaboration, protection, and the physical.
Figure 38

Example of Kindergarten to Grade 1 Artwork Story

Description: In this Artwork Story, the general scene is four students sitting on a buffalo
robe, playing a large drum. The details in this picture are an aerial view, looking down onto the
scene. A group of four girls with long hair is sitting in the four directions on a buffalo robe

connecting to the Indigenous Medicine Wheel teachings, indicating this is a community-building
exercise for them. The focus is on the buffalo robe; the student has drawn it with four legs and its

tail. They all have long hair and are hitting the drum with drum beaters. The drum itself is
enormous, and there is detailed stitching of the sinew around the drum that depicts perspective

and connections to the traditional teachings of Indigenous drum-making.

Colour Observation: The large drum is coloured orange. The colour (+) orange in the
Indigenous MWCKC represents childhood, protection, creativity, and vitality. Three of the girls

have black hair. Hair in the Indigenous culture is sacred and is considered the life force, ancestral
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connection, blood memory, and strength. The (+) colour black's meanings are sharing,
introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection, and the physical. One of the girls has yellow

hair. The (+) yellow colour means spirituality, illumination, joy, kindness, and renewal.

Table 1
Table Summary Describing Physical Representations Artwork Story Group 1

Note. Table 1 shows a description of qualitative and quantitative observations about each

Artwork Story using the model described in Chapter 3. The table categorizes and tallies physical
representations found in each of the student's drawings. The vertical number line refers to the

number of drawings in Group 1, Grades K-1. The horizontal line describes the physical

representation—the consecutive horizontal lines following shows the quantity of physical

representation found in each Artwork Story.

Figure 39

Physical Representations Artwork Story Group 1
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Note. Figure 39 pie chart gives a qualitative visual representation and a quantitative percentage

of the total physical representations observed in Artwork Story Group 1, K-1, using the model
described in Chapter 3.
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Group 1: Physical Representation

Main Themes: Drum: Small and Large Drum (32%), Human Beings (17%), Hair (16%),
Descriptive Symbols and Icons (16%), and all Emotional Expressions —Smiles (12%)
1. Drum: Small and Large drum (32%): Drumming and the students singing is the principal

theme drawn in Group 1 the Artwork Story. 100% of Group 1's Artwork Stories have drums

drawn in them. There are 28 small drums and 9 large drums in Group 1's Artwork Stories.

Four out of ten Artwork Stories have a small drum in them and nine out of ten Artwork
Stories have a large drum drawn in them. Four of the drawings have multiple drums in

Figures 29, 31, 33, and 37. The small drum is 24% of the physical representations. The large

drum is 8% of the physical representations. There are 15 drum beaters in Figures 30, 32, 35,
36, and 38.

2. Human beings (17%): These Artwork Stories show Group 1's importance of developing

human relations to one another. The primary grades are learning social skills essential for
healthy relationships. Eight out of ten or 80% of Artwork Stories have a human being in it.

Seven out of ten or 15% drawn humans are female. The social development of friend-making

is evident with the female students in Group 1. The primary students are learning social skills
essential for healthy relationships during Indigenous drumming and singing. Two out of ten
or 2% have male humans drawn in the Artwork Stories. There are 0% non-gendered humans

in Group 1.
3. Descriptive Symbols and Icons (16%): Four out of 10 or 40 % of the Artwork Stories have
descriptive symbols and icons in them. In Figure 32, there is a heart icon in a thought cloud

showing the students' feelings of love; there are designs and symbols drawn on the large
drum in Figures 32, 35, and 36. There is Susan Point's “Man and Salmon” design in Figures
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30 and 37. Each picture showed either the students gathering with their friends, smiling,

happy, heart, or love icons.
4. Hair (16%): Hair is 16% in Figure 39. The physical representation of hair in 80% or eight out
of the ten Artwork Stories. Drawings of hair are in Figures 29, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37, and 38.

Group 1 has the most drawing of hair of all five researched groups. Traditionally, Indigenous
peoples were taught the sacredness of hair from Gichi'ayaag and family. In my Indigenous

training, when we braid hair, the three partings of the braid, we pray and say ‘love' (strand

1), ‘honour' (strand 2), and ‘respect' (strand 3). Bearhead et al. (2020) explain that
Indigenous teachings of hair's significance begin when the child is very young. There are

ancient stories passed along to the children about hair, and they are "stories about humility,
wisdom, bravery, and kindness" (p. 13). Every nation has its sacred teaching and protocols
around the hair. Indigenous culture's hair is sacred and is considered the life force, ancestral
connection, and strength.
5. Smiles (12%): 12% of the student drawings have humans with smiles in them. Six out of ten

Artwork Stories and 14 smiles in Figures 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, and 37. This shows the facial

expression of happiness, fun, and enjoyment from the lesson of Indigenous drumming and
singing, being with friends, and creating a harmonious community. Group 1 drew nothing but

smiles.
Group 1: Secondary Themes: Physical Representations

Secondary Themes: Buffalo Robe (3%), Miscellaneous (3%), and Descriptive Words (1%).
1. Buffalo Robe (3%): 40% or four out of ten Artwork Stories have a buffalo robe drawn on

them. There is one buffalo robe in Artwork Story Figures 32, 35, 36, and 38. The students
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would rub the buffalo fur and talk to the robe. I would prompt them to say, “helllooooo
buffalo”. The students would giggle and repeat, “helllooooo buffalo”.
2. Miscellaneous (3%): 40% or four out of ten Artwork Stories have a miscellaneous physical

representation in them. There are lights in Figures 29, 32, and 35. There is a square around

the sun in Figure 36. I was surprised that the students had a focus on drawing lights. The light

connects to honouring the sun and the Great Spirit, as the song Cherokee Morning Song's

words describe. The students and I would discuss the sun and its importance to the world.
3. Descriptive Words (1%): 1% or one out of ten Artwork Stories have descriptive words.
In Figure 33, the student writes “School”—overhead on the front of the students' school—

with arrows pointing to “you, drum, drum, drum, me” and “it is so cool.”

Table 2
Application of Anishenaabe MWCKC Analytical Model Artwork Stories Group 1

Note. Table 2 is MWCKC Analytical Model from Chapter 4 applied to student's Artwork Stories

Group 1, Grades K-1. The MWCKC colours are in order in vertical line A. Vertical line B

outlines their positions. Vertical line C gives the positive (+) meaning of the ceremonial colours.
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Vertical line D gives the negative (-) of the ceremonial colours. Lastly, line E tallies the colours
used in each of the student's Artwork Stories.
The symbol (+) represents the student's experience and colour as a positive Artwork

Story drawing. For example, the students are drawn and depicted as happy using a smile or other
positive indicators. If a student uses symbols like a heart, light strokes within a drawing can
speculate the drawing is positive. Usually, the students use brighter colours showing a (+)

positive experience expressed in the Artwork Stories.
The symbol (-) represents the student's use of colour in a negative drawing. For example,
the students are drawn and depicted as unhappy with a frown or other negative indicators.

Artwork Stories have no negative or positive visual indicators that the student is applying too

much pressure on the pencil, crayon, or utensil. For example, if a student uses a pencil crayon
very heavily, with tension or dark lines or the drawing looks distressed, maybe the paper is
ripped; I speculate the student has experienced negativity in the activity and has expressed it

through this negative (-) mode in the Artwork Stories.
Figure 40

Anishenaabe MWCKC Analytical Model Artwork Stories Group 1
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Note. Figure 40 pie chart tallies all the colours used in the MWCKC Analytical Model Artwork.

Stories found for Group 1, Grades K-1. The quantified student choice of colours shows as a

percentage showing colour delineation. Refer to the MWCKC meaning found in Chapter 4.

Summary of Group 1 Grade K-1 Themes: Colour Analysis Application of Anishenaabe
MWCKC Analytical Model to Artwork Stories

Main Colour Themes: Student Experiences Interpreted in Artwork Stories. Colours Most
Used: Yellow (22%) and Red (21%). Colours Least used: Indigo (0%) and White (0%).

1. Positive Experiences: 100% of Group 1 Artwork Stories shows that all were drawn

positively. Each picture showed either the students gathering with their friends, smiling,
happy, hearts, or love icons. There is something positive in each drawing, showing that the

students enjoyed the lesson, teachings, and experience of Indigenous drumming and singing.

It also shows they enjoyed drawing what they experienced as a form of self-expression.
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2. Yellow (East): 22% of the Artwork Stories have the colour yellow in them. The students were
attracted to the colour yellow. The students chose the colour yellow in seven out of ten or

70% of the Artwork Stories. On the MWCKC Analysis Table, yellow in the (+) positive
means illumination, joy, kindness, renewal, and spirit. The colour yellow is found in Figures

29, 30, 31, 32, 35, 36, 37, and 38.

3. Red (South): 21% of the Artwork Stories use the colour red. The students were attracted to

the colour red. The students chose to use the colour red in seven out of ten or 70% of the

Artwork Stories. On the MWCKC Analysis Table, red in the (+) positive means honesty,

vigor, strength, Ancestors, mother, life, and emotion. The colour red is found in Figures 29,
30, 31, 32, 33, 36, and 37. In many Indigenous cultures, the power of red is frequently used

in connection to sacred ceremonies and connects to the mother or blood.
4. Blue (west) and Black (below): Both the colour blue and the shade black are 18%. The

students were attracted to these colours. Blue and black were used in six out of ten or 60% of

Artwork Stories. On the MWCKC Analysis Table, the category of the colour blue in the (+)
positive means father sky, safety, awareness, and trust. The colour blue is used in Figures 29,

30, 31, 33, 34, and 37. The shade black category in the (+) positive means sharing,

introspection, awakening, collaboration, a feeling of protection, and physical. The shade

black is used in Figures 29, 31, 32, 35, 36, and 38.
The colour least used is indigo (Between Top) at 0% and the shade white (North) at 0%.
The colours chosen could be due to the types of mediums offered by the teacher (crayons, pencil

crayons, felts) used in primary education. It could be due to the students not being attracted to
these colours or shades. It could mean they do not connect to the colours and their meaning or

they already have the mshkikiwan from the colours they did not use.
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In sum, Group 1 Kindergarten to Grade 1 exuded positive associations to Indigenous
drumming and singing. Each Artwork Stories piece has a drum drawn in, displaying it as the

central object. The overall emotional response is happiness, enjoyment of the lesson with
bountiful smiles, and the colour yellow. Yellow is East in the great wheel's mshkikiwan; it is the

beginning path akin to the youngest children in our public school system. Young children and

their innocence portray in Group 1 honesty, connection, relationships, and excitement in the
Artwork Stories drawings and the use of the colour red.
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Group 2: Grade 2 (n=19)
Group 2: Application of MWCKC Model to Artwork Story

Group 2, Grade 2 began with another teacher asking to join me when I went drumming

and singing. To begin Group 2's drumming circle, a guest teacher opens with his song. The

teacher was male and he sang a song for the children before I began our Indigenous drumming
and singing. I observed that the children drew what they were experiencing when the student

wrote, “when is his song over.” This particular student did not like the guest teacher's singing. I

thought to point this out since it was not part of my drumming and singing. In contrast, this
experience allowed me to look at some negative Artwork Stories, which I may not have seen

without the guest teacher singing for the students. I added this group because life always beats its

drum, and being a teacher, we stay flexible in what happens in the classroom.
Figure 41

Example of Grade 2 Artwork Story
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Description: The overall theme in this Artwork Story is three students playing the hand
drum. The details are three boys playing the hand drum, all with their right hands and holding
their beaters in their left hands. The first boy, labelled “me,” is not having a good time and has a

frown. He writes, “when is his song over.” He drew his beater with dark, sharp black lines
emphasizing being unhappy. The second boy he drew is wearing glasses, has a frown, and drums

while singing. His beater is not drawn with dark lines and not emphasized. The third boy is
drumming and singing. His mouth is open and singing, and his beater is drawn with emphasis

and dark black lines. All the hand drums have a picture on them. The students are all standing
side by side.

Colour Observation: The students all have blue clothes on. The observation is a
negative experience due to the sad face and wanting to know how long the drumming will be

happening. The negative (-) blue side in the MWCKC represents possible mistrust, loss of

instinct, and sadness. Three of the boys have short black hair. Hair in the Indigenous culture is
sacred and is considered the life force, ancestral connection (blood memory), and our

Gichi'ayaag say our hair is our strength. The (-) shade black used in the Artwork Story
represents closed emotions, reckless, disturbed, abandoned, manipulation, unresolved issues. It is

unclear if the other two boys have a terrible experience. The (+) shade black's meaning sharing,
introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection, and the physical.
Figure 42

Example of Grade 2 Artwork Story
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Description: The general theme in this Artwork Story is a hand drum and beater. This
picture shows wisdom and spiritual content in the facial expression drawn on the drum. This

Artwork Story looks profound, alive, and the face has a depth of expression. The first circle is of
a picture inside the drum that looks like the grandfather in the sun connecting the Cherokee

Morning Honor song. In many Indigenous cultures, the sun's connection is an animate being,
and the sun is the grandfather, and the moon is the grandmother. The grandfather sun has eyes,

nose, mouth, eyebrows, ears, and rays around it. His face is wise and sombre and there is red on
the face in the picture. The second layer around the face is coloured only on the left-hand side

with brown, red, yellow, and pencil. The last or third layer around the face is the sinew stitching
that holds the whole drum tight to the ring. The student is making connections to the drum,

making teachings. It has no colour. Before drumming, I explained to the children the parts of the

drum and protocols. The drum beater is pointed downwards, made from a natural stick with
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knots and wood rings. The drum beater is brown. Some words say “Thank you for playing the

drum,” at the bottom of the Artwork Story.

Colour Observation: The drum is not entirely coloured, only partially. Using the
Indigenous MWCKC and applying it to the analysis, the sun is coloured red. The colour (+) red

means honesty, vigor, strength, Ancestors, mother, and life. There is brown, yellow, and red on

the second layer around the face. Brown is a tertiary colour mixing primary red, blue, and
yellow. The (+) yellow in the Indigenous MWCKC means spiritual, the rising sun, the

beginning, and joy. Lastly, the colour (+) blue is the father sky (watches over us), safety,

awareness, and trust.
Figure 43

Example of Grade 2 Artwork Story

Description: The general theme in this Artwork Story is a hand drum and its beater.

These Artwork Story details are positive happy pictures and the student uses many colours.
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There is a hand drum with a sun face in the middle of the drum. There is a grandfather in the sun
connecting the Cherokee Morning Honor song. In many Indigenous cultures, the sun's
connection is an animate being, and the sun is the grandfather, and the moon is the grandmother.

The sun grandfather has eyes, nose, mouth, eyebrows, ears. His face is severe and wise. The face

has eyes, dots or tattoos under the eyes, a nose, a mouth, and rays around it. Many Indigenous
peoples have traditional tattoos on the face, such as the Inupiaq women in Alaska. The second
layer around the sun's face is left blank with no colour. The third ring is coloured blue, red,

brown, orange, green, and indigo. The drum beater is upright, and the top portion is coloured
brown with squares on it—the make of the drum beater is from a natural stick with knots and

wood rings. Some words say “Bang, Bang” at the top for the sound the drum beater makes in this
Artwork Story.

Colour Observation: Artwork Story uses the Indigenous MWCKC and applies it to the
analysis. There is red in the Artwork Story. The colour (+) red means honesty, vigor, strength,
Ancestors, mother, and life. There is brown, yellow, and red on the second layer around the face.

Brown is a tertiary colour mixing primary red, blue, and yellow. The colour (+) blue is used and
connected to the father sky (watches over us), safety, awareness, and trust. Next, the (+) yellow

in the Indigenous MWCKC means spiritual, the rising sun, the beginning, and joy. Also, there is
(+) indigo, a connection to the source (Creator). Next, the use of (+) green in the MWCKC
means balance, self, nature, and purity. This student has added (+) orange, the MWCKC, which
symbolizes children, protection, creativity, and vitality. Lastly, the colour (+) blue is the father
sky (watches over us), safety, awareness, and trust.
Figure 44

Example of Grade 2 Artwork Story
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Description: The general theme in this Artwork Story is two students playing a hand
drum. This Artwork Story details are showing positive drawing with two non-gendered students
smiling. There is one tiny student in the background. Both students are holding drums up in the

air and a drum beater. Here the student writes “2 hours a day” and “Wen is th stopsied sing
singing.”

Colour Observation: There is no use of colour in this Artwork Story. It is merely a line
drawing.
Figure 45

Example of Grade 2 Artwork Story
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Description: The general theme in this Artwork Story is the Medicine Wheel, balloons,
and a rainbow. This picture stands out and is unique. Many bright colours show a colourful and
positive setting. There is a full-colour spectrum rainbow at the bottom right-hand corner of the

page. The Medicine Wheel is at the top right-hand corner. The Medicine Wheel has four
traditional Indigenous colours: yellow, black, red, and white. The Medicine Wheel colours are

placed in different quadrants depending on the Indigenous Nation from where it originates. The
Medicine Wheel connects to rainbow theory, musical notes, colour, and the Medicine Wheel
teachings found in Chapter 4, “The Medicine Wheel Transformed.” Fourteen balloons are going

up into the air; the colours used are yellow, orange, green, indigo blue, black, and pink. Two
balloons are alone, floating upwards, coloured green and indigo. There is a rainbow at the bottom
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of the page. The rainbow is coloured indigo, violet, green, yellow, orange, and red, outlined in
black.

Colour Observation: Using the Indigenous MWCKC and applying it to the analysis.

There is the use of the shade black in the Artwork Story. The (+) shade black's meanings are
sharing, introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection, and the physical. The colour (+) red

means honesty, vigor, strength, Ancestors, mother, and life. This student has added (+) orange,

the MWCKC, which symbolizes children, protection, creativity, and vitality. The (+) yellow in
the Indigenous MWCKC means spiritual, the rising sun, the beginning, and joy. Next, the use of

(+) green in the MWCKC means balance, self, nature, and purity. Next, the colour (+) blue is
used and connected to the father sky (watches over us), safety, awareness, and trust. Also, there

is (+) indigo, a connection to the source (Creator). The student also uses (+) purple signifying
unity and the cosmos. The use of (+) shade white in the Medicine Wheel Artwork Story is for

healing, strength, movement, and intellect. There is also pink in this drawing that is red and
white as explained previously.
Figure 46

Example of Grade 2 Artwork Story
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Description: The general theme in this Artwork Story is a hand drum and beater, which
is a (+) positive drawing. There is one detailed hand drum with a yellow coloured hide. There is
sinew holding the drum hide on around the ring base, which is coloured brown. The student is
connecting to the traditional teachings and explanation of the making of the Indigenous drum.

There is a drum beater which is coloured black with yellow sinew, and the handle is brown.

Colour Observation: Using the Indigenous MWCKC, the (+) shade black's meanings
are sharing, introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection, and the physical. Brown is a
tertiary colour mixing primary red, blue, and yellow. The colour (+) red means honesty, vigor,

strength, Ancestors, mother, and life. The colour (+) blue is used and connected to the father sky
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(watches over us), safety, awareness, and trust. Next, the (+) yellow in the Indigenous MWCKC

means spiritual, the rising sun, the beginning, and joy.
Figure 47

Example of Grade 2 Artwork Story

Description: The general theme in this Artwork Story is a hand drum and its beater.

There are details of fish that have smiles on them, depicting a (+) positive drawing. There is a

hand drum coloured yellow with three red salmons and one red face in the middle. There is a
drum beater on the bottom of the black page and the stick is brown.

Colour Observation: Using the Indigenous MWCKC, the (+) shade black's meanings
are sharing, introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection, and the physical. Brown is a
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tertiary colour mixing primary red, blue, and yellow. The colour (+) red means honesty, vigor,
strength, Ancestors, mother, and life. The colour (+) blue is used and connected to the father sky

(watches over us), safety, awareness, and trust. Next, the (+) yellow in the Indigenous MWCKC

means spiritual, the rising sun, the beginning, and joy. Finally, the use of (+) green in the

MWCKC means balance, self, nature, and purity.
Figure 48

Example of Grade 2 Artwork Story

Description: The general theme in this Artwork Story is two students with hand drums
singing, a drum beater, and the buffalo robe. There are two female friends as students in this

Artwork Story. Friends are shown by being drawn similarly and therefore showing their
connection. Both have smiles, depicting a positive experience. One student is wearing a blue

shirt and an indigo skirt; the other is wearing a purple shirt and a pink skirt with a drum beater in
her hand. Both are holding a hand drum coloured brown with a pink circle in the middle. Both

have long black hair. The sung song has musical notes and words in a word bubble. There is the
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buffalo robe labelled “The Buffalo!!!!!” which has heart icons. The students are connecting and
reflecting on the drumbeat's teaching as the heartbeat of Mother Earth and the Buffalo teachings.
They are also depicting a feeling of love with the heart exclamation points. The colours are
brown robe; the words are blue, pink, and purple.

Colour Observation: Artwork Story uses the Indigenous MWCKC and applies it to the
analysis. There is the use of the shade black in the Artwork Story. Indigenous people's hair is

sacred and is considered the life force, ancestral connection, blood memory, and strength
(Indigenous Traditional Ceremony and Elder Teachings). The (+) shade black's meanings are

sharing, introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection, and the physical. The colour brown

is a tertiary colour mixing primary red, blue, and yellow. The colour (+) red in the MWCKC
means honesty, vigor, strength, Ancestors, mother, and life. The colour (+) blue is used and
connected to the father sky (watches over us), safety, awareness, and trust. Next, the (+) yellow

in the Indigenous MWCKC means spiritual, the rising sun, the beginning, and joy. Next, the
colour (+) blue is used and connected to the father sky (watches over us), safety, awareness, and
trust. Also, there is (+) indigo, a connection to the source (Creator). The student also uses (+)
purple signifying unity and the cosmos. The use of (+) shade white in the Medicine Wheel
Artwork Story is for healing, strength, and movement, intellect. Previously mentioned is the

colour pink, which is red and white.
Figure 49

Example of Grade 2 Artwork Story
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Description: The general theme in this Artwork Story is two students playing the drum
with a drum beater. The details show it is a (+) positive drawing, and two female students are

playing a hand drum with beaters. Both females have long hair, and one has a skirt on. One
student has the outline of brown hair. The rest of the picture is not coloured and looks

unfinished.

Colour Observation: Using the Indigenous MWCKC, brown is a tertiary colour mixing
primary red, blue, and yellow. The colour (+) red means honesty, vigor, strength, Ancestors,
mother, and life. The colour (+) blue is used and connected to the father sky (watches over us),

safety, awareness, and trust. Next, the (+) yellow in the Indigenous MWCKC means spiritual, the
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rising sun, the beginning, and joy. Indigenous culture's hair is sacred and is considered the life

force, ancestral connection, blood memory, and strength.
Figure 50

Example of Grade 2 Artwork Story

Description: The general theme in this Artwork Story shows the large drum. The details
are of a drum with six circles within itself, and it is in quadrants. The inner circle has four
salmon in it. Each salmon has a definite smile on it, depicting happiness. The drum this child

used had Susan Point's salmon drawing on it, signifying the salmon's cycles and Indigenous
teachings. The next circle has four stars, two in two quadrants showing connection to the

cosmos. In many Indigenous cultures, these concentric circles signify the different teaching
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realms of Spirit and stars of the cosmos explained in Chapter 4, “The Medicine Wheel

Transformed” and the MWCKC. The third circle is left blank and the fourth circle is coloured
yellow. The fifth circle is coloured orange and the sixth circle is coloured red.

Colour Observation: Using the Indigenous MWCKC, the colour (+) red means honesty,

vigor, strength, Ancestors, mother, and life. This student has added (+) orange, the MWCKC,
which symbolizes children, protection, creativity, and vitality. Next, the (+) yellow in the

Indigenous MWCKC means spiritual, the rising sun, the beginning, and joy.
Figure 51

Example of Grade 2 Artwork Story

Description: The general theme in this Artwork Story shows a smiling boy.
This Artwork Story has a little boy with long hair, a large head, and big hands. The hair is black
and he is winking and wearing a t-shirt and pants.
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Colour Observation: Using the Indigenous MWCKC, the only shade used is black.
Indigenous culture's hair is sacred and is considered the life force, ancestral connection, blood

memory, and strength. The (+) shade black's meanings are sharing, introspection, awakening,
collaboration, protection, and the physical.
Figure 52

Example of Grade 2 Artwork Story

Description: The general theme in this Artwork Story is students encased in a room
playing the hand drum. The details are five students in a very tall room with seven students

behind them. Three of them are holding a hand drum. There is one light above their heads. The

light looks like a small sun and this connects to the Cherokee Honor Song and honouring the sun,
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for it gives life to all. The Artwork Story is positive and the perspective is interesting in this
Artwork Story. There is ample space showing the students are little in a great room.

Colour Observation: Using the Indigenous MWCKC, the colour (+) red means honesty,
vigor, strength, Ancestors, mother, and life. Next, the (+) yellow in the Indigenous MWCKC
means spiritual, the rising sun, the beginning, and joy. The (+) shade black's meanings are
sharing, introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection, and the physical.

Figure 53

Example of Grade 2 Artwork Story

Description: The general theme in this Artwork Story is the word LOVE, a drum, and its
beater. The details show this Artwork Story is positive. It has the word ‘Love' in it and the ‘L' is

coloured pink. It also has a lollipop, a heart-shaped box of chocolates, a star, a brown hand drum,

a red picture of two salmons, and a drum beater. The heart is the connection to the drumbeat, the
heartbeat of Mother Earth, and the student's enjoyment of sweets. The different teaching realms
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of Spirit and stars' connection to the cosmos are explained in Chapter 4, “The Medicine Wheel
Transformed.”

Colour Observation: Using the Indigenous MWCKC, the colour brown is a tertiary
colour mixing primary red, blue, and yellow. The colour (+) red means honesty, vigor, strength,

Ancestors, mother, and life. The colour (+) blue is used and connected to the father sky (watches
over us), safety, awareness, and trust. Next, the (+) yellow in the Indigenous MWCKC means
spiritual, the rising sun, the beginning, and joy. There is also pink in this drawing that is red and
white. The use of (+) shade white in the Medicine Wheel Artwork Story is for healing, strength,

movement, and intellect.
Figure 54

Example of Grade 2 Artwork Story
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Description: The general theme in this Artwork Story is a Medicine Wheel. The Artwork
Story details show a Medicine Wheel drum as a (+) positive drawing with the colours yellow,
black, blue, and red. The drawing connects to the Medicine Wheel teachings as the sacred hoop.

The Native Voice says that tribes across Turtle Island (N. America) have used it for healing,
wellbeing, the Four Directions, and the cycles of life for many generations (Department of

Health and Human Services, 2018, par.1).

Colour Observation: Using the Indigenous MWCKC and applying it to the analysis.

There is the use of the shade black in the Artwork Story. The (+) shade black's meanings are
sharing, introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection, and the physical. The colour (+) red

means honesty, vigor, strength, Ancestors, mother, and life. The (+) yellow in the Indigenous
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MWCKC means spiritual, the rising sun, the beginning, and joy. Next, the colour (+) blue is used

and connected to the father sky (watches over us), safety, awareness, and trust.
Figure 55

Example of Grade 2 Artwork Story

Description: The general theme in this Artwork Story is a hand drum and its beater. The
details show a red hand drum with a circle around it, and a black sinew tied around the yellow
drum ring. The student is connecting to the traditional explanations and teachings of drum
making. A brown drum beater is wrapped in sinew and there is a buffalo robe wrapped around

both the drum and the beater. The drum beater has light brown sinew drawn on it.

Colour Observation: Using the Indigenous MWCKC, the (+) shade black's meanings
are sharing, introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection, and the physical. Brown is a

tertiary colour mixing primary red, blue, and yellow. The colour (+) red means honesty, vigor,
strength, Ancestors, mother, and life. The colour (+) blue is used and connected to the father sky
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(watches over us), safety, awareness, and trust. Next, the (+) yellow in the Indigenous MWCKC

means spiritual, the rising sun, the beginning, and joy.
Figure 56

Example of Grade 2 Artwork Story

Description: The general theme in this Artwork Story is a hand drum and its beater. In
this (+) positive drawing Artwork Story, the hide is coloured yellow and the center is brown.

There is sinew drawn around the drum to tie on the hide. The student is connecting to the
traditional explanations by drawing sinew and teachings of drum making. There is a drum beater

and the handle is the shade black.
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Colour Observation: Using the Indigenous MWCKC, the (+) shade black's meanings
are sharing, introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection, and the physical. Brown is a

tertiary colour mixing primary red, blue, and yellow. The colour (+) red means honesty, vigor,
strength, Ancestors, mother, and life. The colour (+) blue is used and connected to the father sky

(watches over us), safety, awareness, and trust. Next, the (+) yellow in the Indigenous MWCKC

means spiritual, the rising sun, the beginning, and joy.
Figure 57

Example of Grade 2 Artwork Story

Description: The general theme in this Artwork Story is a student with a hand drum and
drum beater. A happy male student is smiling and holding a brown hand drum with his beater
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looking at details. It is a (+) positive drawing. He is wearing pants in the shade black and a blue
checkered shirt and a red top hat. Through an Indigenous lens, the top hat brought settlers from
Europe to Kanata. Historically, settlers would trap beaver for their fur and bring the pelts back to
Europe to make top hats. They would rub and heat press the fur into felt and cut and sew them

into men's top hats. It was this European fashion that began the colonization of Kanata and the

fur trade.

Colour Observation: Using the Indigenous MWCKC, the (+) shade black's meanings
are sharing, introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection, and physical. Brown is a tertiary

colour mixing primary red, blue, and yellow. The colour (+) red means honesty, vigor, strength,

Ancestors, mother, and life. The colour (+) blue is used and connected to the father sky (watches
over us), safety, awareness, and trust. Next, the (+) yellow in the Indigenous MWCKC means
spiritual, the rising sun, the beginning, and joy.
Figure 58

Example of Grade 2 Artwork Story
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Description: The general theme in this Artwork Story is a hand drum and beater.
The details are of the hand drum with four red and green salmon on it. The student is drawing

Susan Point's drawing on the drum and the essential cycles of salmon. The student is making
connections to the Indigenous teachings of the West Coast salmon. The hand drum also has a

brown buffalo head in the center with grey eyes and horns. The background of the drum is blue.

There is a drum beater that is brown and blue.
Colour Observation: Using the Indigenous MWCKC, the shade grey is a mixture of the
shade black and white. The shade (+) black's meanings are sharing, introspection, awakening,
collaboration, protection, and the physical. The use of (+) shade white in the Medicine Wheel

Artwork Story is for healing, strength, and movement, intellect. Brown is a tertiary colour
mixing primary red, blue, and yellow. The colour (+) red means honesty, vigor, strength,

Ancestors, mother, and life. The colour (+) blue is used and connected to the father sky (watches
over us), safety, awareness, and trust. Next, the (+) yellow in the Indigenous MWCKC means
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spiritual, the rising sun, the beginning, and joy. Finally, the use of (+) green in the MWCKC
means balance, self, nature, and purity.
Figure 59

Example of Grade 2 Artwork Story

Description: The general theme in this Artwork Story is a buffalo hunt. It is a unique
piece showing what the student has learned about history and hunting buffalo. This Artwork

Story is of three yellow non-gendered people hunting a smiling buffalo with one bow, one arrow,
and two spears. The explanation of the buffalo hunt teaches Indigenous reciprocity. Indigenous

prairie peoples pray for the buffalo, put semaa down for reciprocity, and the buffalo offer life.
Keeping life in balance is an essential teaching for the students. Indigenous peoples strive to

keep Mother Earth in Balance. There is teamwork in the hunt, an important survival tool so that
no one goes hungry in Indigenous communities. There is also a yellow sun in the top right-hand
corner and a blue sky. The buffalo figure has no colour.
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Colour Observation: Using the Indigenous MWCKC, the colour (+) blue is used and
connected to the father sky (watches over us), safety, awareness, and trust. Next, the (+) yellow

in the Indigenous MWCKC means spiritual, the rising sun, the beginning, and joy.

Table 3
Summary Describing the Physical Representations Artwork Story Group 2

Note. Table 3 shows a description of qualitative observations about each Artwork Story using the

model described in Chapter 3. The table categorizes and tallies physical representations found in

each of the student's drawings. The vertical number line refers to the number of drawings in
Group 2, Grade 2. The horizontal line describes the physical representation—the consecutive
horizontal lines show the quantity of physical representation found in each Artwork Story.
Figure 60

Description: Physical Representations Artwork Story Group 2
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Note. Figure 60 pie chart gives a qualitative visual representation and a quantitative percentage

of the total physical representations observed in Artwork Story Group 2, Grade 2, using the
model described in Chapter 3.
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Group 2: Grade 2 Discussion of Physical Representation Findings

Main Themes: Drum Small and Large (19%), All Emotional Expressions (18%), Human
Beings (15%), Relations (4-legged, wing, fin) (12%), and Descriptive Symbols and Icons (12%)

1. Drums Small and Large (19%): Drumming and the students singing is another principal

theme in Group 2 Artwork Story. There is a drum depicted in 16 out of 19 Artwork Stories.

That is, 84% of the pictures have a drum drawn in them. The small drum is the central theme.
There are 23 small drums drawn in this Group 2's Artwork Story and one large drum. There
are an overwhelming 24 drums in 19 drawings. 14 pictures have drum beaters drawn on

them. An example can be found in Figures 41, 42, 55, 57, and 58. The students create a
strong correlation to the importance of the Indigenous culture drumming and singing.
2. Emotional Expressions (18%): The highest total is 18% emotional expressions in the
physical representation table. Ten out of nineteen or 52% of Artwork Story have a human

face with an expression drawn. The other expressions are 12% and are expressions such as
serious faces found in Artwork Story Figures 42, 43, and 52. A straight face found in Figure

59. The smiles are 5 % and examples are in Figures 44, 51, and 24. Frowns are 2% and an
example is in Figure 41.

3. Human Beings (15%): Eight out of nineteen or 95% of Artwork Stories have a human drawn

in the Artwork Stories. Ten are genderless like in Figures 52 and 59, five are male for
example in Figures 41, 51, and 57, and four are female. For example, there are two girls in

each.
4. Relations (4-legged, wing, fin) (12%): Five out of nineteen or 26% of Artwork Stories have

animal relation (4-legged, wing, fin) drawings. For example, there are salmon in Figures 47
and 58 and buffalo in Figure 59.
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5. Descriptive Symbols and Icons (12%): Nine out of nineteen or 47% of Artwork Stories have

descriptive symbols and icons drawings. For example, Figure 43 has dots under each eye
painted on the drum which reminded me of the Inupiaq women in Alaska and found in other

Indigenous regions of Turtle Island. Figure 53 has a lollipop and chocolate drawn in the
student's Artwork Story.
Group 2: Secondary Themes: Physical Representations

Secondary Themes: Hair (7%), Descriptive Words and Miscellaneous (5%), and Stars
Ancestor Pathway (4%)

1. Hair (7%): Five out of nineteen or 26% of the Artwork Stories have humans with hair drawn

in them. Examples are found in Figures 41, 49, and 51.
2. Descriptive Words (5%): There are six out of 19 or 32 % of the drawings have words written
on them. The written word shows Group 2's enthusiasm to express themselves with visual
Artwork Story and written language at this age. The students are writing the sound the drum

makes in Figure 43 and singing with musical notes in Figure 48.
3. Miscellaneous (5%): There are seven out of 19 or 37% of the drawings with miscellaneous

physical representations in them. There is a rainbow and a balloon in Figure 45, there is a
light in Figure 52, there is a lollipop and chocolate in Figure 20, and the boy is wearing a hat

in Figure 57. This group has many creative miscellaneous representations in the Artwork
Stories.
4. Stars Ancestor Pathway (4%): There are two Artwork Stories with Stars in them. They are

in Figures 50 and 53. I was pleasantly surprised to see the students drawing stars in this
Group 2. I thought the older students would draw stars. This age group showed a connection
to their Ancestors, the cosmos, and the universe.
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Table 4
Application of Anishenaabe MWCKC Analytical Model Artwork Story Group 2

Note. Table 4 shows the MWCKC Analytical Model from Chapter 4 applied to students'

Artwork Story Group 2, Grade 2. The MWCKC colours are in order in vertical line A. Vertical
line B outlines their positions. Vertical line C gives the positive (+) meaning of the ceremonial

colours. Vertical line D gives the negative (-) of the ceremonial colours. Lastly, line E tallies the

colours used in each of the students' Artwork Stories.
Figure 61

Anishenaabe MWCKC Analytical Model Artwork Story Group 2
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Note. Figure 61 pie chart tallies all the colours used in the MWCKC Analytical Model Artwork

Story found for Group 2, Grade 2. The student's choice of colours is shown as quantified
percentages and colour delineation. Refer to MWCKC meaning found in Chapter 4.

Summary of Group 2 Grade 2 Themes: Colour Analysis Application of Anishenaabe
MWCKC Analytical Model to Artwork Story

Main Colour Themes: Student Experiences Interpreted in Artwork Story

Colours Most Used: Red, Blue, and Yellow. Colours Least used: Indigo and White
Group 2 reveals positive and negative student experiences. There are 18 out of 19 or 95%
positively drawn Artwork Stories, showing the students enjoyed the teaching and experience of
Indigenous drumming and singing. It also shows self-expression in that the students enjoyed

drawing what they experienced. There is one negatively drawn Artwork Story in this group. The
Artwork Story in Figure 41 shows unhappy faces and blue bodies, with negative expressions on
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them. The student writes “when is his song over,” stating his experience with the male teacher

who opened the drumming and singing with a song was an unpleasant experience. I observed a
different teacher, who was not a drummer nor a singer, have a different impact on the students.

1. Red (South): Figure 61 pie chart is 27% red. There are 84% or 16 out of 19 Artwork Story
drawings with the colour red in them. The students are using red positively in Artwork

Stories, and in the MWCKC red in the (+) positive means honesty, vigor, strength,
Ancestors, mother, life, and emotion.
2. Yellow (East): Figure 61 pie chart is 25% yellow. There are 29% or 15 out of 19 Artwork
Stories with the colour yellow in them. The students are using yellow positively in Artwork
Stories and in the MWCKC yellow in the (+) positive means illumination, joy, kindness,
renewal, and spirit.

3. Blue (West): Figure 61 pie chart has 20% blue. There are 74% or 14 out of 19 Artwork
Stories with the colour blue in them. The students are using the colour blue for a positive and
negative Artwork Story response. The MWCKC blue (+) positive means father sky, safety,

awareness, and trust. In an Artwork Story positive response, the blue colour examples are in
Figures 48, 57, and 59. The MWCKC blue (-) negative means mistrust, loss of instinct, and

sadness. Figure 41 has the example of the colour blue in an Artwork Story negative response
drawing.
4. Black (Below): Figure 61 pie chart is 19% black. There are 53% or ten out of 19 Artwork
Stories with the shade black in them. The students are using the shade black for a positive

and negative Artwork Story response. The shade black shows positively in the Artwork
Stories and in the MWCKC black in the (+) positive means sharing, introspection,

awakening, collaboration, protection, physical. In an Artwork Story positive response, the
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black shade examples are in Figures 55, 56, and 57. The MWCKC black (-) negative means

closed, reckless, disturbed, abandoned, manipulation, unresolved issues. Figure 41 has the
example of the shade black in an Artwork Story negative response drawing.

The colours least used in the Artwork Story are purple (Above) at 3% and orange
(Between Bottom) at 3%. The colours chosen could be due to the types of mediums offered

(crayons, pencil crayons, felts) used in primary education. It could be due to the students not

being attracted to these colours or shades. It could mean they do not connect to the colours and
their meaning or they already have the mshkikiwan from the colours they did not use.
In sum, Group 2 students' most substantial connection to the small and large drum. The

student's Artwork Stories had drums of many colours and details. They had drums alone, drums

with friends, drums with animals in groups. The drum promoted the strength of relationships.
The students created human and animal relationships to the drum, its heartbeat, and all that
connects to that sacred pulse. Groups 2's drumming promoted community connections. The

Artwork stories even had faces drawn on the drums, showing the importance of human relations.

There were Medicine Wheel drawings, which was a complete surprise. These drawings
showed that there was previous Indigenous education taught in their classroom. In this group, the
students have prior Indigenous teachings in their classroom, which is evident in their Artwork

Stories.
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Group 3: ExSEL, Grades 4-7 (n=4)
Group 3: Application of MWCKC Model to Group 3 Artwork Stories
Group 3 students were having something to eat in the kitchen as I set up the drum. It was
a small group which made it cozy for the students. These students loved the buffalo robe. They
piled on each other and rolled around the buffalo. It was a delight to watch them play and
discover how majestic the hide of the animal is. In this ExSEL Program, the teachers scribe for

the students and provide support. Instruction is individualized and meets the distinctive learning
profiles of each student with a concentration on the British Columbia, Ministry of Education's

core competencies. This group uses both drawn physical representations and syntax to express
Indigenous drumming experience and singing in their classroom. It is a small group of students

who have the support of teachers and workers.

Figure 62
Example of Grades 4-7 Artwork Story
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Description: This Artwork Story's general theme is a student playing a hand drum on the

buffalo robe and a large drum. In this Artwork Story, there is a hand drum that is coloured
yellow. A male student is holding a hand drum and he is smiling. The student is wearing the

brown buffalo robe. The buffalo has black x's for eyes to show that he is not alive. Moreover, his

legs are orange. His teacher writes for him what he has learned: “We hold the drum to our chest
to warm it up and give it love. Different types of drums.” The student has wrapped them self in
the buffalo robe. Many Indigenous medicine peoples shape-shift and assume the medicine of
these incredible animals. Our people transform during ceremonies to heal our sickness with
medicine and gifts of the animals.

Colour Observation: Using the Indigenous MWCKC, brown is a tertiary colour mixing
primary red, blue, and yellow. The colour (+) red means honesty, vigor, strength, Ancestors,
mother, and life. The colour (+) blue is used and connected to the father sky (watches over us),
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safety, awareness, and trust. The (+) yellow in the Indigenous MWCKC means spiritual, the
rising sun, the beginning, and joy. This student has also added (+) orange, the MWCKC, which
symbolizes children, protection, creativity, and vitality. The (+) shade black's meanings are

sharing, introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection, and the physical.
Figure 63

Example of Grades 4-7 Artwork Story

Description: The general theme in this Artwork Story shows two drums. In this Artwork
Story, the student draws two drums. It is a neutral, positive picture. The student writes about

what they learned. One drum is coloured yellow and black, and the other drum is coloured red
and black. The student writes: “buffalo, pitch drum” and points to the yellow drum. “Low pitch
drum” and points to the red drum. “I learned about pitch drums and low pitch drums. Pitch

drums are made from buffalo and low pitch drums are made from deer.”
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Colour Observation: Using the Indigenous MWCKC, the colour (+) red means honesty,
vigor, strength, Ancestors, mother, and life. The (+) shade black's meanings are sharing,
introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection, and the physical. The (+) yellow in the
Indigenous MWCKC means spirituality, the rising sun, the beginning, and joy.
Figure 64

Example of Grade 4-7 Artwork Story

Description: The general theme in this Artwork Story is a spirit, the drum, and buffalo
robe. The details show a large drum is in the center of many colourful circles and sunshine rays

all around it. The many colours depict excitement around the drum. The colours used are blue,
red, purple, yellow, and black. The buffalo robe lies off to the right and is on top of the carpet

itself. There is a spirit with wings on the top left-hand side and a student's face underneath it
with its mouth open. The student writes: “I liked the deer drum and the moose drum and the

buffalo carpet. I learned about spirits. I can talk to my cousin.” The student connects to his
cousin, who has passed away by remembering the Indigenous understanding that “we are all
connected; we are all related.”
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Colour Observation: Using the Indigenous MWCKC, the (+) shade black's meanings
are sharing, introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection, and physical. The colour (+) red

means honesty, vigor, strength, Ancestors, mother, and life. The (+) yellow in the Indigenous

MWCKC means spirituality, the rising sun, the beginning, and joy. Next, the colour (+) blue is
used and connected to the father sky (watches over us), safety, awareness, and trust. The student

also uses (+) purple signifying unity and the cosmos.
Figure 65

Example of Grade 4-7 Artwork Story

Description: The general theme in this Artwork Story is students playing the drum.

There are four students around the brown buffalo robe and one hand drum above to the right.
There is a line of the shade black also as an unrecognizable object. The student positively writes:
“Spirits of the animals” and “I enjoyed doing the drums!”

Colour Observation: Using the Indigenous MWCKC, brown is a tertiary colour mixing
primary red, blue, and yellow. The colour (+) red means honesty, vigor, strength, Ancestors,
mother, and life. The colour (+) blue is used and connected to the father sky (watches over us),
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safety, awareness, and trust. The (+) yellow in the Indigenous MWCKC means spirituality, the

rising sun, the beginning, and joy. The (+) shade black's meanings are sharing, introspection,
awakening, collaboration, protection, and the physical.

Table 5
Summary Describing the Physical Representations Artwork Story Group 3
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Note. Table 5 shows a description of qualitative observations about each Artwork Story using the

model described in Chapter 3. The table categorizes and tallies physical representations found in

each of the student's drawings. The vertical number line refers to the number of drawings in
Group 3, Grades 4-7, ExSEL program. The horizontal line describes the physical

representation—the consecutive horizontal lines following shows the quantity of physical

representation found in each Artwork Story.

Figure 66

Description: Physical Representations Artwork Story Group

Note. Figure 66 pie chart gives a qualitative visual representation and a quantitative percentage

of the total physical representations observed in Artwork Story Group 3, Grades 4-7 ExSEL

program, using the model described in Chapter 3.
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Group 3: ExSEL Grade 4-7 Discussion of Physical Representation Findings

Main Themes: Human Beings (31%), Small and Large Drum (24%), Emotional Expressions
(16%), Emotional Expressions —Smiles—Others (16%) and Descriptive Words (15%)
1. Human Beings (31%): The main theme in Group 3 is human beings and it takes up 31% of

the pie chart in Figure 66. There is 23% with no gender in Figures 64 and 65. There is 8%
male gender, found in Figures 62 and 64. Lastly, there is 0% female. Three out of four or

75% of the drawings had a human drawn in the Artwork Stories. In many Indigenous

groups, sexual orientation is acceptable and has different roles within the family and
community. LGBTQA2S (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, asexual and two-

spirited) was not segregated, marginalized, or separated in Indigenous communities before
colonization. One's natural sexual orientation was acceptable within many tribes. The impact
of existing Indigenous drumming and singing correlates to acceptance of wholistic gendered

communities while producing healthy self-esteem and self-identity in public-education.
2. Small and Large Drum (24%): Every Artwork Story shows the importance and connection

to drumming and singing. Both small and large drums take up 24% of the pie chart in Figure
66. In 100% of the drawings, there is either a large drum, small drum, or both in each
drawing. There are an overwhelming six drums in four Artwork Story drawings. Figure 63

has solely drums drawn in it and the student talks about what they learned regarding each
drum's pitch. Figure 64, a fascinating drawing, shows the drum as a sacred spiritual being.
The drum is enshrouded in different colours and it gives the appearance that the drum is

glowing. The student here talks about his connection to spirit and talks to his cousin, who has
passed away. Group 3 is the same as Group 1, depicting the drums' importance as a cultural

and physical representation in their Artwork Stories.
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3. Emotional Expressions - Smiles - Others (16%): The emotional expressions take up 16% of
the pie chart in Figure 66—group 3 shows emotional expressions in the Artwork Stories.

There are 4% smiles, and Figure 62 has the example. Other expressions are at 12% and
include wide, excited, open mouths, such as in Figure 64.

4. Descriptive Words (15%): The pie chart shows descriptive words are at 15%. Group 3 has
the teacher scribe for them and 100% of the Artwork Stories have words written on them.
This exercise gave voice to the students, and their words are intriguing. The students talk

about protocols, how to take care of the drums, the different sounds of drum making, the
types of hides used to make drums, the enjoyment of drumming, and the spiritual connection
to drums and animals. They learned to sing a song in a new language, inspiring them to speak
using their voice.

Group 3: Secondary Themes: Physical Representations

Secondary Themes: Buffalo Robe (12%), Descriptive Symbols and Icons (4%)
1. Buffalo Robe (12%): The buffalo was significant in Group 3, and 75% or three out of four of
the Artwork Stories have the buffalo robe drawn in them. Figures 62 and 65 are examples of
the drawn buffalo robe in the Artwork Stories. This correlates to Niizhwaaswi Nookmis

miinwaa Mishoomis Kinoomaagewinan of the mshkode bizhiki and the students'
mnaadendmowin (respect) for the animal. Yellow, musical notation E, and the direction of
the East. The students rolled and rolled on the buffalo robe and rubbed the fur while they
giggled. I observed a strong bond with the animal. They enjoyed the hair's visceral feeling,

and one boy would continuously hug the buffalo—a very happy and satisfying observation.

The students felt close to the buffalo and its animal energy—the importance of sacred

physical, cultural objects used to reconnect students to the history of Indigenous worldviews.
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2. Descriptive Symbols and Icons (4%). In Figure 64, the student draws spirits of animals and

his cousin with wings. His cousin has passed over, and he identifies with the spiritual
connection of drumming and singing.

Table 6
Application ofAnishenaabe MWCKC Analytical Model Artwork Stories Group 3

Note. Table 6 is the Anishenaabe MWCK Analytical Model from Chapter 4 applied to students'
Artwork Story Group 3, Grades 4-7 ExSEL program. The MWCKC colours are in order in

vertical line A. Vertical line B outlines their positions. Vertical line C gives the positive (+)
meaning of the ceremonial colours. Vertical line D gives the negative (-) of the ceremonial

colours. Lastly, line E tallies the colours used in each student's Artwork Story.

Figure 67

Anishenaabe MWCKC Analytical Model Artwork Story Group 3
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Note. Figure 67 pie chart tallies all the colours used in the MWCKC Analytical Model Artwork

Stories found for Group 3, Grade 4-7 ExSEL program. The student choice of colours shows as a

percentage showing colour delineation. Refer to MWCKC meaning found in Chapter 4.

Summary of Group 3 ExSEL Grade 4-7 Themes: Colour Analysis Application of
Anishenaabe MWCKC Analytical Model to Artwork Story

Main Colour Themes: Student Experiences Interpreted in Artwork Story. Colours Most Used:
Red, Blue, and Yellow. Colours Least used: Indigo and White

All four Artwork Stories are drawn positively, showing the students enjoyed the teaching
and experience of Indigenous drumming and singing. The use of colour translates into language
and emotional expression that the students transmit into Artwork Stories. The drawings are

expressive and the students showed that they enjoyed the drumming, singing, and the whole
Indigenous cultural experience.
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Figure 67 shows the red (South) and yellow (East) are both 25% in the pie chart Figure

66. Both the colours red and yellow are in 100% of the Artwork Stories. Red in the (+) positive

means honesty, vigor, strength, Ancestors, mother, life, and emotion. They are using the

MWCKC Analysis Table yellow in the (+) positive means illumination, joy, kindness, renewal,

and spirit. The students were attracted to the colour red, and an example is in Figure 63.

Blue (West) and Black (Below): Both the blue colour and the black shade tie at 19% of
the pie chart in Figure 66. The colour blue is (+) positively used and connected to the father sky
(watches over us), safety, awareness, and trust. The shade black (Below) is positively used, and

in the MWCKC, its meaning is sharing, introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection, and

physical.
The colours least used in Group 3 Artwork Story are green (Centre/Volition) 0%, indigo
(Between Top) 0%, and white (North) 0%. The colours chosen could be due to the types of

mediums offered (crayons, pencil crayons, felts) used in primary education. It could be due to the
students not being attracted to these colours or shades. It could mean they do not connect to the

colours and their meaning or they already have the mshkikiwan from the colours they did not
use.
In sum, Group 3 was very intriguing. I observed they had a powerful connection to their
spirituality. The students connected to the drum's spirit, Mother Earth; one student said they

could communicate through drumming and singing with their loved one that passed away. This
articulated that the student experienced drumming and singing as an outlet to relieve strong

emotions. The classroom circle drumming is a safe way for any student to channel their
spirituality, emotions, and release energy,
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There are unique connections in this group. Some students drew each other with no
gender, whereas the other groups drew a mainly male and female distinction. Gender was not too

(12%) important to this group. Both small and large drums were one of the students' main

focuses in the physical representations in their Artwork Stories. Even more interesting was how
the students communicated. Each piece of Artwork Story had written words on them expressing

what their experience was. Indigenous drumming and singing are a vehicle for language
transmission through learning the Indigenous language in the song. Although, the conversation

was encouraged by the teachers and support workers. The writing was also beneficial to read

what the students had to say about the indigenous drumming and singing lesson. Their words
added another layer to the depth of research, this was evident in their Artwork Story. The
impacts of Indigenous drumming and singing pedagogies create social bonds and friendships,

leading to student wellbeing.
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Group 4: Grade 12, Group 1 (n=5)

Group 4: Application of MWCKC Model to Group 4 Artwork Stories
The grade 12 group was waiting for me when I got to their classroom. They helped me

set up the buffalo robe, the large drums, and the students placed the small hand drums on the
buffalo robe. The group was ready to go and we started with traditional protocols and an
explanation of the drum. The group was relatively quiet, witnessing and absorbing the drum
teachings. At first, the student's voices were quiet; they had picked up the beat and the song in

about twenty minutes or so. I was amazed. The students learned so fast, I broke them into groups
so we would see who could sing the song with a strong voice. Then, I asked each student to take
a leadership role and “kick it out,” meaning, begin the song, and we'd all join in. Group 4 was

terrific and it was gratifying to sing with them.

Figure 68
Example of Grade 12 Artwork Story
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Description: The general theme for this Artwork Story is Turtle Island (N. America),
many animals, the sun, and the moon. The details shown in the center of the page are a Turtle
with the world on its back, coloured green and blue. There is a brown and black beaver, a black

bald eagle with a yellow beak and a white head, a fish coloured orange, red, and black—also, a

brown elk. There is a blue mouse in the moon of blue cheese; also, a sun with yellow rays, eyes,
and a big smile showing a happy Artwork Story. There are words on the page saying, “Thank
you!” and “Merci!”

Colour Observation: Artwork Story uses the Indigenous MWCKC and applies it to the
analysis. The (+) shade black's meanings are sharing, introspection, awakening, collaboration,
protection, and the physical. Brown is a tertiary colour mixing primary red, blue, and yellow.
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The colour (+) red means honesty, vigor, strength, Ancestors, mother, and life. The (+) yellow in
the Indigenous MWCKC means spiritual, the rising sun, the beginning, and joy. Next, the colour

(+) blue is used and connected to the father sky (who watches over us), safety, awareness, and

trust. Next, the use of green in the MWCKC means balance, self, nature, and purity. This student

has added (+) orange, which is the MWCKC symbolizing children, protection, creativity, and
vitality. The use of (+) shade white in the Medicine Wheel Artwork Story is for healing, strength,

and movement, intellect. Finally, the use of (+) green in the MWCKC means balance, self,
nature, and purity.

Figure 69

Example of Grade 12 Artwork Story

Description: The general theme for this Artwork Story is of an elk. The details show a
large elk walking in the Artwork Story. The student writes: “Thank you for sharing with me

(heart) you are really cool”.

Colour Observation: Artwork Story uses the Indigenous MWCKC and applies it to the
analysis. There is no use of colour in this Artwork Story, only pencil in grey shade. Grey is a

combination of the shades black and white. The (+) shade black's meaning sharing,
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introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection, and the physical. The use of (+) shade white

in the Medicine Wheel Artwork Story is for healing, strength, and movement, intellect.
Figure 70

Example of Grade 12 Artwork Story

Description: The general theme for this Artwork Story is of a forest, animals, and music.
This Artwork Story shows a positive drawing. There is a pink buffalo with yellow horns and

eyes, with her calf standing on the green grass. There is a green tree with a brown trunk, three
blackbirds on and around it. There is a black elk with brown horns and eyes. The clouds are blue

and red, and the sun is orange, yellow, and red. Black musical notes are flying all around the
picture.

Colour Observation: Artwork Story uses the Indigenous MWCKC and applies it to the
analysis. There is the use of the shade black in the Artwork Story. The (+) shade black's

meanings are sharing, introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection, and the physical.
Brown is a tertiary colour mixing primary red, blue, and yellow. The colour (+) red means
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honesty, vigor, strength, Ancestors, mother, and life. The (+) yellow in the Indigenous MWCKC

means spiritual, the rising sun, the beginning, and joy. Next, the colour (+) blue is used and

connected to the father sky (watches over us), safety, awareness, and trust. This student has
added (+) orange, which is the MWCKC symbolizing children, protection, creativity, and

vitality. Next, the use of green in the MWCKC means balance, self, nature, and purity. The use

of the (+) shade white in the Medicine Wheel Artwork Story is for healing, strength, and
movement, intellect. There is also pink in this drawing, which is red and white. Finally, the use

of (+) green in the MWCKC means balance, self, nature, and purity.
Figure 71

Example of Grade 12 Artwork Story

Description: The general theme for this Artwork Story is of the sun, nature, and many
animals. This Artwork Story depicts a positive drawing. There are many details, such as a sun in
the middle of the picture with rays around it. The words on and around the sun say: “To Ms.

Marsden” and “Morning Song.” A sticker in the middle of the sun says in black: “you are

beautiful.” There is a green and yellow moose with brown antlers standing in blue water. There
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is a blue line drawing of a bird. There are two flowers. One is pink with a red outline, and the
other is pink with an orange outline and a green stem. There is a green tree with a brown trunk.

There is a purple and indigo beaver with a brown tail. There is a green and brown turtle with a
brown fly on its back standing in blue water.

Colour Observation: Artwork Story uses the Indigenous MWCKC and applies it to the
analysis. There is the use of the shade black in the Artwork Story. The (+) shade black's

meanings are sharing, introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection, and the physical.
Brown is a tertiary colour mixing primary red, blue, and yellow. The colour (+) red means
honesty, vigor, strength, Ancestors, mother, and life. The (+) yellow in the Indigenous MWCKC

means spiritual, the rising sun, the beginning, and joy. Next, the colour (+) blue is used and

connected to the father sky (watches over us), safety, awareness, and trust. This student has
added (+) orange, which is the MWCKC symbolizing children, protection, creativity, and

vitality. Next, the use of green in the MWCKC means balance, self, nature, and purity. Also,
there is (+) indigo, a connection to the source (Creator). The student uses (+) purple signifying

unity and the cosmos. The use of (+) shade white in the Medicine Wheel Artwork Story is for

healing, strength, movement, and intellect. There is also pink in this drawing that is red and
white. Finally, the use of (+) green in the MWCKC means balance, self, nature, and purity.
Figure 72

Example of Grade 12 Artwork Story
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Description: The general theme for this Artwork Story is of a drum and an animal. In
more details, an elk is flying out of a drum. The elk has an outline in black and is coloured red

and brown with blue, purple and indigo around it. The large drum has yellow on its base. Some
words say: “Thank you!” on the top of the drawing.

Colour Observation: Artwork Story uses the Indigenous MWCKC and applies it to the
analysis. There is the use of the shade black in the Artwork Story. The (+) shade black's

meanings are sharing, introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection, and physical. Brown

is a tertiary colour mixing primary red, blue, and yellow. The colour (+) red means honesty,
vigor, strength, Ancestors, mother, and life. The (+) yellow in the Indigenous MWCKC means
spiritual, the rising sun, the beginning, and joy. Next, the colour (+) blue is used and connected

to the father sky (watches over us), safety, awareness, and trust. This student has added (+)
orange, which is the MWCKC symbolizes children, protection, creativity, and vitality. Next, the

use of green in the MWCKC means balance, self, nature, and purity. Also, there is (+) indigo, a
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connection to the source (Creator). The student also uses (+) purple, signifying unity and the

cosmos.

Table 7

Summary Describing the Physical Representations Artwork Stories Group 4.

Note. Table 7 shows a description of qualitative observations about each Artwork Story using the

MWCKC model described in Chapter 4, “The Medicine Wheel Transformation.” The table
categorizes and tallies physical representations found in each of the student's drawings. The

vertical number line refers to the number of drawings in Group 4. The horizontal line describes

the physical representation—the consecutive horizontal lines following show the quantity of

physical representation found in each Artwork Story.
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Figure 73

Description: Physical Representations Artwork Stories Group 4

Note. Figure 73 pie chart gives a qualitative visual representation and a quantitative percentage

of the total physical representations observed in Artwork Stories Group 4, Grade 12, using the
model described in Chapter 3.

Group 4: Physical Representation Findings

Main Themes: Relations (4-legged, wing, fin) (36%), Emotional Expression Smiles—Other
(18%) and Relations Plants (12%)
1. Relations (4-legged, wing, fin) (39%): The central theme in Group 4 is relations to the
animals in the Artwork Story drawings. The relationship to the animals is 39% of the pie
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chart in Figure 73. Every drawing, 100%, has an animal drawn in it, which correlates to the
Niizhwaaswi Nookmis Miinwaa Mishoomis Kinoomaagewinan animals' teachings in

Chapter 4, Figure 23. For example, the teachings of mshkode bizhiki (buffalo) in Figure 70
are mnaadendmowin (respect), the colour yellow, musical notation E, and the East's

direction. Next, amik (beaver) in Figure 67 and Figure 70 is mnaadendmowin (wisdom), the
colour green, musical notation F, and the self's centre. Also, miskwaadesli (turtle) in Figure

68 and Figure 71 is debwewin (truth), the colour indigo, musical notation A, and the
direction are ‘between top'. Lastly, migizi (eagle) in Figure 68 is zaagiwewin (love), the

colour purple, musical notation B, and the direction are above.

2. Descriptive Symbols and Icons (23%): Five out of five or 100% of Artwork Stories have
descriptive symbols and icons drawn in them. They take up 23% of the pie chart in Figure

73. There is a happy smiling sun, a mouse in a cheese moon, and Turtle Island in Figure 68.

There are musical notes flying in the air in Figure 70. These can represent childhood stories
they identify with, such as “the moon is made of cheese.”
3. Relations Plants (11%): The Artwork Stories have many illustrations displaying the students'
meaningful relationship to plant life and it takes up 11% of the pie chart in Figure 73. There
are flowers, grasses, and trees in Figures 70 and 71. The students show the importance of

plant life—plant life as mshkikiwans, food, shelter, and the clean environment of Mother

Earth.
4. Emotional Expression Smiles—Smiles and Other (9%): Group 4 has 9% of animal

relations in the pie chart in Figure 73. Some of them are smiling in the Artwork Stories. It has
a smiling amik (beaver) in Figure 71 and Figure 70 has a smiling mshkode bizhiki (buffalo).
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There are 5% smiles and 4% other expressions, such as the placid look on the elk in Figure
69.

Group 4: Secondary Themes: Physical Representations

Secondary Themes: Descriptive Words (7%), Grandfather Sun (5%), Grandmother Moon,
Grandfather Sun, Stars Ancestor Pathway, Drums Large, and Miscellaneous (2%)
1. Descriptive Words (7%): The words written in Group 4's Artwork Stories express gratitude

for learning the Cherokee Morning Song, for sharing, and toward myself as the Indigenous
Teacher. Also, a sticker that says, “you are beautiful.” This group was very grateful to have

me come into the classroom and teach indigenous drumming, songs, and protocols.
2. Grandfather Sun (5%): In 60% of the Artwork Stories, there is Grandfather Sun.
Grandfather Sun has a smiling face, peering down on Mother Earth and all the relations (4

legged, wing, fin). Grandfather Sun is in Figures 67, 69, and 70. Grandfather Sun is central

and has the center stage in the drawings, showing how intense the sun is to the students and
the correlation to the Cherokee Morning Song.
3. Grandmother Moon, Grandfather Sun, Stars Ancestor Pathway, Drums Large, and
Miscellaneous (2%): All of these were 2% in the Artwork Stories showing their connection

to each other. The miscellaneous drawn item has many musical notes in the air. This group's
secondary themes gently touched Grandmother Moon, Grandfather Sun, Stars Ancestor

Pathway, Drums Large, and miscellaneous.
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Table 8
Application ofAnishenaabe MWCKC Analytical Model Artwork Stories Group 4.

Note. Table 8 is the Anishenaabe MWCKC from Chapter 4 and applied to students' Artwork

Stories Group 4, Grade 12. The MWCKC colours are in order in vertical line A. Vertical line B

outlines their positions. Vertical line C gives the positive (+) meaning of the ceremonial colours.

Vertical line D gives the negative (-) of the ceremonial colours. Lastly, line E tallies the colours
used in each of the student's Artwork Story.
Figure 74

Anishenaabe MWCKC Analytical Model Artwork Stories Group 4
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Note. Figure 74 pie chart tallies all the colours used in the MWCKC Analytical Model Artwork
Stories found for Group 4, Grade 12. The student choice of colours quantifies as a percentage

showing colour delineation. Refer to MWCKC meaning found in Chapter 4.

Summary of Group 4 Grade 12 Themes: Colour Analysis Application of Anishenaabe
MWCKC Analytical Model to Artwork Stories

Main Themes: Positive Experiences, Shade and Colours Most used: Black (18%) Blue, Green,
Yellow and Red (13%). Least used: Indigo and Purple
All five Artwork Stories are drawn positively, showing the students enjoyed the teaching and
experience of Indigenous drumming and singing. The teacher said the students were giggling and
happy when they were asked for a drawing because, in grade 12, they no longer are asked to

draw in class.
1. Positive Experiences: Group 4 Artwork Stories were all drawn positively. Each picture

showed their connection to relations (4-legged, wing, fin). Many of the animals were smiling
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and majestic in the Artwork Stories images. In Figure 68, the elk walks majestically and in
Figure 71, the elk flies out from the drum with grace and spirit. This age group had beautiful,

artistic pieces. There is something positive or magical in each drawing. The Artwork Stories

showed that the students enjoyed the lesson, teachings, and experience of Indigenous
drumming and singing. The colours and shades in this group were relatively balanced, to my

surprise. In Figure 74, the pie chart's balanced colours connected this with the students being
older and well-adjusted to their school environment. The balanced colours in the pie

chart connected this with the students being older and well-adjusted to their school

environment.
2. Black (Below): The shade black has 18% in Figure 74. The Artwork Stories used the shade
black, similar to Group 1 (18%), 2 (19%), and 3 (19%). The shade black category in the (+)
positive means sharing, introspection, awakening, collaboration, a feeling of protection, and

physical. The number of colours and shades are relatively balanced in this group. This group

used many pencil crayon colours for their Artwork Stories and were thoughtful and
introspective about the drumming and singing lesson.

3. Blue (West), Green (Center/Volition), Yellow (East) and Red (South) (13%): All three

colours take up 13% each in the pie chart Figure 74. The blue colour category in the (+)
positive means father sky, safety, awareness, and trust. In Figure 69, the clouds are blue and

fluffy in the father sky. The use of (+) green in the MWCKC means balance, self, nature, and
purity. By applying the MWCKC yellow in the (+) positive means illumination, joy,
kindness, renewal, and spirit. The colour red in the (+) positive means honesty, vigor,
strength, Ancestors, mother, life, and emotion.
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4. Indigo (Between Top) and Purple (Above) (both 6%): Indigo and Purple are 6% in the pie
chart Figure 74 and used the least amount of times. The colours chosen could be due to the
types of mediums the students (pens, pencil crayons, felts) use in secondary education. It

could be due to the students not being attracted to these colours or shades. It could mean they
do not connect to the colours and their meaning or have what they need from the colour.

In sum, as data is analyzed, the correlation to the MWCKC Theory deepens more and

more. The interest of the animal realm in this Group 4's finding shows how the vibration of
Indigenous drumming and singing travels up with the tree of life, through all the colours, using

their colour frequency, connection to the Manitou Miikanaang. MWCKC Figure 74 shows that
the number of colours used is proportionate and quite balanced. To achieve this balance, the
students have touched each portion of MWCKC through drumming and singing. Balance is the
ideal result for the MWCKC. In the Medicine Wheel, the aim is to create an equilibrium of all

quadrants, a wholistic approach, and this shows that the mshkikiwan is working when the

students achieve colour balance. Asking students to create an Artwork Story after the drumming

and singing lesson, their interpretation and relationships allowed me to translate their

information quickly. Favell (2015) said the fundamental goal of the kid's drawing is to generate
a visual equivalent that makes sense so that the person they are showing it to understands the

meaning. When I asked for drawn pictures from this class, they giggled; their teacher said they

have not gotten a chance to draw in such a long time and were happy to send me Artwork
Stories. It prompted me to think about the lack of creativity in the older grades that focus mostly
on academics and little on creativity. Especially now in the public school system, cutbacks on
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funding for the arts make our schools a desert learning environment and leave the richness of
Indigenous education, colour, and art expression behind.
The MWCKC colours are almost balanced visually in this group. The older the students

become, the maturity creates a connection to many colours compared to the younger groups

focused on yellow, red, black, and blue. Group 4 has taken a wholistic approach to their response
to drumming and singing colour expression.
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Group 5: Grade 12, Group 2 (n=5)
Group 5: Application of MWCKC Model to Group 5 Artwork Stories

Group 5 came out to the car and carried in all the drums. I was very grateful; carrying
bags of drums, the large drums, drum stand, drum beaters, song sheets, and buffalo robe is a big

job. The students helped me set everything up and chatted away with each other. We sat in a

circle, I introduced myself in my traditional Indigenous way, and I asked the usual questions
outlined in Chapter 1. I listened and observed their responses to get a feel of the group. Each

group of students has been very different; this group was relaxed and curious. The students held
the drum close to their chest to warm up the drum as I explained drum protocols. Then we began.

The older students usually get the drumbeat quickly. They manage to connect to the drum, each

other, and myself within the first round of playing the beat. I always get the students to practice
‘becoming one' with the beat to feel united. I let them know that the drum spirit is alive and it
will always remember them, their song, their feelings, their good energy.
Figure 75

Example of Grade 12 Artwork Story
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Description: The general theme for this Artwork Story is nature and animals. The details
of this positively colourful Artwork Story are drawn uniquely all around the page, so there is no
beginning and no end. There are many green, yellow, orange, purple, and pink trees. Some are
Indigenous trees and some are palm trees. Birds are flying around the palm trees. There are black
line-drawn mountains, jagged blue mountains, and a yellow sun with rays. There is moving blue

water with fish in it. The student drew squiggle art that is filled in yellow, blue, indigo, pink, red,
orange, and green. There is an elk with green, yellow, orange, blue, indigo, red, brown, and pink.

The elk has a heart icon on its chest. There is a doe with brown and black spirals drawn on her
body.
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Colour Observation: Artwork Story uses the Indigenous MWCKC and applies it to the
analysis. There is the use of the shade black in the Artwork Story. The (+) shade black's
meanings are sharing, introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection, and the physical. The

colour (+) red means honesty, vigor, strength, Ancestors, mother, and life. This student has
added (+) orange, which is the MWCKC symbolizes children, protection, creativity, and vitality.
The (+) yellow in the Indigenous MWCKC means spiritual, the rising sun, the beginning, and
joy. Next, the use of green in the MWCKC means balance, self, nature, and purity. Next, the

colour (+) blue is used and connected to the father sky (watches over us), safety, awareness, and
trust. Also, there is (+) indigo, a connection to the source (Creator). The student also uses (+)
purple signifying unity and the cosmos. The use of (+) shade white in the Medicine Wheel

Artwork Story is for healing, strength, movement, and intellect. There is also pink in this
drawing that is red and white. Brown is a tertiary colour mixing primary red, blue, and yellow.

Figure 76

Example of Grade 12 Artwork Story
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Description: The general theme is animals and a drum. The details show an eight-legged
octopus with one eye. The octopus has a round object that has a picture of another dimension.

The dimension has water, trees, mountains, and a crescent moon and stars in the night sky. In

many Indigenous cultures, these concentric circles signify the different teaching realms of Spirit
and stars of the cosmos explained in Chapter 4, “The Medicine Wheel Transformed.” There is a

hand drum with one beater and a butterfly to the right of it. The only colour that is very slight is
two lines of light purple coming off the drum's sides. The student uses black to pencil in the
remaining Artwork Story.

Colour Observation: Artwork Story uses the Indigenous MWCKC and applies it to the
analysis. The general theme for this Artwork Story is of a drum, nature, and animals. There is the
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use of the shade black in the Artwork Story. The (+) shade black's meanings are sharing,
introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection, and the physical. The student also uses (+)

purple signifying unity and the cosmos. The use of (+) shade white in the Medicine Wheel
Artwork Story is for healing, strength, movement, and intellect.
Figure 77

Example of Grade 12 Artwork Story
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Description: The general theme for this Artwork Story is students, animals, and playing
the drum in nature. In the details, the sun is singing with a happy smile and open arms,

“Whendeyaho Wey yo ho!” It is very lightly coloured yellow and red. Two clouds are singing,
“hey ya ho hey ya ho.” Musical notes and birds are flying around. There are three females with

long hair. Many Indigenous cultures see hair as sacred and consider the life force, ancestral
connection, blood memory, and strength. One student was smiling, playing the hand drum with
the word “boom” beside her. The remaining two female students are smiling and drumming the
large drum with a lamb, cat, and a monkey. They are kneeling on the buffalo robe. The word

“boom” is also written and off to the left above two flowers.

Colour Observation: Using the Indigenous MWCKC, the colour (+) red means honesty,
vigor, strength, Ancestors, mother, and life. The (+) yellow in the Indigenous MWCKC means
spiritual, the rising sun, the beginning, and joy.
Figure 78

Example of Grade 12 Artwork Story
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Description: The general theme for this Artwork Story is of students drumming and
singing with the sun. The details show the sun drawn in traditional West Coast Indigenous. Two

students are singing with mouths open around the large drum while beating their hand drums.
They are all sitting on the brown buffalo robe. The drums are all yellow and the two hand drums

have a red center in them. The female students are coloured blue and black with long brown hair.
Musical notes are all around the students and written song on the Artwork Story, it says: “We
n'de ya ho, We n' de you ho, We n'de ya ho, We n' de ya ho, Ho ho ho ho, Hey ya ho, hey ya

ho, ya ya ya!”

Colour Observation: Artwork Story uses the Indigenous MWCKC and applies it to the
analysis. There is the use of the shade black in the Artwork Story. The (+) shade black's

meanings are sharing, introspection, awakening, collaboration, protection, and physical. Brown

is a tertiary colour mixing primary red, blue, and yellow. The colour (+) red mean: honesty,
vigor, strength, Ancestors, mother, and life. The (+) yellow in the Indigenous MWCKC means
spiritual, the rising sun, the beginning, and joy. Next, the colour (+) blue is used and connected

to the father sky (watches over us), safety, awareness, and trust.
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Figure 79

Example of Grade 12 Artwork Story

Description: The general theme for this Artwork Story is a ma'iingan head. This
Artwork Story is drawn positively in blue pen ink and shows mastery of its subject.

Colour Observation: Using the Indigenous MWCKC, the (+) blue is used and connected
to the father sky (watches over us), safety, awareness, and trust.
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Table 9
Summary Describing the Physical Representations Artwork Stories Group 5

Note. Table 9 shows a description of qualitative observations about each Artwork Story using the

model described in Chapter 3. The table categorizes and tallies physical representations found in

each of the student's drawings. The vertical number line refers to the number of drawings in
Group 5, Grade 12, Group B. The horizontal line describes the physical representation—the
consecutive horizontal lines following show the quantity of physical representation found in each

Artwork Story.
Figure 80

Description: Physical Representations Artwork Stories Group 5
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Note. Figure 80 pie chart gives a qualitative visual representation and a quantitative percentage
of the total physical representations observed in Artwork Stories Group 5, Grade 12, using the

model described in Chapter 3.

Group 5: Discussion of Physical Representation Findings

Main Themes: Emotional Expressions (36%), Relations (4-legged, wing, fin) (32%), Drums
Small and Large (9%), Hair, Descriptive Symbols and Icons, and Human (7%)

1. Emotional Expressions (36%); Smile -Other (18%) Emotional Smiles - (8%) and

Emotional Expressions Other (10%): Two out of five or 40% of the Artwork Stories have
emotional expressions in them. Some of the ‘other emotional expressions' are open mouths

in Figures 77 and 78. While some are singing with calm, closed eyes in Figure 77. The
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students are drumming in the Artwork Story and look intrigued by the drumming and singing

lesson.
2. Relations (4-legged, wing, fin) (32%): In Figure 80, Relations (4-legged, wing, fin) takes up

32% of the pie chart. This group had four out of five or 80% of the Artwork Story drawings

with animals in them. Group 5 In Figure 79, the whole drawing is the head of a Ma'iingan

(wolf). Sometimes the students are very spiritually in tune when they are still young to
Indigenous teachings. The ma'iingan connects to Niizhwaaswi Nookmis miinwaa Mishoomis

Kinoomaagewinan Ma'iingan, representing dbasendmowin (humility), musical notation C,

the colour red, and the direction South. The ma'iingan and the colour red (16% central colour
theme) correlate and demonstrate they are interconnected. Group 5's 32% relation to the
animals is very similar to Group 4 at 36%. The connections to the animals are strong in both

Group 4 and Group 5. For Indigenous peoples, the animals are essential teachers, and the
animals teach us about survival, family, cycles, and mshkikiwan in this world.

3. Drums Small and Large (9%): The large drum takes up 3 %, and the small drum is at 6%

and takes 9% of the pie chart in Figure 80. There are three out of five or 60% of the Artwork
Stories with drums drawn in them. In Artwork Story Figures 77 and 78, there are both the

small and the large drums. There is also a small and large drum in Artwork Story Figure 78.

There is both the large drum and the small drum in Group 2 but not in Group 1 or Group 3
Artwork Stories. Both drums were essential to draw in these groups.
4. Hair (7%): Hair is in two out of five or 40% of Group 5's Artwork Stories. Hair is 7% of the

pie chart in Figure 80. There was no hair in Group 4 or Group 3, yet abundant in the lower
grades of Group 1 and some in Group 2. Group 5 has students connecting to and drawing hair

in figures 77 and 78.
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5. Descriptive Symbols and Icon (7%): Descriptive Symbols and Icon is in two out of five or

40% of Group 5's Artwork Stories and is 7% of the pie chart in Figure 80. A great symbol

stands out, representing a portal There is a symbol or icon in four out of five Artwork Stories.

That is 80% of the drawings. A great symbol stands out, representing a portal into another

world-correlating to the MWCKC explanations of spiritual travel when drumming and
singing. In Figure 75, the student draws a world within a world. This dimensional

representation looks like a mountain scene at night through a portal carried by an octopus
flying towards a drum. There are musical notes symbols in Figures 77 and 78. The

Grandfather Sun in Figure 78 of an Indigenous West Coast fine art representation of the sun
using traditional ovoids and crescent shapes while modern musical notes encase the

Cherokee Morning Song in the Artwork Story. It shows the students' knowledge and interest

in the Indigenous teachings
6. The Human Female (7%): Human Females are in two out of five or 40% of Group 5's

Artwork Stories. Human Females are 7% of the pie chart in Figure 80. Human Female is a

theme that is in two of the Artwork Stories. There are no Human Males or Humans No

Gender in contrast to Group 3, which has only Human Males drawn in their Artwork Stories.
Group 5: Secondary Themes: Summary of Grade 12 Physical Representations

Secondary Themes: Miscellaneous (6%), Grandfather Sun (4%), and Descriptive Words
1. Miscellaneous (6%): 80% of the drawings have miscellaneous items in them. For example,

Figure 75 shows various shapes, such as spirals, squiggles, squares, and triangles. The
student is experimenting with design, line, form, and colour. There are also happy singing
clouds in Figure 77.
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2. Grandfather Sun (4%): 60% of the Artwork Stories have the Grandfather Sun. The
Grandfather Sun in Figure 78 of an Indigenous West Coast fine art representation of the sun
using traditional ovoids and crescent shapes while modern musical notes encase the

Cherokee Morning Song in the Artwork Story. It shows the students' knowledge and interest

in the Indigenous teachings and art.
3. Descriptive Words (3%): 40% of the Artwork Stories have the Indigenous words to the
Cherokee Morning Song written on them. They are in Figures 77 and 78.

Table 10
Application of Anishenaabe MWCKC Analytical Model Artwork Stories Group 5

Note. Table 10 is the Anishenaabe MWCKC Analytical Model from Chapter 4 applied to

student's Artwork Stories Group 5, Grade 12. The MWCKC colours are in order in vertical line

A. Vertical line B outlines their positions. Vertical line C gives the positive (+) meaning of the
ceremonial colours. Vertical line D gives the negative (-) of the ceremonial colours. Lastly, line

E tallies the colours used in each of the student's Artwork Story.
Figure 81

Anishenaabe MWCKC Analytical Model Artwork Stories Group 5
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Note. Figure 81 pie chart tallies all the colours used in the MWCKC Analytical Model Artwork
Stories found for Group 5, Grade 12. The student choice of colours quantifies as a percentage

showing colour delineation. Refer to MWCKC meaning found in Chapter 4.

Summary of Group 5 Grade 12 Group 2 Themes: Colour Analysis Application of

Anishenaabe MWCKC Analytical Model to Artwork Stories
Main Themes: Positive Experiences, Colours Most used: Red, Blue, Yellow and the Shade
Black. Colours Least used: Indigo, Green, and Orange
1. Positive Experiences: Group 5 Artwork Stories were all drawn positively, showing the

students enjoyed the teaching and experience of Indigenous drumming and singing. The
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drawings are intricate and detailed. Some of the Artwork Stories have no visual

representations of drumming and singing but connect to Niizhwaaswi Nookmis miinwaa
Mishoomis Kinoomaagewinan. There are many animal spirit guides and helpers in Group 5; I

am aware of the mshkikiwan of the ma'iingan in Figure 79, octopus and butterfly in Figure
75. The students show the relationship to the animal guides in their drawings.

2. Red (South), Blue (West), Yellow (East), and the shade Black (Below) (16%) The two
colours, red and blue, plus the shade of black, is each 16% of the pie chart in Figure 81. Red

in the (+) positive means honesty, vigor, strength, Ancestors, Mother, Life, and emotion. The
(+) blue is used and connected to the father sky (watches over us), safety, awareness, and

trust. As mentioned in Artwork Story Figure 79, Niizhwaaswi Nookmis miinwaa Mishoomis
Kinoomaagewinan of the Ma'iingan (Wolf), Dbasendmowin (Humility), musical notation C,

the colour red, and direction of the South. When applying the MWCKC yellow in the (+)
positive means illumination, joy, kindness, renewal, and spirit. The shade black (Below) is

positive, and in the MWCKC, its meaning is sharing, introspection, Awakening,
Collaboration, Protection, Physical.

3. Green (Center/Volition), Indigo (Between Top), and Orange (Between Bottom) (5%)

These colours are the least times used and take 5% of the pie chart in Figure 79. The colours
chosen could be due to the types of mediums the students use (pens, pencil crayons, felts) in
secondary education. It could be due to the students not being attracted to particular colours
or shades. It could mean they do not connect to the colours and their meaning at this time.

In sum, there are many references to animal relations in this group. The animals are
Indigenous clans, guides, mshkikiwan, behaviour, cycles of nature, family, and territory. Their
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lessons are for the human race, and especially Indigenous peoples. They are essential for
teaching and structuring our clan, family, and systems. Human beings all have an animal nature,

which leads to understanding the psychology of human behaviour and the mind. In Figure 79, the
ma'iingan's head is prominent and fills the student's whole page. Benton-Banai (1988) says that

the original human and ma'iingan (wolf) walked together:

Each of you is to be a brother to the other.. .In their closeness, they realized that they
were brothers to all of the Creation.. .What will happen to one of you will also happen to

the other. Each of you will be feared, respected and misunderstood by the people that will

later join you on this Earth (p. 8).

In Niizhwaaswi Nookmis miinwaa Mishoomis Kinoomaagewinan, seven animals
bring us gifts and work in this world.

There are many animal spirit guides and helpers in Group 5; I am aware of the

medicine of the wolf, octopus, and butterfly. Sams & Carson (1988) explain the butterfly's
medicine as a helper that creates transformation and is akin to the element air in the Medicine
Wheel. All are interconnected; all are relations. The students can show the spiritual

connection to the animal guides in their drawings. For many Indigenous traditions and

medicine people, our animals and other spirit beings walk with us. John (2010) speaks about
animals, shamans, and their relationship with the sacred drum. Group 5's pictures show that

the students enjoyed the drumming, singing, spiritual experience, and the wholistic

Indigenous experience.
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Application of MWCKC Model to All Artwork Story Groups

Group 1, 2, 3, 4, 5: Grades K-12 (n=43)
Table 11

Summary Describing the Physical Representations Artwork Stories Total Groups

B1 Description: Group Totals

□ Grp. 1 K-1 □ Grp. 2 Grd.□ Grp. 3 Grd.□ Grp. 4.1 G∣□ Grp. 5.2 Grd□ Totals
2
4
5
0
0
23
3
2

5

16
58
32
7
12
59
9
17
47

7

6

35

0

0

0

2

0

2
1

7
1

27
2

3
1

3

10

0

1

0
1
3

5
1
4

7
32
11

1
23
4
5
10
16
0
6
16

Emotional Expressions Smiles

7

1
1Γ

12 Emotional Expressions Frowns

0

2

13
14

0
0

15
0

11

Emotional Expressions Other
Grandmother Moon

15

Grandfather Sun

1

3

16

Stars Ancestor Path Way

0

5

18
4
4

9
2
7

17
Hair
18 Buffalo Robe
19 Misc.

3

3
0
6

2
0
0

4
3
0
0
3

0

Note. Table 11 shows a description of qualitative observations about each Artwork Story using

the model described in Chapter 3. The table categorizes and tallies physical representations

found in each of the student's drawings. The vertical number line refers to the number of
drawings in all Groups 1-5, Grades K-12. The horizontal line describes the physical

representation. The consecutive horizontal lines following show the quantity of physical

representation found in each Artwork Story.
Figure 82
Description: Physical Representations Artwork Stories Total Groups
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□

1
0
0
0
0
20
6
4
7

9
28
17
2
0
0
0
1
18
14

2
Drums Large
3
Drums Small
4
Human Female
5
Human Male
6
Human No Gender
7 Relations (4 legged, wing, fin)
8
Relations Plants
9 Descriptive Words
10 Descriptive Symbols/lcons

18

Note. Figure 82 pie chart gives a qualitative visual representation and a quantitative percentage

of the total physical representations observed in Total Groups of Artwork Stories, using the

model described in the methodology section Chapter 3.

All Group Totaling (n=43) Artwork Stories: Main Theme Discussion and Dialogue of

Physical Representation Findings

Main Themes: Drums Small and Large (18%), Emotional Expressions (16%), Relations (4
legged, wing, fin) (15%), Human (13%) and Descriptive Symbols and Icons (12%)
1. Drums Small and Large (18%): The largest group of physical representations is drums.

There are 14% of small drums and 4% large drums drawn in the Artwork Stories. There are
58 small drums and 16 large drums in total found in the drawings. Together, 74 drums take
up 18% of the pie chart Figure 82 of the total physical representations. The drums show a
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wide range from 0 to 24 with a mean of 8.6. The drums being the overarching theme, show
Indigenous drumming and singing to be the main focus and hold the highest physical

representation position in the Artwork Stories.
2. Emotional Expressions (16%): A total of 35 emotional expressions smiles Figures 57 and 44

taking up 9% of the pie chart Figure 82. They have a range of 4 to 14 with a mean of 8.6.

There are 27 emotional expressions other, such as Figures 43 and 78 taking up 7% of the pie
chart Figure 82. They have a range of 0 to 12 with a mean of 7.6. In all five groups, the

students drew a human being, and the majority had an emotional expression of smiling and

being excited.
3. Relations (4-legged, wing, fin) (15%): There are 59 relations (4-legged, wing, fin) in 43

Artwork Stories. In Figure 82 the pie chart shows relations (4-legged, wind, fin) take up

15%. An example can be found in Artwork Story Figures 76 and 79. They have a wide range
of 0 to 39 and a mean of 16.4.

4. Humans (13%): Throughout every group of Artwork, Stories is a drawn human being. They

take up 13% of the pie chart Figure 82. Human Females are 8% and the range is 0 to 15 with
a means of 5. An example is in Figure 77. There is 3% Human No Gender with a wide range
of 0 to 23 and a mean of 6.2. An example is in Figure 65. There is 2% Human Male with a

range of 0 to 8 with a mean of 2.8. An example is in Figure 57.
5. Descriptive Symbols and Icon (12%): Descriptive symbols and icons take up 12 of pie chart
Figure 82. They have a range from 4 to 16 and a mean of 9.4. An example is in Figures 76

and 64. There is a range of 4 to 16 with a means of 9.4.
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Table 12

Application ofAnishenaabe MWCKC Analytical Model Artwork Stories Total Groups
1

MWCKC: All Group Totals

Direction

Positive Meaning(+)

Negative Meanlng(-)

2

White

North

Healing, Strength, Movement, Intellect

Stagnation, Oppression

10

0

Purple

Above

Unitv, Cosmos

Alone, Isolated

10

0

Indigo

Between Top

Connection to Source(Creator)

Disconnection

6

0

Blue

West

FatherSky, safe. Awareness, Trust

Mistrust, Lossoflnstlnct. Sad

30

1

Green

Center/Volition

BaIance, SeIf, Nature, Purity

Eπvγ, Jealous,

12

0

Illumination, Joy, Kindness, renewal,

Fear, Illness, Anxious

3

4
5

6
7
8
9
10

11
Yellow

East

Orange

Between Bottom

Red

South

Slack

Below

12
13
14
15

16

17

Totals

10

10
6

31

12

spirit
33

0

Children, Protection, Creativity, Vitality

Listless, VuInerable, Tedious, dreary

9

0

Honesty, Vigor, Strength, Ancestors,

Denial, Anger, Frustration, Shame

33

9

Mother, Life, emotion
34

0

Sharing, Introspection, Awakening,

Closed, reckless. Disturbed, Abandoned, Manipulation,

18

Collaboration, Protection, Physical

Unresolved Issues

19

27

1

34

28

Note. Table 12 is the Anishenaabe MWCKC Analytical Model from Chapter 4 applied to
student's Artwork Stories Art all Total Groups. The MWCKC colours are in order in vertical line

A. Vertical line B outlines their positions. Vertical line C gives the positive (+) meaning of the
ceremonial colours. Vertical line D gives the negative (-) of the ceremonial colours. Lastly, line

E tallies the colours used in each of the student's Artwork Stories.

Figure 83
Anishenaabe MWCKC Analytical Model Artwork Stories Totals Groups
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Note. Figure 83 pie chart tallies all the colours used in the MWCKC Analytical Model Artwork
Stories found for Groups Totals. The student choice of colours qualifies as a percentage showing

colour delineation. Refer to MWCKC meaning found in Chapter 4.
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The Totals and Complete Findings Groups 1-5 (n=43)

Summary of All Group Totals: Colour Analysis Application of Anishenaabe MWCKC
Analytical Model to Artwork Stories

Main Themes: Positive Experiences, Colours Most used: Red (20%), Yellow (19%), Blue
(18%), and the Shade Black (16%). Colours Least used: Orange (5%) and Indigo (3%)
1. Positive Experiences: The Total Finding of all 5 Groups is overall positive. There are 42 out
of 43 positive Artwork Stories. An example of a positive drawing is found in Artwork Story

46. There is one negative drawing out of a total of 43 Artwork Stories. This can be found in

Figure 41.
2. Red (South) (20%): The colour used most often throughout all groups is red at 20% in Figure
83. Red is used in 34 out of 43 Artwork Stories. The range is 13 to 27, with a mean of 20. 4.

An example of the colour red is in Figure 30.

3. Yellow (East) (19%): Yellow is 19% in the pie chart Figure 83. Yellow is used in 33 out of
43 Artwork Stories. The range is 13 to 25 with a mean of 20.2. An example of the colour

yellow is in Figure 71.

4. Blue (West) (18%): Blue is at 18% in the pie chart Figure 83. Blue is used in 31 out of 43

Artwork Stories. The range is 16 to 20 with a mean of 17.2. An example of the colour blue is

in Figure 64.
5. Black (Below) (16%): Black is at 16% in the pie chart Figure 83. The Shade Black is used in
28 out of 43 Artwork Stories. The range is 16 to 19 with a mean of 17.6. An example of the

shade black is in Figure 68.
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6. Orange (Between Bottom) (5%): Orange is at 5% in the pie chart Figure 83. The colour

orange is used in 9 out of 43 Artwork Stories. The range is 3 to 10 with a mean of 6. An
example of the colour orange is in Figure 50.

7. Indigo (Between Top) (3%): Indigo is 3% in Figure 83 and the colour is used the least

amount of times in Artwork stories. The range is 0 to 6 with a mean of 3.2. An example of
the colour indigo is in Figure 75.

In sum, the students of every group drew a human being, and the majority had an
emotional expression of smiling and being excited. In the Artwork Stories, the students draw and

make connections to their peers, classmates, and friends, enriching the drumming and singing
experience. The Artwork Stories show the importance of human bonding, community,
interaction, health and healing during drumming and singing pedagogy.

The colours also correlate to the drawing of humans. The Total Group's relationships are
essential and the majority are positive Artwork Stories. The colour red (20%) connection to
honesty, vigor, strength, Ancestors, mother, life and emotion. The colour yellow (19%),

representing illumination, joy, kindness, renewal and spirit. The elements of Ancestors, mother,

joy, kindness is relationship-building. Not one student is left out, criticized for not keeping beats,
singing off-key, or not knowing the words. The drumming and singing lesson's natural

occurrence are to be accepted, inclusive, connect with the drum and accept each other. The
students do not need years of lessons, one hour will do, and the students have successfully
learned an Indigenous song and played an instrument without reading, memorizing notes. The

ease of Indigenous drumming and singing boosts self-esteem and gives the student desire to
continue learning in the drumming and singing environment. A new language is heard and
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learned; it creates interest in languages because it resonates in one's heart, producing a desire for

new learning.
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Chapter 6 Thunderbird: Discussion, Recommendations, and Future Research
In Chapter 6, I chose to name this section “Discussion” instead of “Conclusions.” Most
Indigenous people are collaborative and we discuss ideas rather than putting the finality of a

conclusion on anything. I am walking in many realms, the spiritual, with eyes wide open, in
dream time and this world; I understand that life is a continuum of process. We are always

learning, discovering, recommending, and creating new paradigms. In the discussion, I will
weave the recommendations with future research, followed by professional development. I
understand that this dissertation has a vast amount of information that will lead to more exciting

research, inferences, curiosities with integrity and love of Indigenous students, epistemologies,

ontologies, and pedagogies. It has taken me a lifetime to get here, to gather traditional ancestral

knowledge, and to take a Giniw'Waabi P^o'∙<l<IΛ (Eyes of a Golden Eagle) view of this
undertaking. I dare not stop here, but open the tipi door, invite you around my fire to discuss

what is yet to come. Please take this work and do good for my Indigenous people.
The research on Indigenous drumming and singing pedagogies and impacts reviewed in
the report provides some very powerful findings. There are three main components to the

research question: What impacts are the existing Indigenous drumming and singing pedagogies
having upon the understandings of (1) critical Indigenous contexts, (2) wholistic wellbeing, and
(3) cultural education of students within the public school culture?
Critical Indigenous Contexts
Students are highly inclined to actively build essential skills on Indigenous pedagogies.

Even after one class, they showed proficiency in the critical Indigenous context of knowledge

retainment, drumming motor skills, a sense of community, student engagement, and
memorization of an Indigenous song, its language and melody. The language component in an
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Indigenous song is an essential tool to reinstate Indigenous languages. The song retrains the
ancestral tongue, deconstructs, then transforms thoughts and mends broken hearts.
Wholistic Wellbeing

1. The Physical
Indigenous drumming and singing's physical movement influences the physical body,

cognitive development, and emotional wellbeing through dexterity. The student learns to hold a
drum in one hand and the drum beater in the other hand. Many students would try changing the
drum and drum beater to the less dominant hand thus producing dexterity and a balance. The
physical evidence drawn in the Artwork Stories (MWCKC black 16%—Group Totals)

demonstrates that Indigenous drumming and singing provide positive energy, exercises our

bodies, toe tapping, increase blood flow, body swaying from side to side, and regulates our
heartbeat to the natural body rhythm and drum beat.
2. The Intellectual
Students develop cognitive competency (MWCKC white 6%—Group Totals) by

following, focusing on the drumbeat, while the mind organizes the memorization of Indigenous

words from the song. The eye-hand coordination of striking the drum enhances memory
exercises. This can be seen as both intellectual by watching to make sure the drum beater is

striking the drum and also physical and using the hand to strike the drum. Balancing the mind's

divergent and convergent domains is encouraged with this creative, logical activity and language

and sentence sequencing. Drumming and singing is a rich experience that guides the student
through the lesson into an elaborate way of thinking and doing. The intellectual evidence drawn

in the Artwork Stories pulls back scattered thoughts, realigns them to focus on the drumbeats,

and aids in clarifying the mind.
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3. The Emotional

Indigenous drumming and singing showed (MWCKC red 20%—Group Totals) that the

students felt safe, esteemed, protected in their environment, and happy; they experienced joy
during Indigenous drumming and singing. Student competency in the Artwork Stories exhibited

reduced anxiety with the increase of community and peer engagement. Indigenous context

imparted by the use of the colour red demonstrates a positive effect on emotional response and

expression.
4. The Spiritual

This research has guided me to discover a spiritual component (MWCKC yellow 19%—
Group Totals) for mainstream education, a gap that has been missing in public schools since the

residential school experience. The results of spiritual competency are imperative for Indigenous
education and student success. The Artwork Stories validated student illumination, joy, kindness,

and renewed spiritual connections. There are quite a few examples of student spiritual

experience. A couple can be found in the Group 3 Artwork Story shown in Figure 64. The
student spiritually connected with the drum, the drum's meaning, and the drum's spirit. While
drumming, he connects and communicates with his cousin that had passed away. He draws the

drum with glowing light and colours as if it moves, shakes, and shimmies with life force. His

cousin floats above the drum as if he is going to move into the drum, then through the drum's
portal into the realm of spirit. His mouth is wide open and exciting. The student's experience is
vital to show the importance of a spiritual healing connection in this world and all the worlds

through Indigenous drumming and singing. In Group 5, Figure 76, an octopus is wiggling behind

a dimensional portal while a beater is playing the drum. It transcends this world and you move
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through the Artwork Story into another world. The student's representation of their experience is
spiritual and touches other realms. It is a world within a world.
Intellectual, social-emotional (mental health), spiritual, and physical development are

complementary, interrelated, and mutually supportive areas of growth, requiring active attention

in the K-12 school years. Social skills and physical dexterity found in Indigenous drumming and
singing influence intellectual development. All are therefore related to learning and later
academic achievement observed as necessary spheres of Indigenous pedagogy.

Indigenous Cultural Education of Students
The Indigenous drumming and singing use a considerable number of cultural elements. It
provides an opportunity to support student interest, development and function in the classroom.

The witnessed Artwork Stories of drumming and singing relate strongly to Indigenous culture
and education. The students' Artwork Stories portrayed Indigenous cultural knowledge, love,
imagination, curiosity, playfulness, inquisitiveness, learnedness, respect, the school community's
importance, and broadening their wholistic experiences.
The K-12 Group Totals (n=43) Artwork Stories indicated students' tremendous positive
attitude towards Indigenous drumming and singing. It is my perspective from research results
that students would greatly benefit from an Indigenized curriculum to increase healthy

Indigenous identity, self-esteem, good relations, self-determination, and confidence-building by
playing the drum and learning an Indigenous song in a one-hour lesson. I would recommend

implementing Indigenous drumming and singing pedagogies twice a week to benefit all students
and not just once or twice in a school year. This increased implementation adds inclusiveness in

the public school system while actively decolonizing Western-imposed education. This could
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lead to the reduction of stereotyping, the demystification of some Indigenous knowledge, and the

promotion to learn First Nations, Inuit, and Metis (FNIM) history and culture.
In all the Artwork Stories, Group Totals' highest physical representation is 18% in Figure

82, and Group 1 had the most occurrences of the small and large drums at 32% in Figure 39.
Being the youngest group, the students focused on the fascination and depiction of the drum. For
most students, playing the Indigenous drum is new and exciting. For further inquiry, reference
Appendix B for the basic statistical calculations on the complete physical representation and

MWCKC findings for groups 1-5. The small hand drum has a wide range from 0% to 24% and a
mean (average) of 12 small drums in groups 1-5. This mean of 12 depicted that the students

found the small drum to be the primary focus on Artwork Stories. The students liked the hand
drum. The large drum ranged from 1% to 12%, a variable with a mean of 5.2; although the large

drum was not the main focus, it still held relevance and interest for the students to draw. The
high number of Artwork Story drums in Group 1 validates the recommendation that Indigenous

drumming and singing should start in early childhood kindergarten years.
I suggest that students drum and sing to scaffold their lessons once a week or every two

weeks. Then continue with consistent learning and scaffold Indigenous drumming and singing as
they move up each grade. Extra lessons would give students a strong foundation of Indigenous
pedagogies and protocols in the public school culture. Students focus meaningfully on the hand

drums and the Indigenous culture and their importance by displaying copious details and care in

their drawings. Many students drew the drum and the beating of the drum. The drum's
prominence informed the students' essential and vital connection to the heartbeat, the mother's

heartbeat, Mother Earth, the cosmos, and Ancestors. The drum's emphasis also correlates to the
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Group Totals choice and use of the colour red 20% in the MWCKC, meaning the mother and

Ancestors' connection.
As a result, Indigenous drumming and singing close the gaps of intergenerational trauma

and produce relief to those who have experienced trauma, disconnection, and abandonment by
reconnecting to the drum's soothing heartbeat. Those students who carry intergenerational
trauma of residential school, those displaced through the ‘60s scoop, and government foster care

and adoption can access restorative healing through the revitalization of Indigenous drumming
and singing, a form of cultural education.
The second occurrences are relations (4-legged, wing, fin) to animals, Group Totals at

15%, to my surprise. Group 4 has the largest amounts at 39%. This physical representation in the
Artwork Stories represented a wide range of 0% to 36% and a mean of 16.2. Animal depictions
illustrate the importance of relations (4-legged, wing, fin) discussed in detail in Group 5, findings

section. Group 5 findings show their strong connection to the animals, which students the path to

figuring out their work in this world, their talents, learning behaviour, and the gathering of their
will to go into the outside world after education. This process is a natural transition into

becoming a young adult. The Odoidaym'iwug (Anishenaabe Clan System) system supports what
the students are drawing. The Clan system is the Creator giving the Earth's Original people unity,
strength, family, social order, and government system as well as a means of dividing work and

talents. Each clan had its principles and maintained individual and collective identity within the
village. The Anishenaabe people had specific roles and jobs within each clan system. These roles

guided the Gichi'ayaag and the community to help show children how to develop their talents.
Indigenous people nurtured children's natural talents. The talents were identified, developed and
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supported right from birth. Our Gichi'ayaag and community watched the child see what jobs
matched these talents.

In comparison, and in my experience, Western education is daunting. The students

struggle to find out who they are, their life career, and how to live and work in this world.
Western education fails many of our students and leaves them lost and confused to understand

what their next steps are. If the student does not have the academic marks to get into a trade

school, college, or university, we need this Indigenous clan system reinstated-where no one fails,
education is a process, and everyone has a talent and place in society. I recommend the
Odoidaym'iwug be taught in high school years to help guide students in finding their true work

in this world for a Minobmaadziwin (The Good Life).
The next Group Totals is 13% human beings (female, male, and no gender), which also
correlates to the colour red (20%). Red has a range of 13% to 27% and a mean of 20.4, while

yellow (19%) has a range of 13% to 25% and a mean of 20.2. These two are the primary colours
chosen throughout all Groups 1-5, correlating to humans and drums drawn in the Artwork

Stories. They positively used colours, showing their connection to the correlation to the interests
and importance of the relationships they are building with each other and the sacred drum. The

MWCKC explains that the students' use of red expresses honesty, vigor, strength, Ancestors,

mother, life, and an emotional connection. Indigenous drumming and singing pedagogies
encourage social community for student development, student academic success, and emotional

expressions. The students' use of yellow while colouring the humans and drums show through
the MWCKC that they feel illumination, joy, kindness, renewal, and a spiritual connection. The

students using the colour yellow with humans in their Artwork Stories learn about relationships
and the values of joy, kindness, and spiritual connections needed to build friendships. The
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mnaadendmowin (respect) we see when we look to the East and the rising sun. Anishenaabe tipi
door faces east, and most of our ceremonies begin in the East. Respect is the medicine of the

mshkode bizhiki (buffalo). The students are creating a dialogue between each beat of the drum.
Building optimistic relations with classmates and the ability to have relations and
interconnections.
All Group Totals' Artwork Stories expressed human emotion through their relationships

with peers, making friends, and making social interactions significant. The students' use of
yellow correlating joy, kindness, and the encouragement of social bonding during the drumming

experience. The students are developing social skills and learning how to relate with each other
during the Indigenous drumming and singing experience.

The lowest number in Group Totals are Grandmother Moon 1% with a 0% to 2% range
and a mean of 0.6. Plant relations Group Totals are 2% with a wider range of 0% to 11% and a

mean of 3. Groups 1, 2, and 3 students do not show interest in the teachings of the Indigenous

Grandmother Moon, yet they use the ancestral colour red as their primary colour. Their
connection to their Ancestors is strong at this young age and many Indigenous people believe the

Ancestors walk with them. The Gichi'ayaag speaks about Grandmother Moon time teachings

(menstruation) and the moon's relationship during puberty with the older ages. Grandmother
Moon is in Group 4, Grade 12 Group 1, Figure 68 and Group 5, Grade 12 Group 2, and Figure
78. Here, the grade 12 student's age is appropriate for Grandmother Moon's time teachings. This

correlation is correct and age-appropriate. Here is a very brief explanation; when our girls begin
their moon time around grade, in the Anishenaabe culture, the girls fast for one year from

berries. They also learn to use the word ‘no' to develop healthy choices and a strong voice. After
one year fast, the young women are then danced into the lodge through the ceremony, given their
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spirit name and the first taste of berries and gifts to become a woman. The plant relations in

Group Totals is 2% in the Artwork Stories. Plant relations has a range of 0% to 11% and a mean

of 3. The low number shows the students are still young in the teachings of plants, their
mshkikiwan and biology. Anishenaabe children who take an interest in plants become
apprentices under the wing of Gitchi'ayaag and mshkikiwan peoples. They pick mshkikiwan
during specific times of the year and only pick what is needed. Semaa is placed on the ground for

the plants' permission, for reciprocity, and prays for the good of mshkikiwan. It is at 2% for
Group 4, Grade 12 Group 1, Figures 70 and 71, also in Group 5 Grade 12 Group 2, Figures 75,
76, and 77. The older groups show more important details and correlation to plant relations in

their Artwork Stories.

The lowest number in Group Total colours used are purple (3%) and orange (3%). These
colours, the students chose the least amount of times in this group, showing they are not attracted
to them or do not feel the need to use them in their Artwork Stories. They already have this

colour's mshkikiwan in their life or from the drumming and singing experience. The MWCKC

shows that purple is unity and cosmos; orange is children, protection, creativity, and vitality.
There is unity and vitality while drumming in sync, a feeling of safety in the circle where the
student sits, and Artwork Stories provide an outlet for student creativity.
Group 2, Grade 2, Figure 41 and the students depicted in blue showed the importance of
teacher-student relations, how the teacher should approach Indigenous drumming and singing,

the students, and the classroom environment. I recommend adequate training for Indigenous

teachers to teach Indigenous drumming and singing, the drum's power and protocols. A teacher
cannot just sing an Indigenous song without following proper permissions; it is necessary to
follow Indigenous cultural protocol. This would involve the local Indigenous nations,
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Gitchi'agaag, and parent volunteers willing to share social songs within public education.
Individual song keepers can decide if they would teach more than social songs, family songs or

ceremony songs. For example, Gabriel George (2018) gifted the students in the VSB the Chief
Dan George Song. This special song has now become the Coast Salish Anthem for all the

students to sing. This gift is transformational for the students and staff who wish to drum and

sing. Indigenous drum work is enjoyable for students who want to participate at lunch or after

school. Indigenous drum work can be used to begin assemblies, and during music class too.
Furthermore, the students showed interest in Welela's (1997) Cherokee Morning Song.

The Indigenous language, the Niizhwaaswi Nookmis Miinwaa Mishoomis Kinoomaagewinan,

and musical notes all contribute to the student's enjoyment, participation, and success of learning
an Indigenous song. It is my understanding that it is paramount that diverse Indigenous
languages continue to thrive and flourish through Indigenous drumming and singing as a form of
transmission and sustainability.
Indigenous drumming and singing pedagogies suggest social competency, spiritual
correlations, increased joy and happiness in the activity, and the ability to explore dynamic

Indigenous contexts and learning opportunities. This Indigenous pedagogy is a form of
intergenerational healing, revitalization of Indigenous culture, decolonization, and education for

all in public education. Public education and all students who attend will significantly benefit
from a curriculum infused with the practice of Indigenous drumming and singing.
With the implementation of Indigenous education beginning to infiltrate the public
education system, it would be interesting to study Indigenous drumming and singing over a fiveyear-long research project. The scaffolding and implementation of bi-weekly Indigenous
drumming and singing lessons in grades K-12 could increase the practice of diverse FNIM social
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songs from various gifting nations. This would be a rich pedagogy and it would allow

collaboration between Indigenous groups who took interest in drumming.
In the long term, I have had students come up to me and pretend to drum while singing an

Indigenous song I had taught them five years ago. Their memory of the drumming and singing

shows how well they enjoyed the lesson, and they still remember while they sing it to me.
Memory is vital, it is in our blood to remember.

The Memory of Our Ancestors Contained in Our Blood
In analyzing the Artwork Stories, Densmore's (1910) Indigenous pictograph drawings of

the Midewiwin birch bark scrolls held ancestral echoes linking to the students' Artwork Stories,

their visual language and pictorial expression. The song picture links to the similarities found in
the student's Artwork Stories. The Artwork Stories and song pictures shown as examples in the

following figures. Some are human with hearts, three humans' side by each, Medicine Wheel

motif, spiritual spirals to the heavens, humans with bow and arrow, and many more that I did not
include due to this dissertation's limitations. The Gichi'ayaag says that many of Densmore's
(1910) interpretations are incorrect because of her worldview, which is non-Indigenous and

Eurocentric; she did not understand the Midewiwin and the Chippewa people's truth. I have

brought Densmore's (1910) pictographs forward to associate them with the student Artwork
Stories to connect to Anishenaabe (Chippewa) ancestral blood memory and the seven

generations theory. Only the Midewiwin Grand Chiefs, medicine keepers, and Gichi'ayaag
understand the power of the birch bark mnemonics of the Midewiwin. The blood contains the

seven generations theory's collective memory, mnemonic pictures. Many Indigenous groups
associate red with life. A personal conversation (January 27, 2021) with Haida Gichi'ayaag

Amanda White explains that blood means life. The MWCKC's explanation of the colour red
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means life too. The students show this connection in the Artwork Stories they have drawn. I'll

put a section of the Artwork Story beside each song picture. These drawings require further

investigation into our blood memories found in Artwork Stories.
Figure 84
The Centre of the Drum is the Centre of the Universe
Connection to Artwork Story Figure 30, Group 1.

Note. Densmore, 1910, p. 57.

In Artwork Story Figure 30, the student sits in front of the large drum. The large drum

represents the center of the universe. This Artwork Story shows a likeness to pictograph No. 17.

Figure 85
A Gathering for Drumming and Singing

Connection to Artwork Story Figure 31, Group 1, and Figure 37, Group 2.
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Note. Densmore, 1910, p. 32.
In Artwork Story Figures 31 and 37, the student draws drums in a circle waiting for the

students to gather and play. This Artwork Story shows a likeness to pictograph No. 4.

Figure 86

From the Heart
Connection to Artwork Story Figure 32, Group 1.

Note. Densmore, 1910, p. 67.
In Artwork Story Figure 32, the students draw the heart representing the love of

drumming. Indigenous people use the heart because it is wiser than the mind. This Artwork
Story shows a likeness to pictograph No. 36.
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Figure 87

The Power of Singing and the Voice
Connection to Artwork Story Figure 48, Group 2.

Note. Densmore, 1910, p. 82.
In Artwork Story Figure 32, the students sing and the song goes out into the sky. The

large drum represents the center of the universe. This Artwork Story shows a likeness to

pictograph No. 64.

Figure 88

The Three Are Ready To Participate
Connection to Artwork Story Figure 41, Group 2.
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Note. Densmore, 1910, p. 56.

In Artwork Story Figure 41, the three are waiting to sing. This Artwork Story drawing

shows a likeness to pictograph No. 16.

Figure 89
The Beginnings of the Medicine Wheel
Connection to Figure 54, Group 2.

Note. Densmore, 1910, p. 61.

In Artwork Story Figures 45 and 54, the beginnings of the ancient Medicine Wheel and

its knowledge. This Artwork Story shows a likeness to pictograph No. 22.

Figure 90
The Stars and the Cosmos
Connection to Figure 50, Group 2.
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Note. Densmore, 1910, p. 64.
In Artwork Story Figure 50, the circle and stars represent the spiritual realms around the
earth. This Artwork Story shows a likeness to pictograph No. 27.

Figure 91

Ready for the Hunt

Connection to Figure 59, Group 2.

Note. Densmore, 1910, p. 45.
In Artwork Story Figure 59, they begin the great hunt. This Artwork Story shows a
likeness to pictograph No. 11.

Figure 92

Flying through the Sky to the Sun
Connection to Figure 70, Group 4.
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Note. Densmore, 1910, p. 77.

In Artwork Story Figure 70, the birds fly to the sun. This Artwork Story shows a likeness
to pictograph No. 56.

Figure 93

Medicine People
Connection to Figure 62, Group 3.

Note. Densmore, 1910, p. 106.

In Artwork Story Figure 62, the animal is shapeshifting into a medicine person. This
Artwork Story shows a likeness to pictograph No. 89.

Figure 94
Different Realms to the Cosmos

Connection to Figure 64, Group 3, and Figure 50, Group 2.
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Note. Densmore, 1910, p. 72.

In Artwork Story Figures 64 and 50, the circle and stars represent the spiritual realms
around the earth. This Artwork Story shows a likeness to pictograph No. 46.

Figure 95
I Have My Drum
Connection to Figure 57, Group 2.

Note. Densmore, 1910, p. 112.

In Artwork Story Figure 57, the human holds the drum and drum beater willing to play.
This Artwork Story shows a likeness to pictograph No. 98.

Figure 96
The Benefits of the Indigenous Drum in Education: The Indigenous Drum & Song
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Note. D. A. Marsden, 2021.

Indigenous drumming and singing creates space for Indigenous culture and pedagogies in
public education while allowing all students and teachers to participate by choice. Our unceded

territories are calling back languages and the spirits of the land to further Indigenous education.
Furthermore, the research on drumming and singing pedagogy has implications for how early

childhood programs should be implemented to effectively promote student development. Future

research could scaffold Indigenous pedagogies, beginning in kindergarten and expanding to
implement Indigenous drumming and singing programs to all grade levels. The aim is to engage
students at a young age and build upon students' understanding and proficiency over the years.
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There is a need for future research on a variety of drumming and singing in diverse

Indigenous languages. Only one social song was used in this research. My recommendation is to
expand the singing of social songs to the next step of singing (with permission from the

Indigenous group who created it) ceremony songs in public education for stronger, clearer,
Indigenous knowledge and spiritual growth of students within the appropriate contexts and with
the permission of parents. Specific Indigenous songs have the power to heal and transform the
spirit, allowing innovative educational initiatives and the notion of connection and promotion of

student wellbeing.
Those who promote indigenous education and culture have just begun to Indigenize and

infuse Indigenous education into mainstream public education. Future research is needed to
continue this initiative of the spiritual component of Indigenous drumming and singing for
critical Indigenous contexts, wholistic wellbeing, also for the Indigenous cultural pedagogies.

We have many students who are living in circumstances that place them at greater risk of
school failure—including poverty, single-parent homes, and social-emotional challenges.

Indigenous drumming and singing could enhance student engagement, connection, self-esteem,
and self-determination. Indigenous drumming and singing is the beginning of learning, helping

the revitalization of Indigenous languages and culture, a song that offers an outlet to express
oneself and promotes a sense of wellbeing and connection to all of Creation.

Professional Teacher Development
By evaluating the outcomes of Indigenous drumming and singing pedagogies, I have
come to understand the benefits and impacts on students. These benefits promote education,
social, and student success. At the heart of the drum is Indigenous education—drumming and
singing can be learned by all. The chance to effectively change Indigenous education and student
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success through professional development can make a substantial difference in their school and
with all students, especially Indigenous students.
The conceptual framework for using this research knowledge is to influence Indigenous
education practices and apply them to public education as depicted in the following

recommendations for professional teacher development.
Figure 97

Professional Development Day at Xpey' Elementary

Note. D. A. Marsden, personal collection, 2014.

Recommendations
1. Incorporate Indigenous drumming and singing into their classrooms to Indigenize K-12

curricula.
2. Organize professional development workshops on Indigenous drum making and singing.
3. Follow local Indigenous protocols on how to respectfully invite an Elder or Knowledge

Keeper into their classroom.
4. Connect with an Indigenous teacher or worker from your school districts. If you do not have

one, then check in with the local band or ask an Indigenous parent if they know an
Indigenous Elder and or Knowledge Keeper that can teach Indigenous drum-making and

promote a successful workshop.
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5. Collaborate with an Indigenous teacher or worker on listing, identifying and obtaining drum

making supplies.
6. Of great importance, learn the local protocols of Indigenous drums and their care from the
Indigenous people of the territory they are residing in. Each community is diverse and so are

their drum teachings.
7. Learn and master an Indigenous social song with the students, then reiterate the learning.
8. Go through their Parent Advisory Committee (PAC) and Indigenous Culture Grants found
online, then ask their school to provide or match funds, and brainstorm fundraising with their

students.
Figure 98

Many Drums Make My Heart Beat

Note. D. A. Marsden, personal collection, 2021.

Drum Protocols
There are sacred Indigenous protocols for drumming and singing, and each diverse nation
will have its own. Protocols are put into place to guide the people about drum and songs use and
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respect. I want to share some Anishenaabe protocols taught to me by my Gichi'ayaag, drum

carriers, and what I learned at ceremonies.

1. The first drum you make-you give away to keep your heart free from greed and materialistic
desire. (decolonization, subject; history)
2. Place tobacco on the drum with a prayer before you begin to play-for gratitude towards the

Creator, for the animal and tree that sacrificed its life for to become a drum.

3. The drum is a female spirit, a gift from the women and to be treated with respect.
4. The drum beats help us feel connected to all these things and the Creator.
5. The drum, combined with its sound, creates a vibration. That is the voice of the drum. This

drum's voice bridges the Ancestors, the women, and our spirits.
6. Never hit the drum aggressively, as this suggests it is a 'beating,' and one may never hit a
woman.

7. The first time you beat the drum it calls in your Ancestors.
8. The drum teaches us responsibility towards the preservation and health of Mother Earth and
all our relations.

9. The drum has its place to sleep as we do in our beds.
10. We feed our drums four times a year on the solstices and equinoxes.
11. We clean our drums with sage.
12. The drum should always be placed skin side up as a sign of respect. If it is upside down, it

can get upset, similar to if we are upside down.
13. The drum top represents the sky; the bottom represents the Mother Earth. Her stitching

represents the ones who play her, they bridge the sky and earth to bring peace. The one who
plays the drum is a vessel and in touch with all of Creation.
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14. Never touch a drum without the owner's permission.
15. The drum is encased in its own clothes, material or drum bag.
16. The drum is a circle that represents the sun, moon, cycles of life, infinity, flow of energy,

equality, etc.
Figure 99

The Resting Place of the Drums

Note. D. A. Marsden, personal collection, 2017.

Last Thoughts
We, the Indigenous people, are still here. We are retracing our steps and picking up the
pieces of our traditions and culture left behind after their destruction through colonization. We

have visions of a new future, visions of how to heal, visions of clarity, strength, and bringing
back the culture. Benton-Banai (1988) says in the “Seventh Fire, an Oshkibimadizeeg (new
people) will emerge and remain strong... There will be a rebirth of the Anishenaabe nation and
the rekindling of old flames. The Sacred Fire will again be lit. The light-skinned brother will

ally into brotherhood” (p. 93). When you hear the sound of an Indigenous drum in your school,
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you will know we bring change, a change that you cannot stop, nor would you want to. The

sound of the Indigenous drum will ripple around the world and continue its transformation one

beat at a time.
Much research still needs to be done on Indigenous drumming and singing pedagogies in

public education. Now is the time when Indigenous education and culture is on the rise and has

become paramount for Indigenous student success. Drumming in sync with each other is the
meaning of the Indigenous saying: Nii'kinaaganaa—One Heart, One Mind—All Is Related, All
My Relations.
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Epilogue
My study is inspired by Archibald's (2008) concepts of Indigenous storywork, Brown's

(2004) concepts of emotional competency, Rebeiz's (2018) reconciliation in action, Smith's
(2003) transformation of Indigenous education, and Smith's (2008) revitalization of Indigenous
culture. My new design of the MWCKC and its use as an analytical tool on student Artwork

Stories identifies the lack of Indigenous values, spirituality, and emotional competency that

produce learning gaps in Western education and on Indigenous learners. Once identified, the
students' Artwork Stories reveal learning gaps that can close with healthy interventions, such as
the Indigenous method of instruction and drumming and singing. Indigenous music is a form of
medicine that allows teachers' exploration as a vehicle of experiential pedagogies. This method

is a wholistic student-centered approach to advancing Indigenous culture and education in public
education and curriculum.

Throughout this dissertation's text, I provide some early theorizing of drum work practice

and its dissemination into the schools. I tested on a large scale how my ideas were exercised in

the sphere of the public domain, in respect of envisioning and erecting a traditional totem pole
and two-house posts, resulting in attendance of over 1,001 drummers—students, staff, and

administration. Enacting my vision of the Legacy project substantially increased the Indigenous

grade rate and brought the community together in the name of Indigenous reconciliation. This
project has now rippled out across British Columbia Drums Across BC, (2020), soon across
Canada with Drums Across Kanata, (2021), North America (2022) and lastly the world (2023).

The drum work I introduced to the classroom serves as a catalyst in the process of healing
intergenerational trauma, open dialogue and awareness around Indigenous issues, decolonize the
institution, and contribute to cultural revitalization.
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Indigenous cultural revitalization in the classroom is imperative, as is bringing back our
Indigenous traditions, ceremonies, and languages, taking back our lands (making space on

institutional land), and empowering our people, and opening up conversation to address racism,

acceptance, and inclusion of the Indigenous voice in order to motivate the people forward. This
challenge has multiple layers. We are creating education programs that are inclusive of many

nations and epistemologies, heal intergenerational trauma, Indigenize institutional spaces, and

provide safe classrooms. Collaborative and diverse teams are eliminating hierarchies and

patriarchy, building allies, and unravelling the legacy of institutional injustices affecting our
peoples.
My recommendation is to advance Indigenous drum work as a more formal pedagogy

and an active element in the curriculum in the public education domain. The analysis of
Indigenous drumming and singing, align with evidence-based approaches and the quantification

of learning. The VSB has expressed its interest in this research and the potential findings and

outcomes of the impacts of Indigenous drumming and singing on student wellbeing. I intend to
positively influence and continue to Indigenize the schooling curriculum with Indigenous drum

work and through scaffolding primary education grades kindergarten through 12. The sacred

cycle of Fire Eagle (destroying old Western epistemologies by fire and creating space for
Indigenous education), Golden Eagle (lifting Indigenous education to a place of excellent quality

and value), and Thunderbird (transforming education and the institution for nii'kinaaganaa).

Giniw'Waabi P^o'∙<<Λ'
(Eyes of a Golden Eagle)
Nii'kinaaganaa

(All My Relations)
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With Responsibility-One Heart, One Mind—All Is Related
Figure 100

Eagle Eyes

Note. R.B., 2012
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Appendix A

Larry D. Hinzman

Vice Chancellor for Research

(907) 474-7800
uaf-irb@alaska.edu
www.uaf.edu/irb

Institutional Review Board
2145 N. Tanana Loop. Suite 212, P.O. Box 757270, Fairbanks, Alaska 99775-7270

January 16, 2020

To:

Sean Topkok, PhD
Principal Investigator

From:

Bridget Watson, Compliance Officer
Office of Research Integrity

RE: Review of project for IRB determination

Thank you for contacting us about Davita Marsden's upcoming project, “The Sound of 1001 Indigenous Drums” in
pursuit of her PhD. As this work involves the retrospective analysis of archived lesson plans and student works, our
office finds the following:

Determination:

The Office ofResearch Integrity has determined that the proposed work does not
meet the definition ofresearch (45 CFR 46.102(l)) involving human subjects
(45 CFR 46.102 (e)(1)). This is not a judgment on the quality or validity of
the proposed research, but is rather a determination that the human subject
protection regulations are not applicable in this case.

No human subject research will be conducted during this project.

Thank you for contacting us. If you anticipate that the scope of your project will change, please contact the
Office of Research Integrity to request a new determination.
If you have any questions regarding this determination, please contact the Office of Research Integrity at
uaf-irb@alaska.edu or call (907) 474-7800.

America's Arctic University
UAF is an AA/EO employer and educational institution and prohibits illegal discrimination against any individual:
www.alaska.edu/titleIXcompliance/nondiscrimination.
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VANCOUVER BOARD OF EDUCATION
School District No. 39
ASSOCIATE SUPERINTENDENT

1580 West BroadwayV
ancouver, B.C. V6J 5K8

June 16, 2020

Davita Marsdcn
Asiqluq Tupkok
School of Education - Curriculum and Instruction Department
University of Alaska Fairbanks
Suite 108. University Lake Building
3890 University Lake Drive
Anchorage, Alaska

Dear Davita Marsden.
Thank you for reaching out regarding your artwork research proposal for "The Sound of 1001
Indigenous Drum ”. On behalf of the VSB Research Committee, please accept this letter as
approval for you to work with the archived student artwork (anonymous) from the Cedar feathers
Project.

Please note.
This approval expires on June 16, 2021.
The VSB Research Committee would be very interested in learning of your results audits
implications for students. When your research is completed, please send us an abstract of the
results.
Thank you for focusing your work within Ihe Vancouver School District. I wish you Ihe best of
luck as you proceed with your inquiry.

Jody Langlois,
Associate Superintendent
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Appendix B
The Complete Physical Representation Findings Groups 1-5

Drums Small: Group 1 has 24%, Group 2 has 18 %, Group 3 has 12%, Group 4 has 0%,
and Group 5 has 6%, the Totals -T-14%, Mean 12.

Large drum: Group 1 has 8%, Group 2 has 1%, Group 3 has 12%, Group 4 has 2% and
Group 5 has 3 %, T-4%, Mean 5.2.
Human female: Group 1 has 15%, Group 2 has 3%, Group 3 has 0%, Group 4 has 0%
and Group 5 has 7 %, T-8%, Mean 5.
Human Male: Group 1 has 2%, Group 2 has 4%, Group 3 has 8%, Group 4 has 0% and
Group 5 has 0 %, T-2%, Mean 2.8.
Human No Gender: Group 1 has 0%, Group 2 has 8%, Group 3 has 23%, Group 4 has
0% and Group 5 has 0 %, T-3%, Mean 6.2.

Relations (plants): Group 1 has 0%, Group 2 has 0%, Group 3 has 0%, Group 4 has 12%
and Group 5 has 4 %, T-2%, Mean 3.2.
Relations (4-legged, wing, fin): Group 1 has 0%, Group 2 has 12%, Group 3 has 0%,
Group 4 has 39% and Group 5 has 32 %, T-15%, Mean 16.4.

Descriptive Words: Group 1 has 1%, Group 2 has 5%, Group 3 has 15%, Group 4 has 8%
and Group 5 has 3%. T-4%, Mean 6.4.
Descriptive Symbols/icons: Group 1 has 16%, Group 2 has 12%, Group 3 has 4%, Group
4 has 8% and Group 5 has 7 %, T-12%, Mean 9.4.

Emotional Expressions Smiles: Group 1 has 12%, Group 2 has 5%, Group 3 has 4%,
Group 4 has 14% and Group 5 has 8 %, T-9%, Mean 8.6.
Emotional Expressions Frowns: Group 1 has 0%, Group 2 has 2%, Group 3 has 0%,
Group 4 has 0% and Group 5 has 0 %, T-0%, Mean 0.4.
Emotional Expressions Other: Group 1 has 0%, Group 2 has 12%, Group 3 has 12%,
Group 4 has 4% and Group 5 has 10%, T-7%, Mean 7.6.
Grandmother Moon: Group 1 has 0%, Group 2 has 0%, Group 3 has 0%, Group 4 has 2%
and Group 5 has 1 %, T-0%, Mean 0.6.
Grandfather Sun: Group 1 has 1%, Group 2 has 2%, Group 3 has 0%, Group 4 has 6%
and Group 5 has 4 %, T-2%, Mean 2.6.
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Stars Ancestor Path Way: Group 1 has 0%, Group 2 has 4%, Group 3 has 0%, Group 4
has 2% and Group 5 has 1 %, T-2%, Mean 1.4.

Hair: Group 1 has 16%, Group 2 has 7%, Group 3 has 0%, Group 4 has 0% and Group 5
has 7 %, T-8%, Mean 6.

Buffalo Robe: Group 1 has 3%, Group 2 has 2%, Group 3 has 12%, Group 4 has 2% and
Group 5 has 1 %, T-3%, Mean 4.

Miscellaneous: Group 1 has 3%, Group 2 has 5%, Group 3 has 0%, Group 4 has 2% and
Group 5 has 6 %, T-4%, Mean 3.2.

The complete MWCKC Findings Groups 1-5

Black: Grp 1 18%, Grp 2 19%, Grp 3 19%, Grp 4 16%, Grp 5 16%, Totals 16%, Mean 17.6.
Red: Grp 1 21%, Grp 2 27%, Grp 3 25%, Grp 4 13%, Grp 5 16%, Totals 20%, Mean 20.4.

Orange: Grp 1 6%, Grp 2 3%, Grp 3 6%, Grp 4 10%, Grp 5 5%, Totals 5%, Mean 6.

Green: Grp 1 6%, Grp 2 10%, Grp 3 0%, Grp 4 13%, Grp 5 5%, Totals 7%, Mean 6.8.
Blue: Grp 1 18%, Grp 2 20%, Grp 3 19%, Grp 4 13%, Grp 5 16%, Totals 18%, Mean 17.2.

Indigo: Grp 1 0%, Grp 2 5%, Grp 3 0%, Grp 4 6%, Grp 5 5%, Totals 3%, Mean 3.2.
Purple: Grp 1 9%, Grp 2 3%, Grp 3 6%, Grp 4 6%, Grp 5 11%, Totals 6%, Mean 7.

White: Grp 1 0%, Grp 2 8%, Grp 3 0%, Grp 4 10%, Grp 5 11%, Totals 6%, Mean 5.8.
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